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PREFACE
SIGNS OF A PROJECT
Miguel Augusto Santos
Escola Superior de Educação do Politécnico do Porto

It will be noceable to all that the preface to this book will also
be wrien as the epilogue to the project that originated it. This book
is one of the main products of the SMILE project, which began in the
autumn of 2008, with the acceptance, by the European Agency for
Culture, Educaon and Audiovisual, of our applicaon for a Comenius Mullateral Project. SMILE is the auspicious acronym of “Sign,
Meaning & Idencaon: (deaf) Learners in Europe”, a tle referring to a subject considered highly important by the six parcipang
institutions in Portugal, Spain and Turkey. Centred in the main
subject of Deafness, Language and Culture  all the parcipang
schools had a history of teaching deaf students  the project established connecons with other subjects, like European cizenship,
Europe as a knowledge society and the challenges that higher educaon is facing, parcularly in teacher training.
It was a complex project, with mulple levels of development
and implementaon. Comenius Mullateral Projects are undertaken to improve the inial or in-service training of teachers and
other personnel working in the schools to develop strategies or exchange experiences to improve the quality of teaching and learning
in the classroom. To achieve that, we implemented two training
programs for students from the three higher educaon teacher
training instuons focused on qualitave research of Deafness,
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Deaf Educaon and European Cizenship. These training programs
involved a period of intercultural dialogue enabling students to visit
the foreign parcipang schools, exchanging percepons and opinions and expanding their views on the main subjects.
But the project had yet another objecve: the development of
standards for doing qualitave research within a European framework.
Based on the analysis of the products and percepons of the students that parcipated in the training programs we were interested
in clarifying which dimensions would be useful when planning and
implemenng similar programs. We managed to translate those
dimensions into a set of quality standards that we consider may
serve as a guide and a basis for further discussions.
Thus, this book intends to cover the main conclusions and proposals we achieved during the lifeme of the project. A public note of
appreciaon should be registered here to those that contributed to
the project and to the book. I would like to thank my co-editor, Lejo
Swachten, for his commitment to the project and his hard work on
this book. I also would like to thank all the contributors for their
chapters and for their contribuons to the project. A special note
of thanks to my Portuguese colleagues, Isabel Pereira Pinto and
Susana Barbosa; they had a very important and signicant role in
the project SMILE and were directly involved in the inial applicaon. I would also like to thank all the personnel and pupils from
the schools involved in the project; without them the training
programs upon which this project was built would not have been so
successful. And nally, a very personal note of recognion to the 45
students that parcipated in the SMILE project; their involvement
and willingness to learn, have been among the best results of this
project. Thank you all!
Coimbra, July 23, 2010
Miguel A. Santos
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION:
Dreaming the Challenge
Miguel Augusto Santos
Escola Superior de Educação do Politécnico do Porto

Lejo Swachten
Respect Network Foundaon

Dreaming the beginning of a book is not something one expects
to read about in the introducon. On the contrary, a crystal clear
overview of the subject, its aspects and the di erent angles to look
upon it, is what normally is expected. However, every book has a
private beginning in the author’s mind; the daydreams during waing
in queues or during daily rounes. These trivial and private acvies like waing and doing roune tasks are more o en labelled as
´doing nothing´. Ehn and Löfgren (2010) give another meaning to
these acvies; they are highly relevant and signicant ´non-events´
in the backyards of modernity with its ´constant ux and transformaon, where solid melts and nothing stays the same´ (p. 207).
They are places to hide oneself from the everyday hecc of life, ´the
bohemian ip side of Western modernity´ (p. 208).
The daydream as originator of this book can be traced back to
three years ago, when one of the authors was discussing with a friend
some ideas for a project about deaf culture and teacher educaon.
The following months this idea swirled around in his mind during
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moments of actually doing nothing, such as taking a shower, staring
to the blue sky, or being mentally absent during family meengs.
Like sh in a tank the ideas were oang around; small ones, big
ones and even crazy and rebellious ones. These mind wanderings
were indeed the private beginning in the backyard of modernity
before they reached the public domain discussing it with others,
wring proposals and nding partners to parcipate. The rst outcome of these private daydreams and beginnings was a submied
applicaon of the SMILE project to the European Commission, whose approval laid the foundaons for the nal outcome, educaonal
experiences about insights into deafness, language and culture in
educaon. This nal outcome has been made tangible in this book.
Marvin Miller, a deaf journalist had also a daydream envisioning the rst deaf city in America. He named the city Laurent a er
the French sign language teacher Laurent Clerc to be built in South
Dakota (Steuteville, 2005; Hearing Loss, 2005). His daydream was to
create another Martha´s Vineyard, the island just outside the coast
of Massachuses. In the 19th century during the peak of the island’s
deaf populaon, some parts inhabited 25% deaf and everybody,
deaf and hearing people were able to speak sign language (Groce,
1985). Miller’s dreams encountered critics as well as support;
families willingly to live in Laurent registered at an early stage. But,
though his daydream was translated into building plans ready to be
implemented, probably bankruptcy eliminated its execuon (Butler,
2008). It is interesng to take noce of Miller’s movaon to make
his daydream public: the lack of role models in his children’s lives,
whether mayors, factory managers, postal workers or business owners.
In an interview with the New York Times (Hearing Loss, 2005) he
added that, because society is not integrang us in a proper way, we
will set up our own place showing our unique culture and society. In
other words, social crics were the driving force behind his dreams
and his plans.
Dreams hidden in the backyard of modernity can reveal thus
the emergency to solve social problems of integraon, social cohesion and educaon. What are the problems and challenges in 21st
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century Europe, we had in mind when se ng up this project and
wring this book? What is the economic situaon at the end of the
rst decade of the 3rd millennium and what challenges educaon is
facing?
At the beginning of the 21st century in which Europe and other
Western states want to become leading knowledge-based economies mainly through the creaon of a highly qualied educaonal
system, they are also facing a huge economic crisis. Growing unemployment due to bankruptcy of factories and cutbacks or rearrangements of state budgets are daily news. Law proposals to lower
benets or to rise the age for rerement are lling the headlines
on television, papers and on the internet. As almost no domain of
importance will be excluded, this economic turmoil will surely not
pass educaon. Innovaons foreseen will be postponed and mostly
young dynamic teachers will be thrown into unemployment as their
contracts will not be prolonged. The neo-liberal agenda with its
focus on privasaon and marketable social services seems to be a
failure and polics needs to reconsider its priories as society and
social cohesion is under siege.
The educaonal challenges for the 21st century were already
visible for a long me. Although the number of students for which
educaon is provided is growing, the number of dropouts is growing
as well; early school leaving has become a huge problem especially
in urban schools, where the diversity of the student populaon is
at the highest, encompassing students from poor families, of colour,
with disabilities or other differences in comparison to what is
regarded the norm, white, middle-class and hearing standards. The
teachers employed in these schools are in the majority white, hearing and middle-class people. In these se ngs policies of inclusion
for a future in a knowledge-driven society have to be implemented,
while a lot of schools and teachers are not equipped to take up this
challenge.
Moreover, society needs employees in every sector; it cannot
a ord that all the drop-outs end up as unemployed, excluded from
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career opportunies. The pressure on society would harm not only
social cohesion but also the economy of the European Union.
It is therefore of utmost importance that more students nish educaon and will be trained as qualied professionals. But changes
within the world follow each other rapidly; today’s knowledge and
skills are not su cient anymore for tomorrow’s challenges. Educaon not only has to make sure that more students will be prepared to acvely parcipate in economy, but also that they become
willing to learn a er graduaon. For this purpose key competences
for every European cizen have been developed, which serve as a
cornerstone in educaon. Not only educaon but also teacher educaon is an agenda with high priority in the di erent member states
and the European Union.
Of course, not all these subjects are addressed at the following
pages. The SMILE project limits the scope of our dreams in two
ways. First, the project is about three issues, deafness, language
and culture and especially about the perspecves on these issues
in educaon in the three di erent countries. These issues are not
separately addressed but always in relaon to one another. Deafness is interpreted from di erent angles, as a disability but also as a
di erence. Language, and thus sign language is related to deafness
through which a lot of deaf people engage themselves in daily life,
dening it meaningful and at the same me transforming it into a
source of idencaon. Culture is strongly related to these processes
of idencaon, but the concept is probably also the most contested term of the three; some take it for granted while others queson the usability in our post-modern era.
Second, the project’s focus is also about how teacher educaon
can benet from it, not only by implemenng the subject into the
different curricula, but through the involvement of students as
researchers during the project. This part of the scope is highlighted
in the subtle of the book ´Towards quality standards for student
research´. As teachers and teacher educators, we consider it
important that (future) teachers are able to do qualitave research
in their own classrooms and schools in order to implement other
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and new ways of teaching and learning which take into account the
diversity of each learner and his or her needs. It is needless to say,
that within the SMILE project the focus was on deafness versus
hearingness and deaf culture versus hearing culture.
These two limitaons are re ected in the two parts in which
the book is divided. In part one ´Deafness, Language and Culture´
Swachten gives an account of the consequences of audist pracces
against the background of the human rights debate since modern
mes. The involvement of the sciences and governments in dening
deafness as hearing impairment are described, as well as the counter-narrave of the deaf to ght for their signing and cultural rights.
Swachten does not queson the cultural right of the deaf, but the
tools used to claim the existence of a deaf culture. In the globalisaon age in which we live, he argues, it would be more benecial to
focus  in addion to structural audist pracces inslled by the hearing society  on deaf personal narraves to get insights into audist
aacks. Through accepng that the deaf have a shared experience,
something cultural, this collecon of personal experienced audist
pracces in our global world could become a powerful pedagogy in
the educaon of deaf and hearing students.
In the following three chapters the developments of deaf bilingual educaon and inclusion in respecvely Spain, Turkey and Portugal are described in detail. In chapter 3, López González, Llorent
García and López Baena place deafness in the context of disability as described by the Spanish government. The provided gures
give a clear idea about the scope of the subject. In great detail,
the legislaon and procedures for educaon of the deaf are described as well as the noon of deaf culture and the organisaon
of the deaf.
The situaon in Turkey is di erent from that in Spain. Although
Turkish government o cials and experts are promong the inclusion of the deaf, the authors Sari and Sogut queson in chapter 4
the availability and quality of the support needed. Furthermore,
they stress the importance of special deaf schools as an addional
benecial educaon during adolescence.
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A er the legal recognion of Portuguese Sign Language as a
naonal language, bilingual educaon and inclusion of the deaf
became a priority. In chapter 5, Tété Gonçalves and Augusto Santos cricise the e orts made because the pedagogy was not always
based on the concept of deafness as di erence, neglecng the fact
that cultural learning is part of sign language learning. In providing
opportunies for learning sign language as rst and Portuguese as
second language, they remind us that the cultural component is
essenal for the deaf as human beings.
In part two ´Quality Standards for Student Researchers´ the
research done by student teachers during the project and the outcome, i.e. the standards are described. In chapter 6, Augusto Santos
focuses on the changeability of society’s needs and the necessity of
educang teachers as researchers. In addressing o cial documents
and declaraons in which lifelong learning is spearheaded, he takes
a stance for the educaon of students as researchers in order to
empower learners.
The research experiences of the Spanish, Turkish and Portuguese students within the SMILE project are made visible in chapter 7.
Augusto Santos, Llorent García and Sari describe the project SMILE
as one way to do student research, which means collecng knowledge at home and abroad, collaborang and communicang with
others during and after the research and finally taking social
responsibility for the outcome. They provide the reader with students´ comments which re ect their learning process during their
own research on deafness, language and culture.
In the last chapter of part two, Augusto Santos & Swachten
contextualise the quality discussion in Europe and its o spring,
such as the European common principles and the key competences for the teacher profession. Based on these principles and competences, they propose a set of three key standards and twelve
requirements for the educaon of student teachers as researchers. These standards are not presented as an assessment tool
but as a framework for a crical pedagogical dialogue between
educators and students.
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Finally, some polemic thoughts about educaonal polics with
its focus on standards, indicators and assessment are part of the
a erword. Swachten proposes that teachers should become involved in the debate about quality and should reclaim their rights as
owners of qualies. But, stepping into the polical arena has to be
learned as well.
What follows has been partly sprouted from daydreams represenng the act of coming from the outside to the inside, from the
backyards of modernity to the plaorm of public social life, bridging,
in the words of Ehn and Löfgren (p. 216), the private and collecve
worlds; it is part of the fabric of every society.
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Chapter 2
BETWEEN AUDISM AND HUMAN
RIGHTS: Educang Deaf Selves in the
Cultural and the Global
Lejo Swachten
Respect Network Foundaon

… the corporate instuon for dealing with deaf people, dealing with them
by making statements about them, authorizing views of them, describing
them, teaching about them, governing where they go to school and, in some
cases, where they live; in short, audism is the hearing way of dominang,
restructuring, and exercising authority over the deaf community.
Harlan Lane, 1992, p.43
… States must recognise and promote the cultural and linguisc identy of
the Deaf community, as well as recognising and promong the use of sign
languages. (…) States shall facilitate the learning of sign language and
supports Deaf people’s right to receive educaon in their own language.
It guarantees the right to access professional sign language interpreters.
(…) that all persons with disabilies shall be entled, on an equal basis with
others, to recognion and support of their specic cultural and linguisc
idenes and this includes sign languages and Deaf culture.
Foreword to ‘Deaf People and Human Rights´, WFD/SNAD, 2009
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Introducon
In ´Does God have a cochlear implant? ´ Michael Harvey (2001)
invites the reader to join him in a daydream to a sushi restaurant,
where he meets the deafened 8-year-old Tommy, his parents and
friends. The daydream starts during a sta meeng at the hospital where Michael works. Before this sta meeng he was in family
therapy session with Tommy and his parents Leo and Shirley about cochlear implants. Leo is a black sociologist and his white wife Shirley
runs the household. Tommy’s queson ´Does God have a cochlear
implant?, followed by the discussion between Tommy’s parents Leo
and Shirley, who both hold opposite views regarding the implant
provoked this daydream in the sushi restaurant. In this daydream
some friends of Tommy and his parents are also present: inventor
Alexander Graham Bell, black acvist W.E.B. Dubois, black professor
Cornel West, deaf community leader Marie Jean Philip, Deaf Studies scholar Harlan Lane, dr. Implant and God. They are all playing
an important role in the connuing discussion about the implants.
In Harvey’s daydream, dr. Implant and Bell support Shirley, while
Dubois, Cornel West, Marie Jean Philip and Harlan Lane backup Leo;
God however, plays the role of observer. The discussion sheds some
light on ethical issues and illustrates the impacts of the pathological or medical model and the cultural model. The story re ects
also the ongoing discourses about deafness as impairment, as an
audist pracce and deafness as culture with its own language and
especially the individual and collecve rights of humans. Below we
will follow the history of this discourse between audism and human
rights. We will see that between both opposite views an open space comes visible, where, due to globalisaon and individualisaon
forces, new perspecves emerge. We might say that these discourses
are about a coming-of-age of modernity, the role of cultural emancipaon and the ght for equal human rights as well as breaking
down convenons in a post-modernisc era. However, as an outsider and hearing cultural anthropologist I will not give a full overview
of all perspecves and angles in this debate; it goes beyond the
purpose of this chapter. Nevertheless, I like to take a posion in this
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rather polical debate. It is up to others to evaluate my contribuon1.
Before I give an overview of the contents of this chapter, the
term audism needs a further explanaon. It was introduced by Tom
Humphries in a never published paper and described as “the noon
that one is superior based on one’s ability to hear or behave in the
manner of one who hears” (Humphries cited in Bauman H-D.L.,
2004, p.240 and 2008, p.13). The term is also used for the structural
oppression of the deaf. In Lane´s Mask of Benevolence (1992) this
structural oppression is given a more concrete descripon when he
refers to a corporate instuon for dominang and controlling the
deaf in so many di erent ways, through the interference of many
professionals about almost every aspect of life2. Nowadays, it is
good pracce to use the term when referring to discriminatory

1

It is common pracce within Deaf Studies to write deaf with a capital D as Deaf. Most authors
refer to Woodward (1982) for the explanaon, like Padden & Humphries (2006) who write: “…
we adopted the convenon of using the capitalized “Deaf” to describe the cultural pracces of a
group within a group. We use the lowercase “deaf” to refer to the condion of deafness, or the
larger group of individuals with hearing loss without reference to this parcular culture”(p.1).
In the guide of the European Union of the Deaf (EUD, 1997) “Deaf” is used for persons who
communicate primarily in sign language and idenfy themselves with other Deaf people, while
“deaf” is used to refer to status of hearing loss. Some make no choice and write deaf as “d/
Deaf” or include even for hearing “h/Hearing”, This dividing issue on how do the deaf like to
call themselves is also addressed in Brenda Jo Brueggemann´s article Think-Between: A Deaf
Studies Commonplace Book (2008). I, however, as an outsider will make no disncon and
will write deaf as “deaf”. Only when referred to deaf studies as community of scholars I use
“Deaf Studies”.
2
See Lane´s structural denion of audism at the top of this chapter. In his note with reference
to the denion on page 43, he states that he is paraphrasing Said´s ´orientalism´ in his famous
work under the same name (2005, p.27). By using the term ´orientalism´ in this context, Lane
paves the way for introducing the very powerful concept of colonialism, which in my view is not
necessary. It blurs the boundaries between the concepts and puts a too heavy burden on the
discourse on human rights. See also Wrigley (1996) and especially Ladd’s Understanding Deaf
Culture (2003), who are using the concept of colonialism in a similar way. Without doubt, comparable colonial paerns can be detected in the treatment of deaf people; for instance the role
of professionals inscribing an essence onto a deaf subject reminds me of the anthropologists
transforming the colonial subject in a stereotype, an object with a map, model or culture, archived in Western academic instuons as true knowledge (Pels & Salemink, 2000). But why using
´colonialism´ if audism, described as personal and structural audism, is like racism powerful
enough to render visible those audist pracces imposed on deaf people.
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acons, whether personal or structural. Bauman H-D.L. (2008)
predicts that in the near future the term will be found in every
diconary as a twin of racism and sexism.
The history of deaf people is actually a history of audist pracces
and a ght for equal human rights. In the rst secon I will give a
short historical account from 1750s ll the 1970s, about the rst
residenal schools in France, their spread to Britain and America
and the instuonalisaon of the deaf through associaons (Ladd,
2003; Lane, 1984, 1992)3. But this modernisaon was aacked by
those who at the end of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century warned for a deaf race with their manual signs, like Alexander
Graham Bell. It marked the start of ´oralism´, a ´method of instructing deaf people through the use of speaking, lip-reading and
hearing´ (Bauman, H-D.L. 2008, p.1) as means to internalise hearing
norms and values. ´Oralism´ in pracce meant teaching the spoken
language and forbidding the use of sign language which led in the
end to the closing-down of residenal schools and mainstreaming
the deaf children into regular schools (Baynton, 1996). The term is
also used to cricise the medical model which promotes normalcy
policies; some even compare these normalcy policies with colonialism
or genocide (Ladd, 2003, 2008; Lane, 1992). This model can also be interpreted as governmental ways to insl their bio-power on complete
populaons. According to Foucault (1998) who coined this term, biopower is used to control enre populaons within the modern state4.
In the second secon, the acknowledgement of sign languages
as fully grown languages (Stokoe, 1960) with their own syntax and
morphology will be contextualised as the beginning of the self-awareness of the deaf community. As a consequence of this validaon,
3

As the accounts on deaf history are mainly wrien by Western hearing people, Wrigley labels
it ´hearing deaf history´ based on a Euro-American perspecve (1996, p.43- 45). However, a er
the publicaon of his book, more historical accounts have been published by deaf scholars (for
example Ladd, 2003; Padden & Humphries, 2006).
4
Foucault came up with this term in his 1st volume The Will to Knowledge of his work The History of Sexuality (1998). According to Rabinow & Rose (2006) Foucault promised to come back
on the issue of bio-power, but he never did.
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the deaf community and deaf studies started to focus on culture as
the main disnguishing factor (Ladd, 2003; Lane, 1992; Padden &
Humphries, 2005). The deaf community began to see themselves
not only as a linguisc minority but also as a cultural minority. The
leer d in deaf was wrien with a capital D not only showing pride
to be Deaf but also awareness whom should be included and excluded.5
The rst two secons contain the elements of the debate around
the medical versus the cultural model, or in other words the ght
against audism and for human individual and collective rights.
In this ght, deaf culture plays an important role and cannot be isolated from it. However in the globalisaon era, culture is a highly contested concept: denions of culture are debated as too rigid, less
dynamic and too o en stressing essenalist features. Concepts like
subculture, biculturalism, ethnicity, identy, ‘Deaood’6 and Deaf
World, proposed by Deaf Studies scholars haven’t stopped these
crics7. On the contrary, it created more confusion especially when
in other academic disciplines globalisaon, localisaon, diversity,
mixed and mulple idenes led to a reinforcement of construconist theories in which idenes are produced and reproduced and
thus object of connuous negoaon, ascripon and appropriaon
(Swachten, 2007). In a detour I will address the globalisaon forces
which led to the contestaon of culture as concept. In following
5

Membership of the deaf community and deaf culture is very delicate maer. Lane (1992) gives
some rules: in addion to all the deaf, hearing Deaf Studies scholars or sign language interpreters are regarded a member of the deaf community, but excluded from deaf culture. The same
goes for people, who turned deaf later in life or people who are not procient enough in sign
language. Hearing children born in a deaf family are included in deaf culture, if they are raised
culturally deaf and able to speak sign language. See for a crique Davis (2007).
6
This term was introduced by Paddy Ladd in 1990 and in his book Understanding Deaf Culture
(2003) with the subtle In search of Deaood he explores it further. It is introduced to replace
deafness for reasons of medical orientaon. “Deaood is not seen as a nite state but as a process by which Deaf individuals come to actualise their Deaf identy, posing that those individuals construct that identy around several di erently ordered sets of priories and principles,
which are a ected by various factors such as naon, era and class” (p.xviii).
7
Some even suggest the word DeaF with a capital D and F, where F refers to uid identy construcon (McIlroy in Bauman, 2008).
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Padden & Humphries (2006), I will introduce ´the cultural´, as opposite to ´the global´, as a rather uid, dynamic and historically rooted
idea of what keeps but also what brings people together.
If culture and all other related concepts like for instance family
are contested, we could feel lost within our contemporary dispersed society; the only ´safe haven´ (Lash, 1977) we possess is our
body as the ulmate tangible place, space and framework for
exhibing who we are as deaf or hearing persons: male or female,
black, coloured or white, homo- or heterosexual, higher or lower
economic class, disabled or not. The individual or self becomes a
rather diverse subject. In addion, the virtualisaon of society with
its networks, blogs and vlogs paradoxically decreases the importance of the local or place of being and living as most important
source of what we are (Breivik, 2005). Nevertheless, the quest for
authencity and for what is real is sll acve for polical reasons.
Although some might dene themselves as European or World cizens, tradional places of belonging (cf. migrants) are rooted in our
percepons of being, whether hearing or deaf. However, contrary
to this quest for authencity, personal quesons born from sensory
daily experiences poinng to ethical and even metaphysical issues,
need to be taken seriously as research route as well.
In the  h secon, I will come back on bio-power, which went
global and could be characterised as bioethical complex (Rabinow &
Rose, 2006). It sll re ects the discourse about normalcy and audism
as vivid and alive. Finally, I will also look ahead to the role of educaon and democracy in preserving, promong and debang human
rights in the 21st century.

The modern, the science and the educaon of
deaf people
The modern state has a rather short history; just a lile bit more
than 200 years. The former aristocrac regimes with strong links
to churches in Europe collapsed in the a ermath of the process of
discovering terra incognita outside their borders on other connents;
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new ideas of superiority and civilising their people emerged in
opposion to the discovered primive other. These ideas grew in
importance during the Enlightenment and paved the way for the
rst civil revoluon in mankind. In the dawn of the French revoluon, the rst school for the deaf was set up; it was a token of civil
awareness which led to an increase of schools for the deaf, but also
to an incorporaon of every inch of the state’s territory.
However, given rights to the ´peuple´, making them righul cizens with obligaons to the state and others, meant also inslling
power on them. For this insllaon of power a huge state apparatus
was needed; not only a police and administrave force, but also
cartographic instuons mapping the territory, clinics to control
bodies and diseases, prisons to put away law o enders, schools to
train righteous cizens and moreover, knowledge to legimate and
organise these demands.
Despite the numerous ways8 the deaf were described in the two
centuries preceding the French revoluon, we could with some imaginaon interpret these developments towards the establishment of the
rst school for the deaf in Paris as a rst stage in the emancipaon of the
deaf as cizens. With regard to this, Ladd (2003) noces that in texts in
the period preceding the year 1750 the deaf “… collecvely present a
compelling case for at least paral acceptance (…) by lay people” (p.103).

Oralism and the forbidden sign languages
When in the 1750s philosophers started to speculate about the
nature of man, Leibnitz brought up the idea of an universal language
8

Ladd (2003) menons especially Socrates, who uered himself rather posively compared to
Aristotle when he said: “if we had neither voice nor tongue, and yet wished to manifest things
to one another, should we not, like those which are at present mute, endeavour to signify
our meaning by the hands, head and other parts of the body” (Hough cited in Ladd, p.91). In
addion, the Jewish accepted the deaf as group with a common language. In this respect, Ladd
speaks of ´ur communies´. With the rise of Chrisanity, deaf were seen as individuals who
were possessed by demons. During the Enlightenment, deaf started to be engaged at courts
as painters or servants. Ladd menons also the selement of a deaf community on the Island
Martha´s Vineyard in 1640, where everybody, including the hearing people spoke sign language.
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when referring to the deaf and he even spoke about sign language as
disnguishing man from animal (Ladd, 2003). Within this me frame,
Pierre Desloges, a deaf French bookbinder published the rst text
wrien by a deaf person. Desloges´ statement that a parcular sign
can be made in the twinkle of the eye for explaining what happened,
while wring requires several pages for a complete descripon (Desloges cited in Bauman, H-D.L. 2008, p.6), “commanded aenon of
Parisian society and its intellectuals” (Bauman, H-D.L. 2008, p. 5). In
providing detailed informaon about the deaf community in France,
Desloges is considered a founder of internaonal Deaf Studies.
The wrien history of sign language starts actually in the years,
when Abbé de L´ Epée began to teach two deaf. In 1755, he founded
a school for every deaf child born in France and other countries in
Europe9. For nearly 30 years he organised demonstraons for the
public, replying to crics, especially from people within the churches (Stokoe jr., 2005). His success led to a mushrooming of schools
in France and Europe. But the opposional views were not defeated
as Ladd (2003) reminds us. From 1830 onwards the deaf Parisian
community and especially its leaders, such as Berthier, organised
annual banquets to “formalise both the strength of Deaf society
and the power and beauty of sign languages” (Ladd, 2003, p. 109).
Deaf from other countries as well as invited guests like Victor Hugo
were welcomed to witness these “true fesvals of mimicry” (Moez
cited in Ladd, 2003, p.109). The growth of deaf schools in the pre-revoluonary years was accompanied soon by public schools, of which
the school in Paris was the rst. The revoluonary call to educate
deaf people as ´children of the naon´ (Lane, 1984)10 encountered
a warm welcome in the Naonal Assembly in 1791.
9

Take into account that his method and that of his successor was opposed by oralists like
Samuel Heinicke in Germany. The school he set up in Germany is actually the rst oral school
for the deaf. His ideas were based on the view of the Swiss oralist Johann Amman. His Chrisan
view resembled the ones held by the churches: “how lile they di er from animals” (Lane,
1992, p.107; Ladd, 2003 and www.milan1880.com).
10
At the me of the French revoluon the Catholic church in France communicated another
opinion based on the new testament that the deaf were people without souls (Ladd, 2003).
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A er the death of Abbé L´Epée in 1789, his successor Abbé Sicard
gained credits as well for the educaon of deaf students. One of
his students was Jean Massieu who became teacher at the same
school and another Laurent Clerc11. In the tradion of L´Epée, Sicard
welcomed everyone who was interested in their work. One of the
visitors was Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet who represented a group
of public spirited cizens of Harord, Conneccut. He was sent to
Europe to study the methods of teaching the deaf. A er a stay in
Paris in which he got acquainted with the method of the school he
returned to America accompanied by Laurent Clerc, who became
the rst deaf teacher at the rst American School for the Deaf at
Harord in 1817. By teaching French Sign Language in Harord he
laid the foundaon for American Sign Language. At this school and
other schools the natural sign language and methodical sign system,
developed by L´Epée was used (Stokoe jr., 2005)12.
Lane (1984) ´uses´ the teacher Laurent Clerc in his When the
Mind Hears to retell the story of his life which is also a history of
deaf educaon and the upcoming opposion in the 19th century.
Below, I will give the opening sentences of Laurent Clerc´s story.
My name is Laurent Clerc. I am eighty-three years old. My hair is white, my
skin wrinkled and scarred, my posture crooked, I shue when I walk. Undoubtedly my life will soon end in this me and place, 1869, Harord, Conneccut. (…) I know what’s going on. Important people, disnguished gentlemen,
are repudiang the cause to which I have devoted my life. Endowed with
the sacred trust of my people’s welfare, they seek, without consulng us, to
prevent our worship, marriage, and procreaon, to stulfy our educaon,

11

Laurent Clerc published several arcles in the American Annals of the Deaf, in which he
explained the method used (Stokoe jr., 2005). In this respect, it is also interesng to noce the
work of American Frederick Augustus Porter Barnard Exisng State of the Art of Instrucng
the Deaf and Dumb, published in 1835. He was far ahead of his me when describing bilingual
educaon (Lang & Stokoe, 2000).
12
Through these historical developments French Sign language and American Sign Language
are in some ways a little bit similar. Contrary to what could be expected, American Sign
Language is completely di erent from Brish Sign Language (Bauman, 2008).
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and to banish our mother tongue simply because our way and our language are di erent from theirs (…) I am impelled by the present threat to the
well-being, dignity, and freedom of my people to tell our story, one that I
have lived almost from its beginning: how we gathered in France and in other
European lands and then in America; how our language spread throughout
Europe and crossed the Atlanc; the great struggle to create schools for us,
in which it was my lot to play a leading role. It is a story of builders: of an
abbé rejected by the church who established the educaon of an enre class
rejected by society; of a deaf shepherd who achieved internaonal acclaim
by personifying what such an outcast class can achieve through educaon; of
a frail New England pastor who channeled the love of a lile deaf girl into a
mighty force that has created the rst college in the world for that class. It is
also a tale of destroyers: of a zealous physician who put mock science ahead
of true humanity; of a haughty nobleman who imposed his will on the deaf,
knowing, he believed, what was best for them but knowing, in fact, none of
them; of a professional reformer who has sought to recast enre classes of
society in his own image. (p. 3-4)

In these rst sentences builders are detected in the bale for
the right to sign: on one side, the builders Abbé L´Epée, Jean Massieu
and Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet, already introduced above and the
destroyers Jean-Marc Itard, Baron Joseph-Marie De Gérando and
Samuel Gridley Howe. Itard was appointed at the L´Epée School
as physician at the time Clerc was still a student. He had a lot
of freedom to use several inhuman methods to let the deaf students recover their hearing, however without success. De Gérando
was a well-known administrator, who as board member started
to reorganise the L´Epée School. Both however, discovered at the
end of their bale against signing that teaching the deaf cannot be
done without using some manual signs. While working in America,
in Harord, Clerc witnessed other opponents such as the reformer
Samuel Gridley Howe, who together with Horace Mann, launched
a campaign against signing in favour of oralism. The e ect of this
campaign was partly successful as it led to the introducon of arculaon classes for those deaf students, who were exposed to the
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naonal oral language before turning deaf. By accepng this approach at several residenal schools for the deaf and by giving it a name,
the combined method13, it was also a taccal move disempowering
Howe´s posion. But according to Lane, who nished in his book
Clerc´ story a er his death in 1869, the worst sll had to come.
At the end of the 19th century, the discovery of the evoluonist
paradigm by Charles Darwin led to the discussion of its applicability for other purposes. Francis Galton was the one who adapted
Charles Darwin’s biological theory on natural selecon to mankind.
He was driven by Herbert Spencer’s Social Darwinism about the
´survival of the est´. His Social Darwinism laid the foundaons for
the eugenics movement promong selecve breeding of humans to
improve the human race, however with devastang e ects14.
At that me Alexander Graham Bell, inventor and married to a
deaf woman, Mabel15, warned for the development of a deaf race. He
promoted in his Memoirs16 the oral-educaon philosophy and method, i.e. the teaching of speech as the only way to be human. In a review17 of Bell’s call for acon, Galton approved the given advises.
13
The combined method was proposed by Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet´s son, Edward Miner
Gallaudet (Lane, 1984).
14
The eugenics program of the Nazi’s was based on Spencer’s Social Darwinism and was
meant to ´delete´ disabled and deaf as inhuman costly objects. Propaganda in Nazi Germany
in 1940 was clear as water. With the money spend on keeping the disabled and the deaf alive,
complete families could make a living. The program was called T4 a er the locaon of the
headquarters: a Jewish villa in the Tiergartenstrasse 4 in Berlin. The program was shut down
o cially as answer to concerns of family members of disabled who were sent to instuons
of whom so many were declared dead after some while. But actually Hitler closed the
program as precauon before America would discover it and would get involved in the war.
In total, nearly 240.000 disabled and deaf people were killed in gas chambers, later used in
the massive killings of the Jews in Poland (Brueggemann, 2009).
15
See for an imaginary exchange of postcards with quesons to Mabel about her life with
`Alec´, B-J. Brueggemann´s cve account ´Posng Mabel´ in her book Deaf Subjects. Between
idenes and places (2009).
16
Bell who invented the phone spoke about the deaf heredity that could be spread by intermarriage and could create a deaf variety of the human race. His work is known as ‘Memoir.
Upon the Formation of a deaf variety of the human race´ and was presented at the National
Academy of Sciences, New Haven, USA, in 1883.
17
Galton´s review of Bells´Memoir was published in the journal Nature on January 22, 1885
under the title Heredity Deafness.
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The advisability of various forms of restricve measures is judiciously and
carefully discussed by the author, with the general result that gesture-language should cease to be taught, the oral system being enforced in its place,
and that the philanthropic custom of massing the deaf and dumb together in
separate sociees (read ´residenal schools´ LS), and of making their life as
happy as possible in those sociees, should be discouraged. (p. 270)

Already three years before Bell’s call for acon, hearing educators for the deaf from several countries met at the 2nd Internaonal
Congress of Teachers of Deaf-Mutes in Milan, in September 1880.
The objecve was to promote the oral method and to ban the use
of sign language. This proposal was accepted against the will of the
American and Brish representaves.18
In retrospect, the Milan congress became the turning point in
the development of the deaf community. As oralism became the
method of instrucng deaf through speech, lip-reading and hearing,
deaf teachers employed at residenal schools for the deaf had to
nd other jobs. But this was not enough, the banning of sign language needed to be backed up by disciplinary measures such as
physical punishments to keep the students from signing (Baynton
1996; Padden & Humphries, 2006). A lot of schools for the deaf
had to close their doors or stayed open, using the oral method as
agreed. Nevertheless, some schools in Britain and America went on
teaching sign language supported by deaf organisaons such as the
American Naonal Associaon for the Deaf, founded shortly a er the
Milan declaraons. In the a ermath of the Milan congress, more
deaf naonal organisaons in Europe were founded such as the
Brish BDA in 1890 (Ladd, 2003). We might say, that although
18

GIn total 162 hearing teachers and 2 deaf teachers were present. They represented Italy,
France, USA, Britain, Sweden, Belgium and Germany. Thomas Hopkins Gallaudet and his son
Edward Minor Gallaudet were part of the American delegaon. See www.milan1880.com for
more information about the congress, its objectives and program. One year later, Edward
Minor Gallaudet wrote an article about this congress called The Milan Convention. Later in
his life, he founded the first college for higher educational institute in 1864, later renamed
after his father as Gallaudet University.
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oralism became the leading method, it also provoked an unforeseen chain reacon as deaf people started to unite themselves.
Oralism became a very successful pracce in the 20th century:
almost all sign languages without excepon were banned from the
schools and hearing educators, not trained for dealing with deaf
children, started to run the “speech clinics”, as Lane (1992, p. 133)
cynically remarks. It was, according to Lane, the rst stage in the
assimilaon of the deaf. The dismantling of residenal schools as a
breeding place for a deaf variety of the human race, as Bell argued,
was the next step. Day schools for the deaf were founded in order
to expose the deaf to a larger oral environment. This was followed
by the introducon of supporve methods to teach the dominant
oral language through the use of nger-spelling, lip-reading, and
speech accompanied by signs. This total-communicaon method
became rather popular in the USA. As fourth stage, Lane points to
developments of mainstreaming the deaf in schools for hearing
children, actually dispersing them. Here they found themselves as
only deaf child in the class full of hearing children. In some cases,
deaf children could be grouped together in ´self-contained´ classes,
just sharing some art and sports with the other, hearing, children19.
I will come back on the issue of mainstreaming in the last secon, in
which inclusion and bilingual educaon will be addressed. Last but not
least, Lane points to the surgery of cochlear implants, the promise of
hearing, as the ulmate stage of this assimilaon process. As a tool for
living, they can be helpful for some. Its medical and educaonal presentaon as a cure for everyone demonstrates “the denial of a di erence” and thus “not the soluon to a social issue“(Lane, 1992, p.135).

Normalcy and deciency
The image of the deaf on the eve of the establishment of the
modern state was a mixed one. The medieval and by Chrisanity
19

Depending on resources and the number of deaf children, sign language interpreters could
be appointed (Lane, 1992)
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fuelled image of the deaf as possessed by demons and therefore
not human changed due to the growing interest in the other, the
di erent, and the exoc. From then on, the image of the deaf as
speakers of a very interesng language evolved into children of the
naon, with the rights to an educaon as every other cizen. This
promoon, however, needed to be defended against the church
and the rst oralists over and over again. The nal stroke to the
children of the naon was given at the congress in Milan, where
the oralist view prevailed. In the pre-Milan period, this view was based upon Chrisan values like the one held in middle ages, but with
the development of evoluonist paradigm the view found support
from a more powerful contemporary ally. Bell´s ideas about the
deaf variety of man, that could arise when we allowed deaf to go to
separate schools where they learned, lived and found their future
deaf marriage partner re ect clearly evoluonist views. This was
actually the rst me that a science interfered in the debate about
deafness. The general idea was that deaf were not normal, thus abnormal. But the belief of evoluonism in change and progress was obvious: what deviates from the normal, can be repaired through an
appropriate intervenon of medical, pathological, psychological
and educaonal professionals. This medical or inrmity model of
intervenon characterises the process of medicalisaon within the
modern state, in order to control deaf people and others as well.
But it is just one element in this process of naon building, as we
will see below. In his books The Birth of the Clinic: an Archaeology
of Medical Percepon (1973) and Discipline and Punish: the Birth of
the Prison (1977), Foucault explains the foundaons and the state´s
intervenon in daily human life controlling human bodies.

Governing lives: the deaf body imprisoned
In modern states, in which the sovereignty of the king or emperor
was replaced by the sovereignty of the naon and their people,
paying tribute to organise the state and its organisaons grew in
importance. Out of this centralisaon emerged the idea to separate
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the weak, sick and criminals in order to control them in instuons
like hospitals, mental instuons, and prisons. Even schools are an
instrument of control inslling values and norms, necessary for organising the modern-state. Thus, medicine and educaon and other
domains needed to be controlled by the state. The development of
the modern sciences in this context is a logical one. As power creates
and is based on knowledge, it is also a creaon of knowledge.
This power-knowledge, as Foucault (1998) more o en calls it,
has many faces; one of them is bio-power as technology of power.
According to Foucault, bio-power is a polical technology to control
enre populaons and thus a prerequisite for the modern state
or in his words “an explosion of numerous and diverse techniques
for achieving the subjugaons of bodies and the control of populaons” (p.140). While in pre-modern states the tradional threat of
death was the instrument of ulmate control, in the modern state
power has to be legimated as a protecon of life and a regulaon
of the body.
Let us look, brie y, to the residenal schools for the deaf between
their arrival at the end of the 17th century in France and the decline
in the second half of last century in Europe and the USA. Although
residenal schools for deaf are a posive marker of the deaf personal identy, some deaf don’t like to be reminded about where they
stayed an important part of their life; menoning the school’s name
evokes a feeling of repulsion with painful memories about punishment and abuse (Padden & Humphries, 2006).
The long history of schools for the deaf, lasng nearly 180 years, has le an
enduring legacy in the Deaf community. Though now two generaons removed, it is a powerful and con icted legacy, such that Deaf people nd it hard
to talk about the past and the future of deaf schools without a great deal of
emoon. (p.13)

A powerful and conflicted legacy indeed; in addition to the
glorious memories about being part of a deaf family in schools, the
painful stories of deaf people linger on.
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Padden and Humphries contextualise the building of residenal
schools. They point to the fact that since 1800, beginning in Philadelphia, civic leaders and philanthropists were worried about the
growth of their city. To nd an answer they founded sociees to
study the phenomenon. Due to the complaints of cizens that they
were living alongside criminals, immigrants, ex-slaves, a response
was closely at hand: “… separate the di erent classes of individuals – deaf, blind, insane, criminal, and sick – and organise them
into separate instuons so that special forms of rehabilitaon and
educaon could be applied to them” (p.18). This instuonalisaon
created a “social distance between the conned and the outside
world” (Ignae cited in Padden & Humphries), which was considered the best soluon for problems of city growth.
The instuon buildings with carefully designated spaces for
learning, eang and sleeping and a strict separaon of boys and
girls located on a land estate, were all in some way similar. Some
plans for school buildings were based on copies from architectural
plans for prisons20. As soon as the deaf students, who came from
the surrounding areas of the city, were inside the gates of the schools, “they became `inmates´ and objects of study” (p. 29) and experiments in the hands of school physicians and others. Lane (1992)
describes the experiments of Jean-Marc Itard, medical doctor at the
L´Epée School during the regime of Abbé Sicard. His treatments
ranged from electric shocks, dispensing brew into the ear, to clinging metal buons and strings through the body endangering the
deaf students21. Similar cases may be brought to the daylight, but
also less harmful pracces, like slapping hands of the deaf students
when caught signing.
Nevertheless, these pracces re ect the imbalance of power
between the caretakers and the deaf students, who cannot speak

20

Padden & Humphries menon Robert Vaux who was a member of the board for the residenal school and also involved in the planning of a prison building.
21
The electricity experiment led in one case to the death of one student (Lane, 1992).
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on their behalf; they are silenced bodies (Padden & Humphries,
2006). A silenced body that cannot speak is the objecve, a controllable deaf individual. In this context, it is worth menoning that
bio-power is related to another of Foucault´s concepts: ´governmentality`. Governmentality is developed through power which is
not only imposed hierarchical, but also through the social control in
disciplinary instuons (schools, hospitals, psychiatric instuons),
and through the producon of knowledge. This produced knowledge will be internalised by individuals exposed to it, steering their
acons and behaviour. As such it empowers individuals to govern
themselves as the ulmate form of social control (Foucault, 1997).
The applicaon of Foucault´s governmentality to deaf people or
other separated bodies like the insane and the disabled would, according to Shelley Tremain (2005), be the creaon of the illusion of
a natural impairment.
A Foucaultdian approach to disability would hold that the governmental pracces into which the subject is inducted and divided from others produce the
illusion that they have a prediscursive, or natural antecedent (impairment),
which in turn provides the juscaon for mulplicaon and expansion of
the regulatory e ects of these pracces. (p.11)

In the case of the deaf people, these pracces to which Tremain
refers can be easily detected as discriminatory, structural audism.
In the last secon we will take up this discourse about audism, governmentality and bio-power. For now, I like to conclude that the residenal or asylum schools for the deaf contain a history of a place,
where the deaf were brought together in order to be controlled, to
be researched and to be labelled, not as unique individuals but as
imprisoned bodies. But, residenal schools re ect also a history of
the right to be di erent, of nding a family, self-esteem and pride.
This paradox makes these schools `compelling places’ (Padden &
Humphries, 2006).
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The polical renaissance: stressing linguisc and
cultural di erences
In this history of the deaf and deaf educaon, from 1750s ll
around 1970s, the deaf community was rst welcomed like a ship to
a safe harbour, given a berth of their own between other boots and
ships, but soon a er, it was chained to a wharf, declared a wreck
alongside other seaworthy ships. Some said that the ship needed to be
repaired completely, whereas the captains on the ship disagreed; it
needed a lick of paint perhaps, but in its structure it was a rather
seaworthy ship like all the others around it. In order to prove their
point, they started to paint the ship, to visualise the ship’s external
and internal features.
This metaphor characterises the polical renaissance of the
deaf community. It is a history of deaf leaders who organised the
deaf in polical organisaons since oralism became the dominant
mode in educaon and the work of scienc advocates, some deaf,
some not, showing and demonstrang in deaf studies publicaons
the ´seaworthiness´ of the community’s language and culture. The
long period in which the deaf were treated as inferior, and their sign
languages regarded as outcasts of the human languages (Bauman,
H-D.L.2008), cannot be made undone in a twinkle of an eye; it needed leaders, scienc proof, but foremost polical persuasion and
persistence. Although some call this polical revival a revoluon,
its results cannot be overlooked in the emancipatory changes that
took place in the two decennia a er the Second World War.
Among the seismic shi s in culture brought about in the 1960´s was a much
quieter but nonetheless profound revoluon in our understanding of human
language and culture: the validaon of the fully linguisc nature of sign
languages and the subsequent rewring of deaf identy from deaf to Deaf,
that is, from a pathological state of hearing loss to the cultural identy of a
linguisc minority. (Bauman, H-D.L. 2008, p.1)

Through this revoluon all humans, whether deaf or hearing,
beneted from the appreciaon of the sign languages (Bauman,
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H-D.L. 2008). In addion, it also meant the introducon of the
linguisc-cultural model as opposed to the sll dominant medical
model, in which deafness is regarded as disability. Below I will give
some highlights in the discourse of the right to sign, but also of the
right to be di erent.

The right to sign: natural versus invented
For hearing people it is rather di cult to grasp the idea of a sign
language. First of all, a lot of lay people sll think that sign language
refers to one language. Second, if they got convinced that in every
country di erent sign languages are ´spoken´, they consider these
languages as direct translaons of the oral language. Sign languages
are no translaons of oral languages or manually coded languages.
Although manually code languages are used by those who are not
able to sign, they remain a set of gestures, not a structural sign language. Manually coded languages22 are invented to facilitate communicaon between hearing and deaf. A sign language, however,
is a visual, tacle and spaal language, a language grown out of
shared experiences of deaf over a long period of encounters. It does
not mean that no reference is made to the naonal oral language.
If some situaons have no visual spaal set of signs, nger spelling
is used. However, as nger spelling refers to the naonal oral language, the deaf rather prefer to combine signs in order to explain the
situaon.
How to prove that sign language is no outcast within the human
languages? Surely, the rst text wrien by a deaf, Desloges, was
very helpful, especially his explanaon of the visual, tacle and spaal aspects of the gesture-language as it was called in these days.
In the me of Desloges, it aracted the aenon of philosophers
and other elite interested in this highly interesng phenomenon.
Nowadays, this is not enough. Due to the development of sciences
and thus also linguiscs, the terms, condions and requirements of
22

For example, Manually Code English (MCE) and Signed Exact English (SEE).
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what makes a language are set. In order to prove the nature of sign
language, a body of Deaf Studies had to play the linguisc game.
Stokoe (1960) had the scienc honour in proving that signs can be
broken down into parts, i.e. the cheremes, the technical term for
the smallest meaningful units of sign language analysis, analogous to
phonemes in oral languages23. His discovery was the turning point
in the process of validang sign languages and steered the growth
of literature in the right direcon (Bauman, H-D.L. 2008).
But despite these scienc e orts of validang sign languages
as natural sign language, polical recognion was and is another
stage towards a full right to sign. At the moment of this wring,
some governments24 have recognised naonal sign languages as
an o cial language, other governments25 have declared to give it a
protected status for educaonal purposes and again others26 have
just menoned the importance of the sign language of the deaf
people. According to this source 7 countries within the European
Union have officially recognised sign language as an official

23

´Cheremes´ stem from the Greek word for ´hand´. They can be categorised into hand conguraons, movements and places of arculaon. Almost 40 years later, Stokoe (1997) states that
gestural sentences were there rst, before the gestural words could be made. In other words, it
is possible that language as speech could “not come directly out of sound, and that natural sign
languages (…) are the most natural of languages” (Stokoe, W. C., 1997, p. 117).
24
Austria, Brazil, Czech Republic, Finland, New Zealand, Northern Ireland (both Brish Sign
Language and Irish Sign Language were recognised as o cial languages by the Northern Ireland
O ce, but they don’t have the same status as the province’s two o cial minority languages,
Irish and Ulster-Scots.), Portugal, Spain (Spanish and Catalan Sign Languages were recognised,
but in a lot of autonomic regions separate declaraons are sll not made), Slovak Republic,
Thailand, Uganda, Venezuela.
See hp://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Legal_recognion_of_sign_languages, accessed on 14 March
2010. Interesng is also that some former colonies recognised sign language as an o cial
naonal language. Sign language development in some of these countries was smulated with
the help of ASL experts, which led in some cases to a counter development as the help was
interpreted as linguisc colonialism (Bauman, 2008).
25
Australia, Iceland, Norway, Turkey, USA (many individual states have laws recognising American Sign Language as a “foreign language” for educaonal purposes; some recognise ASL as a
language of instrucon in schools).
26
Belgium [the declaraon of the state refers to two sign languages: French-Belgium Sign language (LSFB) and Flemish Sign Language (VGT)].
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language. On the website of the European Union, however, Northern Ireland and Spain are not yet menoned27. Furthermore, I like
to add that o cial recognion of a sign language as language does
not automacally mean recognion as o cial naonal language.
The case of Brish Sign Language falls into this category, as it was
o cially recognised in 2003 (Ladd, 2003b). That, in a lot of cases,
sign languages haven’t received the o cial status as naonal language probably re ects internal polical struggles, whether deafness is a disability or impairment, for which other resources (nancial and support) are available or the fear of going into a process of
recognising the deaf community as a cultural minority as well.
According to Ladd (2003b), there is sll a lot of work to do within
the deaf community and Deaf Studies: to set up a deaf agenda and
to convince the hearing world and politics of the nature of sign
language as genuine indigenous and autochthonous languages.
Many sll consider sign language as a form of spoken language on
the hands (Ladd, 2003b) or as foreign language with a foreign concept, because it is not based on sound and they cannot really see it.
Therefore, the deaf community and Deaf Studies need to explain,
over and over again, sign language in print, “rendering sign language lost in translaon” (Bauman, H-D.L. 2008, p. 6). New developments such as the visualisaon of sign language and sign language
literacy will diminish this disadvantage giving the deaf not only a
visual voice but also a digital library to store knowledge28.

The right to be: in search of authencity
In the a ermath of the Second World War and its connuaon in
the Cold War, global issues became local, domesc a airs. The exhibions of war and oppression in every corner of the world could be
27

In the case of Northern Ireland and Spain we have to take into account the internal polical
organisaon in respecvely the UK and the division into autonomous regions in Spain.
28
A good example of what could be digital library is the website of the Deaf Studies Digital Journal hp://dsdj.gallaudet.edu. For developments in sign language literacy, see M.Kuntze (2008).
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watched on television and though it was something external,
outside our borders, it soon turned into something internal, like the
involvement of the USA in the Vietnam War. The naonal cohesion
began to show some disrupons as naonal polics was criqued.
All this emerged, in the 60s and 70s, into social tensions, which led
to a polical struggle for equal human rights for black people. In Europe, however, other developments caused internal social tensions.
The industry’s call for labourers aracted young man from outside
their borders. As the families joint them, internal discussions were
fuelled about the degradaon of naonal culture. In this context,
the claim of cultural rights for indigenous and autochthonous minories was not only seeded in the polical arena of individual naons,
but also in their representave organs, like the European Union. In
the USA as well as in Europe, the majority was challenged by di erent minories.
Also the deaf community started to polish their cultural legacy,
but to organise their voices as heard while speaking sign languages
the leaders had to ght against normalcy policies. It became clear
that the deaf community was in need of a body of knowledge to
have a chance in this unbalanced ght. The help had to come from
Deaf Studies “to arculate, explore and promote the phenomenon
of Deaf culture, both to the hearing world and to the deaf individuals
themselves” (Bauman, H-D.L. 2008, p.3).
Since the 1990s a lot has been published about deaf culture
(Humphries, 2008; Ladd, 2003a, 2008; Lane, 1992, 2005; Leigh, Marcus, Dobosh & Allen, 1998; Leigh, 2009; Nikolaraizi & Hadjikakou,
2006; Padden & Humphries, 2006; Obasi, 2008; Senghas & Monaghan, 2002; Wrigley, 1996). As in all minority studies, dening culture
is a baleground, to be entered with great care. The change of deaf
to Deaf was a rst step in awareness building and stripping of the
“medicalised identy and developing an empowered identy rooted
in a community and culture of others who share similar experiences
and outlooks on the world” (Bauman, H-D.L., p.9), the next one.
All literature on deafness as culture tries to discover the essence of what it is, whether labelled deaf naon, deaf culture and
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identy, ethnicity, deaf subculture, bicultural identy, or the deaf
world. The change of concepts as menoned here re ects the ongoing
discussion within Deaf Studies what cultural deafness really means.
It re ects as well the polical mineeld on which Deaf Studies and
the deaf community stand; compared to the agreements concerning the status of the sign languages, it can become a divide instead
of common cause. The change of focus from deaf naon to deaf culture might have been due to the reasoning that establishing cultural
rights in a country might be endangered by stressing a naon within
a wider naon. The concepts of deaf culture and likewise ethnicity
awed also the discussion as tradional culture denions contain
a summing up of aspects such as territory, religion and material
objects, which cannot be detected concretely; whereas deaf subculture, deaf world and bicultural identy, though re ecng a relaon between deaf and hearing environments, might be considered
polically too weak. Padden was aware of this when she wrote
To use a cultural denion is not only to assert a new frame of reference, but
to consciously reject an older one… But the cultural denion connues to
perplex many. If Deaf people are indeed a cultural group, why then don’t they
seem more like the Pennan of the island of Borneo, or the Huichol of Mexico?
(Padden cited in Senghas & Monaghan, 2002)

As said above, idenfying the deaf community culturally is a
polical process, in which deaf opponents encounter di cules in
nding agreements, especially when the essence of being deaf has
to be described29. In addion, the fact that the deaf community is
just one generaon thick makes this process even more di cult30.

29

Due to these di erences around the cultural issue, the English BDA calls themselves the
signing community (Bauman, 2008).
30
More than 90% of deaf are born in hearing families; Ho meister calls this `one generaon
thick`. See Davis (2007) in his crical comments on the Gallaudet uprisings for the elecon of
deaf enough president. For more comments about the Gallaudet president elecons, see also
Allen (2007) and Bauman (2008).
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In striving to reach recognion as a cultural community, this
turmoil of nding agreement can be put to an end, when Padden &
Humphries’ (2006) reasoning is followed. Their focus on a common
history as a story of shared experiences exchanged in the deaf
community, in schools for the deaf, in deaf clubs, in deaf sports,
through art, poetry, lm and play, might become the backbone of
what es the deaf community together, not only as an imagined
one across borders but also within borders (Anderson, 1991 ).
But without doubt, and despite the disputes about the concept
of culture, the literature proved in some way deaf culture´s existence. The queson is how valuable the concept of deaf culture is for
human diversity in order to polically safeguard its future, because
that is the ulmate polical aim.
Unl now, around 21 regional or minority languages31 within the
European Union have been selected as valuable for human diversity
within Europe. Although, seen as valuable, no cultural minories
have been selected as a whole. Probably, interference with internal
affairs withholds the European Union from official recognition.
Moreover, recognion of cultural minories would provoke a discussion about the polical consequences, such as claims for autonomy, which in turn could hamper the Union’s integraon policy.
However, contrary to the case of the European Union, the General
Assembly of the United Naons, nally declared, on 13 September
2007 a er a debate of 25 years, the collecve cultural rights of
indigenous peoples in a document32. In this document territory, cultural heritage, cultural property and language are described as vital
elements of indigenous people to maintain their culture and way of
living. Especially, territory rights were an obstacle for member
states to agree with the rst edions of the document, afraid of

31

Albanian, Asturian, Basque, Breton, Catalan, Cornish, Corsican, Franco-provinçal, Frisian,
Friulian, Gaelic, Galician, Irish, Ladin, Luxembourgish, Occitan, Sami, Sardinian, Slovene,
Sorbian, and Welsh. See hp://marroc.uoc.es/atlans/eng/index.html.
32
See the United Naons Declaraon of the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, downloadable at
hp://www.un.org/esa/socdev/unpi/documents/drips_en.pdf.
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land claims and the lost of important natural resources. As such, the
deaf people as an imagined community are not considered indigenous people.
Thus, culture re ects a polical and provocave concept, especially when a well-dened territory can be detected. Culture not
only unites or divides people in debates, but it can limit the borders
in order to exclude people. This tradional baleeld, however, has
been in uenced, already quite some me, by globalisaon forces
through which it became an even more contested domain. In the
next secon, I will make a detour along the entanglement of sociees and communies into a global web.

Detour: Globalisaon and the contestaon of
culture33
Padden´s remark about the non-resemblance of deaf culture
in comparison with an ordinary culture group like the Huichol
in Mexico, reminds me of Hannerz’ formula for ‘meaning’ in small
communies. In order to grasp the idea of the essence of community he wrote that the knowledge for someone’s behaviour is ghtly
connected to the knowledge of others in the same community and
vice versa or as formula “I know, and I know that everybody else
knows, and I know that everybody else knows that everybody else
knows, that etc.…’ (Hannerz, 1992, p.42).
These previously untouched communies, which Hannerz had
in mind when wring his formula, became in icted by globalisaon,
rapidly integrang them in a huge web of internaonal relaons.
In this respect, Cli ord´s observaons of the tweneth century
create an overwhelming picture:
This century has seen a drastic expansion of mobility, including tourism,
migrant labor, immigraon, urban sprawl. More and more people “dwell”

33

This secon is partly based on Swachten (2007).
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with the help of mass transit, automobiles, airplanes. In cies on six connents foreign populaons have to come stay – mixing in but o en paral,
specic fashions. The “exoc” is uncannily close. Conversely, there seem no
distant places le on the planet where the presence of “modern” products,
media and power cannot be felt. An older topography and experience of
travel is exploded. One no longer leaves home condent of nding something radically new, another me or space. Di erence is encountered in the
adjoining neighborhood, the familiar turns up at the ends of the earth. (...)
“Cultural” di erence is no longer a stable, exoc otherness; self-other relaons
are maers of power and rhetoric rather than of essence. A whole structure
of expectaons about authencity in culture and in art is thrown in doubt.
(Cli ord 1988, pp. 13-14)

This process of increasing interconnectedness of the world with
its transnaonal ows (Eriksen, 2003) of (cultural) commodies,
people and ideas, creates more and more non-places (Augé, 1995)
providing meeng points for mobility like highway intersecons,
railway staons, city centres, shopping malls and airports; places
which have the same outlook everywhere like if they have no history of their own. But globalisaon is also mulcultural cies with
its display of all the colours, sounds, smells and tastes the world has
to o er or the internaonal conferences of indigenous people out
of di erent regions discussing exploitaon and human rights in their
countries like the Samen in Norway, the Inuit in Canada, the Dogon
in Mali (Swachten, 2007). War, even the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, terrorism and the devastang e ects of polluon could easily
be added to what globalisaon provokes nowadays34.
The above menoned mulcultural cies are created through
diasporic refugees and migraon of people (Kearney, 2004). Diaspora refers to the belief that the people are part of a naon outside
their place of being (Olwig, 2003). Migrants and diasporic refugees
34

Robertson (1990) points to developments contrary to globalisaon, such as localisaon. His
term glocalisaon refers to processes of appropriaon and incorporaon of global elements
at the local level, transforming them into new cultural pracces (Robertson, 1990).
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see their home country, their family land and property as places of
belonging. This is di erent from what their o spring born abroad
will feel, however they may downplay their cultural background if
necessary.
If you ask people about their identy you will always hear similar
remarks based on a sort of essenalism, focusing on naonal, rather
stac cultural di erences. People see culture too much as a thing they
have than as a process they shape; they are playing the roles of Mr.
Essenalist and Mrs. Just S. Essenalist (Baumann, G. 1999). Although, they know that cultural pracces have changed and will change,
they use essenalism to depict themselves as di erent in relaon to
others. With respect to this essenalism, Baumann points to an interesng phenomenon. At polical meengs the avant-garde of minority organisaons is eager to stress their ‘culture’ as di erent to get special posive treatments (a rmave acon), while at other moments
they will climb the barricades to ght for equal rights.
All these developments have dismantled culture as concept,
because ‘culture’ was too ghtly bound with naons and groups at
a specic locaon. The whole discussion about essenalism refers
to this use of culture. Instead, anthropology as the study of culture
started to use the noon of (group) identy as leading concept (Swachten, 2008). However, a shi in the focus “from identy of groups to
mulple idencaons of individuals” (Zigmunt Bauman, cited in van
Meijl & Driessen, 2003 p. 17) is momentarily taken place; not groups,
but individuals are wandering through and in diverse contexts35. This
focus on self in relaon to the other, re ects the growing individualisaon within sociees.
… it is important to emphasize that a dialogical noon of the self (…)is characterized by a relaonship of relave dominance and subordinaon between
mulple idencaons of the self. This implies that hierarchy and power play

35

This focus on individualisaon led to what is called the ‘anthropology of the self ‘. In my
publicaon (2007) I explain in great detail the working of ´Self´ , including the xed ´I´and the
adjustable ´Me´ towards the Other in this mulple idencaon process.
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an in uenal role in the process of determinaon which idencaons of
self prevail in concrete situaons. When the self is dened as a mulplicity of
di erent idencaons, it is obvious that in pracce the self is also addressed
in a variety of di erent idencaons. (…) In other words, pracce has the
potenal and the capacity to make some idencaons more dominant than
others. (…) In sum, then, the unequal distribuon of power in pracce is at
the root of the dialogue between mulple idencaons within the self. (van
Meijl & Driessen, p. 24-25)

These new percepons of self are very important in our era of
globalisaon, where people are displaced or trying to cope with
changes. It gives also some food for thinking about the uidity of
culture, about the process of appropriang, ascribing and owning
culture, about what authencity is. Before I will elaborate some ideas
around individualisaon with respect to deafness, I like to quote
the authors of Inside Deaf Culture who, while being aware of the
dynamics of the concept culture, presented shared stories of a common deaf history as part of what they call the cultural. Their wide
descripon of what the cultural might be claries, in my view, the
limitaon of culture as a concept.
The cultural is neither here or there, but is borne through history, made anew
by circumstances of the present. Cultures suggest a xedness of place and
me. The cultural o ers a uid idea of how experience and expression come
together. The cultural resides in things, in behaviors as well as in performance. (…) The cultural is never universal or without me, but exits in the moment
of expression. (Padden & Humphries, 2006, pp. 142-143; italics in the original
text).

This focus on the cultural will not end the search for authencity
of deaf culture and other cultures; the polical stakes are too high.
To claim their cultural, this search for authencity emerges around
tangible objects ( ag, clothing, buildings), but also around pracces (rituals) or cultural knowledge of which they consider themselves
righul owners (Kane & King, 2004). Even pracces such as destroying
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goods or burying people alive, not capable of uering sounds, could
point to the heart of the authenc cultural36. Authencity as cultural property is an ideal, a marker in the making of culture, to be used
in the representaon of it; it is also, due to culture’s changeability,
a “moving target” (Peterson cited in Vannini & Williams, 2009, p.3).
Despite this uncertainty, we might discover, as van der Port (2004)
describes it, registers of the incontestability of the authenc in the stories of those who share and express the cultural.
In our next secon, we will turn to individualisaon and localisaon of the cultural as a result of the growing entanglement of
sociees and communies.

Self and other, God and nature
Deaf self in places and spaces: framing the cultural
Framing yourself in a story of who you are and how you became
´you´ in the way you are now, would display the roles you played
in life, as child, youngster, lover, husband or wife, parent, but also
the professions you have had, the mistakes you have made and the
moments of fear and joy you went through; the story would reveal
also your cultural background, your sexual preference, your colour,
and the small or big physical problems. The story would be placed
in a context of relaons to the other within the family, the community and the society. Framing yourself is giving meaning to your life
whether you are white or black, heterosexual or gay, male or female, disabled or deaf. Probably, it would be a mixture. Framing yourself could be the story of a middle-aged black, gay, and deaf man,
36

A well-known example is the `Potlatch´ in Brish Columbia, where the Kwakiutl and other
indigenous people, destroy and give away goods at fesvals. ´Burying living people´ was pracced among the Iban at Papua New Guinea; to them the throat of a human is the place where
the human spirit resides. Not capable of uering sounds means that the person is literary
dead (Faces of Culture DVD, 1975). Through the incorporaon of the inlands, the naonstates enforced their law upon these people forbidding these pracces; they were considered
´inhuman´.
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working in factory, divorced and father of two hearing children. If he
could tell his story, what would it reveal about the small cultural and
what he has in common with others.
Autobiography and autoethnography (Bamberg, 2006; Hersford 1999; Roth, 2008; Spry, 2001) are rather new direcons within
anthropology, pedagogy and literature, grown out of the re exive
turn, through which the researcher became subject and object in
his own research. It is given greater aenon in the training of professionals where the individual’s connuous development cannot
be separated from the insgated pracces, and it seems to have an
added value for daily life, as it entails a holisc view on self, of being
in the world with others.
In the rst chapter of Deaf subjects  between idenes and
places, Brenda Jo Brueggemann (2009) propagates a search for
what it means to be deaf in the contemporary cyberspace-driven
world and if, and how to take a stance in the debate about culturally deafness. In posing this, she cements the foundaons for what
will come: small controversial pracces in the academy where she
works; wiy, though enlightening postcards to Mabel, the deaf wife
of Alexander Graham Bell; an anthology, full of admiraon, of two
deaf photographers and last but not least a horrifying story about
the mercy killings in Nazi Germany. Although it is a book about deaf
subjects, it is also a book about her as a deaf woman, as deaf professor of English and Disability Studies, as deaf admirer of other
deaf subjects and as deaf German who visits her ´Vaterland´ to
be present at a seminar about Disability Studies and the legacy of
eugenics. You might say that Brueggemann writes herself into the
di erent story-lines or contexts, looking for answers, but always keeping a space or place of `betweenity´37.
I come always wanng to t in. Yet I also come always wanng to ask quesons and not t in. I arrive doubly hyphenated (hard-of-hearing), with a lot
37

Although Irene Leigh´s A Lens on Deaf Idenes (2009) is another example of wring oneself into contexts, Leigh keeps a more distant look on issues.
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going on in those mulple hyphenated between spaces. I come, I suppose,
thinking between – thinking in another kind of between space between
think-deaf and think-hearing: think-eye. For the deaf space is a visual
space, an ´eye´space. It is also, I submit, an I-space. We sll have a lot to learn
from each ´I´ and from each ´eye´. Perspecve (the ´eye´) really maers; the
personal (the ´I´) experience really maers, as well. This lile between eye/I
space can be, in fact, rather expansive. It is a space of potent possibilies,
contained and yet kaleidoscopic in its perspecves. (p. 24)

Narrang deaf lives through novels, autobiography and lms is
for Brueggemann the way to ensure that more between-spaces can
be opened to the public to grasp the meaning of being deaf within
and outside the deaf community. Although she refers to some novels
already wrien, she acknowledges the fact that these authors are
postlingually38 deaf and enjoyed a literary educaon. For a lot of
deaf, wring about being deaf would be a bridge too far, especially
when you take into account that the wrien language is not their
rst language (Breivik, 2005)39.
Breivik, a Norwegian social anthropologist, narrated the lives of
10 deaf people in his Deaf Idenes in the Making: Local Lives and
Transnaonal Connecons. In building trust through speaking the
same language, the deaf told him their life stories. The research is
also the story of Breivik himself, categorising the narraves under
di erent headings. The narraves cover topics such as the liminal
posion between hearing and deaf, resulng in the feeling of exclusion within both worlds and to what it might lead; homelessness and neglect showing the importance of a place; the struggle of
hard-of-hearing people in their transion to become culturally deaf;
the use of a strong ethnic mode of idencaon in the making of

38
Wrigley (1996) cricises the terms like prelingually and postlingually deaf, making hearing
and oral language skills vital criteria.
39
Brueggemann (2009) points to other methods like making a documentary to solve these
problems. But this brings in other problems, such as money and reaching agreement with the
director en producer.
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acve members within the debate on cultural deafness; and stories
about those who want to keep a distance to the deaf community in
order to leave all the opportunies open. The life of these deaf people are all di erent; di erent in the aached meanings to deafness
and their future, but also di erent because of their backgrounds,
their involvement in the hearing and deaf world and the physical
history of their deafness, whether prelingually or postlingually deaf,
early-deafened or late-deafened, hard-of-hearing or deaf-mute.
In some of the narraves, cyberspace is brought in as a meeng
place, a place to write and to engage with the world. It is also a place where you can hide your deafness, create an identy and nd a
feeling of being home, having a family. These virtual transnaonal
connecons tend to blur the di erent worlds of deaf and hearing40.
However, transnaonal connecons between the deaf are not only
build virtually, real face-to-face gatherings insl this feeling of family as well, as Breivik, Haualand and Solvang (2002) demonstrate in
their research report about the Dea ympics in Rome, in 2001. The
feeling of togetherness during these Dea ympics is expressed in the
report’s tle Rome – a Temporary Deaf City!
Narrang deaf lives through wrien, played or lmed ego-documents, whether self-made or presented by others, could be a
means to shed some light on cases of encountered personal audism in
the way described by Humphries. Hardship endured in encounters
with hearing people in daily life could create awareness, not just
amongst the deaf populaon, to which Gertz (2008) refers when
she introduced the term dysconscious audism, but also among the
hearing people. Personal hardship stories, but also the personal
charming ones could dress up structural audist pracces, rendering
visible the cultural and the people within, those with a name, a
history, emoons and blessings. As such it exhibits a crical pedagogical pracce.

40

Nowadays, with service provided by YouTube and other sites, also Deaf are just one click
away (re)presenng them virtually.
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The deaf self and the disabled other
Modelling pracces is a common phenomenon in sciences.
The dominance of the medical model on deafness called for a
counter-acon by the deaf, showing their unique features, their
sign language and their culture. In science this counter-acon
became soon labelled as the cultural-linguisc or cultural model.
The same happened in the case of disabled people, although their
resistance against medicalisaon was depicted as a social model,
“reconceptualising disability as the resultant of social relaons
between people, their material condions and environments”
(Devlieger, 2005, p.8). In looking at the case of the deaf, Devlieger
and others (Klotz, 2003; Ridell & Watson, 2003) idenfy, though
for di erent reasons, the concept of culture as rather important
for disability and disability studies. Two comments can be made:
rst, the debate about the cultural model used by the deaf brought about internal quarrels about naming and in/exclusion, which
divided the deaf community. In addion, the in aon of the tradional concept of culture through globalisaon, took away some
fundaments, not all I would say, needed to pursue the cultural
agenda. Second, as modelling pracces are meant to categorise
reality, the lived stories of, in our case, the deaf reveal another,
more diversied reality. Nevertheless, the cultural is an insgator for making a strong case as deprived social groups. It brings
together the deaf self and disabled other not as equals, but as
partners in the struggle for human rights41. This partnership idea
is supported by Baynton (2008) in cases when, both deaf self and
disabled other, experience oppression.

41

The deaf community has always despised the label of disability because of the aached
meaning of impairment or deciency; but due to polical funding decisions they were forced
to play the disability game in order to, for example, get resources for appoinng sign language
interpreters. In addion, Padden points out that the Bedouin deaf in Al-Sayyid are fully integrated into the hearing community where everybody speaks Al-Sayyid Bedouin Sign Language
(ABSL) and where no need was felt to develop a deaf culture (see Padden menoned in Baynton, 2008). See also Sandler, Meir, Padden, & Arono (2005).
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Just as most hearing people simpliscally translate ´deaf´ into ´cannot hear´,
so do most people equate disabled with unable. By claiming disability as an
identy, however, disabled people name the oppression under which they
live, declare solidarity with others similarly oppressed, and set themselves in
opposion to it. (p.296)

In this way, the oppression experienced by the deaf and revealed in ego-documents can be added to similar stories of disabled
people. In fact, personal cases of audism could be joined with
personal cases of ableism, audism´ twin.

Come to your senses
According to Bamberg (2006) `big stories´ are made up, created
for publicaon of an autobiographic book. These stories of life ´determining (or threatening) episodes´ (p. 64) written in retrospect,
rearranging the whole into a consistent storyline have to be disnguished from ´small stories´. Small stories are more everyday stories
popping up at the counter of the bar as stories to tell and to be
quickly forgoen. However, these stories can entail big quesons
about the nature of life, about supernatural experiences, about
´seeing but not seen, about hearing and not heard, about sensing
things while not understood´. These sensory experiences are di cult
to track down, di cult to describe, because language is cognive. If
we try to grasp this experience in words, language falls short.
The senses are located between the physical and the cognitive; hence,
drawing conscious aenon to the workings of our tacitly operang senses
requires translaon. More o en than not, vocabulary to express just what it
is a parcular sense ´senses´ is lacking or else vocabularies associated with
one sense are metaphorically applied to another, demonstrang the necessarily intricate interplay underlying the full sensorium: a bier voice, a sharp
tongue, a so gaze, a loud color. (Bendix, 2005, p.3)

To research the sensory experience of people and the way it
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explains parts of their cultural is an object of study within anthropology for already 30 years. But aside for the link to the cultural, how
sensory experience in daily life gives meaning to what will happen
or how something can be explained, the physical and metaphysical
is what interests me.
Although the noon of the deaf as ´seeing people´ (Bahan, 1989),
or ´people of the eye´ (Veditz, 1912) points to the importance of sensory experiences, the research in this direcon is just taken up
recently. Thoutenhoofd (2000) cynically remarks that it “probably has
been ´a sign´ all along of being blind to the phenomenologically most
salient characterisc of life in deaf communies: the prominent place
of vision in language, knowledge, and social life” (p.276).
Research on sensory experiences of deaf can open up avenues
of new insights and di erent views on humanity and mankind. In
this respect, I like to point to an account of a blind man who never
experienced the same feeling reading the bible in text in comparison to ´reading´ it in Braille, a er turning blind (Broesterhuizen,
2008a). Some accounts of deaf priests about believers who
switched from talking English to using sign language in their prayers
refer to similar experiences (Broesterhuizen, 2008b). If human senses transmit other or even opposite feelings and truths, what ethical implicaons this may have?
From ethics and religion as means to truth-searching, quesoning metaphysics as the quest for general knowledge on the nature of being is then just a nearby alley or highway. Bauman (2004)
points to metaphysical pracces as man has been working with an
incomplete denion of language, because the Lan word ´language´ literally means ´tongue´, which in turn had implicaons for
mankind, where language is speech, and speech is language. Brueggemann summarises this in a syllogism: “language is human; speech is language; therefore deaf people are inhuman and deafness
is a problem” (Brueggemann cited in Bauman, 2004, p.242). If to be
human means speaking a language, which di erenates man from
animal, humans who cannot speak, share only the body with speaking humans, but are sll animal in mind. This metaphysical pracce
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was actually the most important reference for those who taught
the deaf during oralism. Although nowadays signing and speaking
are considered part of the human capacity to communicate, man
is sll relying on this ´incomplete denion of language and hence
of human diversity´ (p.243), and it is me to deconstruct speech as
the only means of communicaon in our Western way of thinking.
Following Derrida´s exploraon of the noon of phonocentrism, that
speech and phonec wring are dominant in the Western tradion,
Bauman arrives at the point that audism actually has three, not two
faces: personal and structural, and a metaphysical one42.

Seeing through and looking ahead
Audism and human rights
Now I come to a point where I would like to draw some conclusions.
Knowing that audism can have three meanings, personal, structural
and metaphysical, recognising that in addion to the validaon of
sign languages, culture and thus deaf culture is a contested polical
concept for obtaining equal human rights, and understanding that
globalisaon and individualisaon create a diversied, uid and
changeable space, posioning self and thus deaf selves in the cultural and the global, the discourses on audism and human rights have
reached a turning point. This doesn’t mean the end of audism or
violaon of human rights; audist pracces, like racist pracces are,
if we like it or not, acve in our daily life. The quest of companies
to improve cochlear implants in collaboraon with medical doctors
cannot be overlooked: the medical model and the medical science
are sll represenng an immense power. Rabinow and Rose (2006)
take in their arcle Biopower Today, Foucault´s concept from the
42

In his conclusion, Bauman proposes three entries of Audism in the diconary: 1. The noon
that one is superior based on one’s ability to hear or behave in the manner of one who hears
(this descripon is based on Humphries denion of personal audism); 2. A system of advantage based on hearing ability (this descripon is partly based on Lane’s denion of structural
audism) and; 3. A metaphysical orientaon that links human identy with speech.
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18th and 19th century into the present me, showing that the bioethical complex is, although not detectable as unity, interfering in our
daily lives connuously. The set up of a complete database with all
DNA paerns insgated by the Human Genome Organizaon43 and
the search for cures for viruses are two examples of the immense
power of this complex to control live and death in our contemporary sociees. Also the research for nding a genec cure for deafness belongs to the acvies within this complex, more than o en
subsidised by states or organisaons of states for the sake of the
well-being of mankind. According to the authors, the role of states
in this complex and especially Foucault´s governmentality need sll
to be researched.
Rabinow and Rose also point to the other side of the medal,
organisaons where individuals come together in search of a ´cure´.
In this respect, it is interesng to noce that consumers in search of
a cure for a disease are respected as cizens, while those, like the
deaf lesbian couple in Australia, who wanted to nd a deaf sperm
donor, were despised in the public media for ´abusively and selshly
disabling their child´ (Bauman, 205, p. 311).
Fortunately, the power of the bioethical complex and governmentality in modern states also a ect the lives of hearing people.
As such, violaon of human rights concerns them as well. Gertz´
concept of dysconscious audism (2008) through which she wants
to raise the awareness of deaf people should be widened to hearing people. In doing so, we could learn from crical pedagogues
on mulculturalism, who proposed to make whiteness as ethnicity visible. McLaren, for instance, asserts that “rather than stressing
the importance of diversity and inclusion, as most mulculturalists
do, … more emphasis should be placed on the social and polical
construcon of white supremacy and the dispensaon of white
hegemony”(McLaren, 2007: 268). If whiteness and in our case,
43

To get a good idea about the impact of this DNA search, see `The Gene Hunters` video in
which one can see how DNA samples are taken from indigenous people without their consent
or if so, deceiving them.
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hearingness stays invisible, it turns into a privilege, a status, a property. This brings me to the last secon on educang deaf selves.

Educang deaf selves: a call for radical democracy
In the rst secon I promised to come back on the issue of
mainstreaming the deaf in public schools. Although the deaf organisaons opposed to mainstreaming of the deaf as another token
of oralism, the way it is organised can be di erent. Since the rst
crics on mainstreaming the deaf, bilingual programs were promoted, in which deaf could learn sign language and the wrien naonal language. A er the rst implementaons of these programs
they also received wide crique from inside and outside the deaf
community, as the deaf as linguisc and cultural minority were not
properly addressed in these programs. Actually this means that the
taught sign language was not seen as the rst language of the deaf,
but more instrumental in learning the national spoken language. In addion, the aspect of what I call the cultural was not taken
into account; there were no classes where the deaf could be seated
together learning from each other and communicang in sign language. In a lot of schools in Europe this is sll the case. Although
it is labelled bilingual educaon, sign language is not the priority
language. In some countries and in some private schools, the situaon is changing however. Schools have bilingual programs where
deaf and hearing are mixed but also have separate classes, where
sign language is indeed the rst language and the wrien naonal
language the second and where hearing students can learn sign
language as well. But is this enough?
As wrien above, audism as personal, structural and metaphysical oppression needs to be addressed in schools, where deaf students, but also hearing students are present. This goes as well for
the twins of audism: ableism, racism, sexism. As such they are symptoms of what we need to get aware of. When contextualised within
a historical se ng including the involvement of organisaons and professionals represenng what Foucault calls governmentality, bilingual
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educaon and educaon can be a driving force behind what I call
radical democracy. Discussing the essence of cizenship, whether
it is naonal, European or worldwide, means also understanding oppressive personal and structural pracces inslled on deaf and hearing
people. Actually, you might say that democracy is always under negoaon. We cannot be solely sased with the establishment of wrien
human individual and collecve rights, as pracce shows everyday. A
radical democracy means preparing our students to analyse, discuss
and to cricise an-democrac pracces. Educang deaf selves and
other selves, arming them to negoate democracy is a rather polical
and pedagogical act. Teachers need to be trained as well; as creators of
adequate learning environments they need to become cultural agents,
minimising their roles as cultural gatekeepers.
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Introducon
Deafness is a rather heterogeneous concept, because being deaf
can be the result of various and diverse factors. Classicaons can
be made based on the eological causes or the level of hearing loss
including the possibility to acquire the oral language through audion and/or vision. Furthermore, we have to take into account if the
deaf was born deaf or turned deaf at a later stage and if he or she
has oral or sign language skills. Idencaon with the deaf community as a family or as a ´place´ of belonging is also an important
aspect. In addion, the combinaon of hearing loss and other impairments like deaf-blindness, the socio-cultural characteriscs of
the deaf person’s proximal environment (the presence of other deaf
persons in the family and school) and the early detecon and intervenon and the type of educaon received/o ered shows that the
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concept of deafness is a heterogeneous one (Alvira, Cruz, & Blanco,
1999).
As the purpose of our contribuon is to give a short overview of
important issues regarding deafness in Spain, we will dene deafness as a hearing impairment in the way it is described in the survey
of the Naonal Instute of Stascs (Instuto Nacional de Estadísca (INE)1, 2000, 2008).
In order to understand the signicance of deafness we will start
presenng some stascal gures about deafness and disability in
Spain and we will analyse brie y the opposing views to the use of
technology, such as cochlear implants and other devices, as a soluon. In this way deaf culture and identy, represented by deaf organisaons will be addressed as another perspecve on deafness and
disability. A er a short exposé about deaf educaon in history, we
will connue our overview focussing on deaf children in schools, assessment and intervenon methods, the development of bilingual
and bicultural educaon in schools and the role of parents.

Disability and deafness: some gures
In Spain, the percentage of registered disabled people from the
age of 6 has decreased 0,5% during the last decennium. According
to the provisional results of the Survey of Disabilities, Personal Autonomy and situaons of Dependency (EDAD) of 2008 (INE,
2008), the percentage decreased from 9% to 8,5%. However, this
decrease is misleading. If we include the growth of the total populaon, we will get another picture; from 1999 ll 2008 the total
populaon in Spain increased from 40.202.160 to 45.828.172 and
respecvely the number of registered disabled people increased as
well, from 3.528.220 to 3.847.900 (INE, 2000; 2008). In other words, the growth of the populaon is a parameter for the decrease of
1

The Naonal Stascs Instute is an independent administrave and legal body, iniated by
the Ministry of Economy and Finance. It has a prominent role conducng large-scale stascal
operaons.
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the percentage from 9 to 8, 5 % but this doesn’t explain the increase
in numbers. To understand the growth of the number of registered
people we have to take into account the rerement of a big part of
the populaon (14,4%) older than 65 years, which led to more aid
requests for disabilies and other limitaons during the last decennium. In addion, the promoon of a beer life quality through the
improvement of the social and health policy had an impact as well,
not only as prevenon but also in the provision of aid to those who
su er from diverse disabilies (INE, 2008).
Within these, 3.847.900 registered cases of disability above the
age of 6, over 900.000 concern hearing impairments. What has
been said about the improvements of the social and health policy
goes as well for hearing impairments; the important role played by
the prevenon of auditory disabilies, especially in the period of
maternal gestaon and infancy, together with progress in health
care have considerably reduced the number of deaf in Spain.

Cochlear implants and other technological devices: opposing views
This increase of health care for the hearing-impaired can be
underlined by the growing number of surgeries, parcularly cochlear implants, in the last 10 years. If a person su ers a profound
bilateral deafness of neural-sensorial origin and his or hers auditory
nerve is sll intact, a cochlear device can be surgically implanted.
The growing demand for this medical intervenon comes especially
from hearing parents with deaf children who turned deaf at a young
age due to an infecon, accident or other cause and thus had already some oral linguisc experiences. The deaf community however,
has doubts about its e ecveness since the operaon doesn’t solve completely the auditory problem; it requires addional auditory
and speech training with no guarantee of full success. Moreover,
the deaf community is against any medical and surgical intervenon
aimed at modifying what they consider ´a natural disncve characterisc´ of the deaf (Harris, 1995).
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On the other side, the great technological advances in the
last years have made the hearing aids (devices used to amplify the
sound) smaller and of beer quality such as the digital audiphones,
used to select the sound frequencies of the human voice to make it
more intelligible to persons with hearing impairments. Nevertheless,
there are also cases in which this is not recommended. Infecons
or malformaons of the ear, or a profound hearing loss, will make
these hearing aids useless. The deaf community is also opposed to
these hearing aids as the deaf have their own language and cultural
identy. We will turn now to this issue of cultural identy and the
role of the deaf community, parcularly the deaf organisaons.

Deaf identy as a natural disncve characterisc
Keeping in mind what has been menoned in the introducon
about the mulple factors that condion the situaon of each deaf
person, it doesn’t seem adequate to use the dichotomy deaf versus
hearing people. If we consider that deaf persons constute a homogeneous group as opposed to hearing people we simplify reality.
However, to shed some light on the cultural identy issue, it is common to speak about deaf vs. hearing people and deaf culture versus
hearing culture. We will follow Alvira, Cruz and Blanco (1999) who
disnguish three types of identy.
First, they menon deaf people with a strong deaf identy, who
dene themselves as belonging to the deaf community, using only
or preferably the sign language. Frequently they are deaf-born in
deaf families or hearing families and they have established connecons with deaf associaons or other deaf movements. They consider themselves to be a linguisc minority. While pu ng great
emphasis on the idea of a deaf culture, they refuse to be labelled
hearing- impaired with regard to their auditory limitaons. Nevertheless, they claim the same rights and support provided for those
registered disabled persons with a cercate by the public administraon.
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Second, some deaf people don’t see themselves as culturally
di erent from hearing people. They consider themselves ´normal´
people with a hearing impairment. Most of them turned deaf due
to an infecon or accident; or their hearing loss is not very signicant. Also some deaf who were born deaf in hearing families and
subject to the oral language educaon, thus having some oral language competences and lip-reading prociency through which they
are able to communicate with hearing people, consider themselves
not culturally di erent. They prefer to be considered as equals to
hearing people and believe that their limitaons can be overcome
through developing personal strategies (strong movaon and increased e ort) and/or through the use of technological aids, such as
audiphones, voice ampliers in the telephone and visual indicators
of sound. Some even refuse any support from the public administraon and don’t like to be registered as disabled with a cercate.
Third, some deaf will nd themselves in between these two
types of identity. They share elements from both groups; they
recognise that their hearing impairment limits their performance of
daily tasks and they communicate both in oral language as in sign
language. Although their friendships and their leisure acvies take
place in the context of hearing people, they may parcipate in deaf
associaons and the larger deaf community from me to me.
Looking back you could say that the rst group of deaf people
with a strong cultural self-image and deaf identy is the one out of
which iniaves are born to set up associaons for the deaf represenng the deaf community.

Deaf associaons in the Spanish deaf community
In Spain the associaons of persons with disabilies have a long
tradion, although the part of social and polical acvism had not
the strength as in other countries (Lane, 1995). Through the iniave of people with disabilies and their respecve families organisaons have been set up aiming at the improvement of life condions
for their members. Some of them are naonal organisaons, such
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as the organisaon for blind people ONCE2. It was founded in 1939,
and is regarded as a powerful and successful instuon.
However, organisaons for deaf people are not set up on the naonal level, although the di erent autonomous local, provincial and
regional deaf organisaons have the possibility to join forces in federaons and confederaons. But in any case, the identy issue and
thus the self-image of deaf persons brands most of the deaf organisaons in two di erent ways: as representaves of the deaf as a linguisc and cultural minority and as an organisaon of disabled persons.
This bipolarity not only characterises federaons and confederaons
organisaons but also provincial ones. In the province of Cordoba,
for example, you can nd the associaon around the deaf women
“Magdalena” (Asociación de mujeres sordas de Córdoba “Magdalena”) and the associaon of parents and friends of deaf persons (Asociación Provincial de Amigos y Familiares de Personas Sordas).
Being a member of one of these associaons depends mainly
on the deaf predominant identy, his/her personal aspiraons and
the services provided. The associaons are posively valued by the
deaf persons, since they give them a place where to meet and share
experiences and where to get answers to their needs (López, 2006).
The associaons facilitate an informaon service and help the deaf
members in many different ways such as representing them at
public o ces for disabled persons to get study grants, economical
support for hearing aids, adjustments at home, a job, and sign
language interpreters.
Older persons with a profound deafness, that communicate in
sign language and that consider other deaf persons as their mutual
friends and partners, are the ones that usually stay in closer contact
with some of the associaons. Also parents of deaf young children,
who are looking for help and answer, are also very acve parcipants in associaons.
2

Organización Nacional de Ciegos Españoles, Naonal Organizaon of Spanish Blinds. ONCE
is a non-prot organisaon with a mission to improve the quality of life for the blind and visually
disabled in Spain; it o ers support to people with other disabilies as well.
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Government and other stakeholders, like deaf organisaons,
consider deaf educaon very important in the development of deaf
children. The discourse on deaf educaon re ects also the di erent
views that were held during the last centuries. Below, we will give a
brief history of deaf educaon in Spain.

Deaf educaon: a brief history
It’s important to underline that Spain has its own pioneer in
the educaon of deaf people. In the 16th century Pedro Ponce de
León (1509-1584), a Benedicne friar, took charge of the educaon
of the deaf-born sons of the Condestable of Caslla. In the documents3, his method for teaching the oral language to deaf pupils
kept being used in the Monastery of Oña (Burgos). However, the
educaon of the deaf, as the educaon of the hearing, was the privilege of a few, especially the aristocracy. In due me, the teaching
method of Ponce de León, was for di erent reasons no longer used
(Puigdillívol, 1986).
The foundaon of the rst public special schools for the deaf
began at the end of the 18th century. Therea er more schools were
established; all followed the educaonal models used in other European countries, in parcular France. However, a er the congress
of Milan in 1880, ‘oralism´, i.e. teaching the oral Spanish language
to the deaf, became pracce during the rest the 19th and the major
part of the 20th century. At the moment Spain introduced a compulsory basic educaon system, the educaon of the deaf, although
implemented in specic centres for the hearing-impaired unl the
80’s of the 20th century, became compulsory and free of charge.
During the 70s of the 20th century when social, polical, economical changes took place in Europe and beyond, tradional intervention models for pupils with disabilities were discussed and

3
The original documents were lost in a re at the Ponce de León´s monastery in the 17th
century.
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revised. Based on ideas of normalisaon and integraon, new intervenon policies were proposed. Although su cient educaonal
material and professionals were available, the results of segregated
special educaon were not evaluated as posive. The oral linguisc competence of the deaf student was, in general, low. Together
with the poor academic results (the majority of the deaf students
didn’t reach the elementary levels) and the di cules to integrate into ordinary life when nishing school, doubts rose to connue
with segregated special educaon. A reorganisaon of the school
system, the programs and educaonal intervenon were proposed. Simultaneously, an important reform of the regular educaon
system was discussed in the 1980’s, which culminated in a General
Educaon Act in 1990, the LOGSE4. The Educaon Act supports the
school integraon of students with disabilies, who will be taught
at regular centres, receiving the support of specialist professionals.
It’s a polical organisaonal decision, aimed at concentrang the
technical resources, the material means and the necessary professionals to support the educaonal needs. The former schools for
the deaf were closed or reconverted in resource centres to support
the integraon, or in regular school centres.
Before we nish the developments leading to the instuonalisaon of bilingual educaon in Spain, we will turn now to the implemented policy regarding the assessing deafness at the earliest stage
and the range of intervenon possibilies o ered.

Prevenon and early intervenon
For years, the prevenon and treatment of deafness has been
addressed in the policies of di erent government sectors. In the
health sector, prevenon, detecon and early intervenon of all disabilies were considered a priority. In the 70’s the di erent naonal
4

LOGSE (1990): La Ley Orgánica General del Sistema Educavo, 3rd of October in 1990, published in the O cial Bullen of the State in the 4th of October of that year. This new act
describes in detail the structure of the educaon system.
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plans about the prevenon and intervenon of impairments was
implemented, and resulted in an important decrease in the number
of persons a ected by hearing impairment and a improved intervenon in every case (Aguado, 1995).
With the detecon of any anomaly in hearing, newly born will
be screened (neonatal screening) and the child will immediately
be aended by doctors and other specialised professionals such as
audiologists, speech therapists and otorhinolaryngologists. In this
exploraon the level of hearing loss and the type of deafness (transmission or percepon) is determined to guide further intervenons
that t the situaon. This early intervenon (from 0 to 3 years old) is
also o ered in the case that someone within the family had similar
developmental problems during infancy. When older than 3 years
old, intervention will be continued, when necessary, under the
responsibility of the educaon sector.
In addion to the medical exploraon, diagnosis and the determinaon of any required technological aids, some psycho-pedagogical and linguisc tests will be part of the procedure. The result of
this psycho-pedagogical and linguisc assessment constutes the
basis for a personal development program and educaonal intervenon.
In addion to the health and educaon sector, also private organisaons o er intervenon services. It’s normal pracce that parents
and deaf people organisaons also conduct an early intervenon
and give educaonal support complemenng the treatment of deaf
children during childhood. In Spain, these services o ered by the
associaons are recognised by the public administraon and therefore supported. Educaonal and family counselling, vocaonal guidance and labour integraon, training and support for youngsters,
and leisure acvies are nancially supported whenever they are
planned and developed as projects and are submied by private organisaons in accordance with the yearly o cial government calls.
Early intervenon includes an orientaon of the family towards
the treatment of their child, and the involvement of professionals.
The frequency of the intervenon will be determined in a specic
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way according to the needs of the child and taking into account the
parcular circumstances of the situaon. It can be o ered daily,
several mes a week, or several mes a month.
When the child is integrated in an educaonal centre, which
provides education for 3 to 6 year old children, the child will
be attended by, either specialists from the school centre such as,
amongst others, the special educaon teacher, the language teacher and sign language interpreter or by specialists from the school
district such as a psychologist, a pedagogue, a speech therapist, a
social worker or a medical doctor.

Bilingual deaf educaon and educaonal support
In the Educaon Act of 2006 rules are formulated for the educaon of deaf students in the Spanish mainstream or regular educaon system. Unless deaf students have other impairments that
require the intervenon in centres or educaon in specic classes,
every deaf student needs to follow the common educaonal trajectory. According to INE (2008) 7305 students with hearing impairments aended regular school centres while 799 aended classes
at the Specic centres for Special Educaon in 2008.
Concerning the teaching orientaon, the predominant ´oralism´
has given way to the bilingualism, which means parallel teaching of
the sign language and oral language. Through bilingualism the
development of, especially, the wrien language was smulated.
With some adaptaons and support from specialists such as language teachers, sign language interpreters and other support teachers,
the deaf student follows the mainstream curriculum.
According to the legal guidelines, each educaonal centre needs to
set up an organisaon for the support of individual idened needs
with the available resources present. In every school great e orts
are made to conjugate schedules, types of curricular materials and
the envisaged support needed by each student in order to organise the intervenon policy as benecial as possible for each case.
The provision of language support and adjusted curricular materials
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mainly take place during normal school hours. However, in some
cases, the support is given a er regular school hours at the school or outside the school during acvies organised by the di erent
associaons. Although these acvies may be of great value to the
educaonal development of the child, its regulaon and control are
not part of the educaonal administraon’s policy.
The coordinaon of the support given by each professional or
specialist is very important with respect to the intervenon in the
development of deaf students and children with special educaonal
needs. Not only it is necessary to plan carefully decisions about the
procedures, curricular adaptaons, handed out educaonal materials and other support, but also to document these decisions and
to assess periodically the implementaon and its e ecveness. The
way these tasks have to be organised and implemented within the
school centres are clearly described in legal guidelines. In addion,
the complete procedure has to be jused in the plans that each
educaonal centre in Spain has to submit to the public administraon every year5. At the end of each year an evaluaon report is
required as well.
On the level of each individual student, regulaons prescribe to
document the student’s Individualised Curricular Adaptaon (ICA).
It includes the results of the inial psycho-educaonal assessment,
the modicaon of goals, contents, methods, acvies, and materials in each curricular area, the organisaonal aspects of the support provided and an assessment of the teachers who worked with
the individual student. The ICA contains also an evaluaon about
the specialised support, revisions made in comparison to the original plan and previsions for the near future.
Reviewing intervenon measures and wring plans is a joint responsibility of all professionals who take part in the support given
to each student. Based on these reviews and plans parents have
to be informed of the educaonal intervenons that their children

5

In parcular, the Annual Plan of the Centre and the Guidance and Support Plan.
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receive. The director of the school must ensure that this process is
adequately conducted and that the parents are informed. Finally,
the inspector of the district as legal representave of the public
administraon controls the implementaon of the prescribed regulaons and will approve or disapprove accordingly.

Role of parents
The parents are the legal representaves of the students; as
such, they have rights and also obligaons in the educaonal intervenon. The school is obliged to inform them about any problem
detected and any kind of extraordinary intervenon. The parents
have to be informed if a diagnosc exploraon is planned or if the
child will receive special aenon or is going to aend support classes in a special classroom. Also, when the child will receive an adapted educaonal program or support from a specialist the school has
to contact them immediately. The school is not allowed to act if the
parents are not previously informed and no consent has been given.
If the parents don’t agree with the intervenon proposed in the
school centre, they can present their complaint to the district educaonal inspector. The inspector should mediate the dispute and if
it is not possible should look for a soluon in another centre.
In addion to these parental rights, parents also have some obligaons. First of all, they have to be collaborave and maintain the
communicaon with the teachers. It is also expected that they are
present in meengs, interviews and tutorial sessions and when they
receive educaonal guidelines for support at home, they will put
them into pracce. As menoned above, the content of the Individualised Curricular Adaptaon (ICA) has to be brought to the aenon of parents in order to guarantee the best possible implementaon not only at school but also at home.
It is important to state that the lack of agreement between school and parents is something rather exceponal. Generally the parents
agree with the educaonal intervenon and acvely collaborate with
the teachers in the educaon of their children. Nevertheless, it’s
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important to acknowledge that, frequently, the professional support provided is rather insu cient due to the lack of resources in
the school centres.

Final remarks
Although the amount of bilingual and bicultural experiences in
educaon is increasing, you might say that the Spanish road to bilingual educaon is sll a rather new one. In Cordoba, for example,
the Colon School started to provide bilingual and bicultural facilies
in order to enable the learning of deaf culture. It’s very important
to have an adequate school context that improves the learning
opons of the deaf as well as hearing pupils. Acve parcipaon is
a requirement for each culture, thus also for deaf culture (Melgar
and Moztezuma (2010). Deaf culture cannot be solely reducible to
language; it’s a noon that points to the comprehension of deaf
people´s pracces. The pupils at the Colon School have the opportunity to experience the connecon between language and culture.
Although exclusion pracces are sll visible in the hearing as well
as the deaf community, the focus on inclusion is becoming more
accepted within society. Cultural diversity in society resulng from
religion, language, race, naonality o ers the possibility to create
a mulcultural melng pot in which the identy and expression of
each group should be promoted and reinforced. But this is a complex assignment, which demands our exibility. Only, if educaon
is able to change human beings´ cultural malleability, an adequate
shaping of the present and future society is possible (Llorent, 2009).
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Introducon
Despite the e orts of Turkish oralists, deaf people sll prefer
to communicate and mingle with their own kind. Deaf people in
Turkey have resisted the aempts of oralists to eradicate the use
of sign language and assimilate them into the hearing mainstream
(Sari, 2005 and 2007). The simple fact is that deaf people who
aend the common residenal schools for the deaf no maer what
mode of communicaon is forced on them in the classroom tend to
seek out other deaf people and communicate in sign language. This
focus on community and culture is not typically Turkish, but a
rather internaonal issue. But how is deafness dened? According
to Çeliker, Pnar-Celep & Aydan (2003) it is a hearing impairment which is so severe that a child is impaired in processing
linguistic information through hearing, with or without amplification, which adversely affects his/her, educational performance. In this definition the hard-of-hearing are excluded, although it
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is considered a hearing impairment as well (Easterbrookes & BakerHawkins, 1994).
Deaf culture is a posive term, re ecng pride and a communal
identy, whereas terms like “hearing-impaired” and “deafness” do
not connote any parcular pride or sense of community. Some oralists (deaf as well as hearing) deny that there is such a thing as deaf
culture; they prefer to see it as an arcial polical construct formulated in recent mes, more of a self-conscious, posturing a tude
than a reality (Kelly, Forney, Fisher & Jones, 1993; Bahadr, 2010).
Deaf people who claim a culturally ‘deaf’ identy compare themselves to members of other ethnic communies. ‘We have a language;
we have a culture,’ they somemes say. Opponents of this view do
not see deaf people as members of an ethnic minority but simply
as handicapped people, people with a hearing loss, people with a
hearing disability, and also audiological paents (Sari, 2007).
In this chapter, the queson of mainstreaming the deaf and its
e ecveness will be addressed. Mainstreaming the Deaf re ects a
rather complicated case. A growing number of mainstreamed deaf
joined the deaf community at a later stage in their life. However, due
to their mainstreamed background they are not considered ‘strongdeaf’ or culturally deaf. From the other side, some respected deaf
culture advocates are promong mainstreaming of the deaf children in order to learn the oral-auditory language. Before looking
at this subject more closely, a short and brief historical overview
of deaf educaon will be given. It is followed by the role of legislaon, i.e. the Constuon of 1982 and the Special Needs Legislaon
of 2009 for the contemporary educaon of the deaf and disabled.
A er an overview of schools at which the deaf are taught, the meaning of deaf culture and the role of the deaf community, the queson of mainstreaming will be discussed.

The history of deaf educaon
Although, the rst public school for children with special needs
opened its doors in 1891 (Gök, 1958), the studies in educang chil-
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dren with special educaonal needs were iniated in 1889 by Gra
Efendi. He was also the founder of this rst school for the deaf1.
Around thirty deaf students between the ages of 6-20 started to
follow a 4-year program, in which the total communicaon method
including sign language was used (Enç, Çalar & Özsoy, 1987)2. In
the following years more schools were founded.
A er the visit of foreign experts on the educaon of the deaf
to Turkey in 1952, during which they instructed special needs teachers, a department at Gazi Educaonal Instute was founded. Although, it was closed a er two years of educaon this aempt can
be considered as a signicant step in the Turkish history of special
educaon (Enç, Çalar & Özsoy, 1987). In addion to the opening of
some schools for the Blind and the Deaf, the foundaon of the rst
Psychological Counselling and Guidance O ce3 in 1955, was another important step in the history of deaf and special needs educaon. The main aims of this o ce were to establish special classes
for the hearing-impaired/deaf students, to idenfy the students to
be educated, and to analyse and guide other children who needed
special educaon4.

Deaf and special needs educaon in contemporary Turkey
In the new Turkish constuon of 1982 educaonal rights for all
cizens are described as follows: “nobody shall be deprived from
the right to have educaon and training. Government should take
1
This rst school was part of the Ministry of Health and Social Services but, in 1951 the Ministry of Naonal Educaon took over this responsibility..
2
The school was a day school and the lay-out of the school program was very much similar
to the one used at the Enderun School which was founded by Sultan Fah (The King Fah) in
1450’s in Istanbul. However, the Enderun School was a special school for gi ed and talented
children (Livatyal, 2004; Ataman, 2005)..
3
It is now known as the Guidance and Research Centre Rehberlik Ararma Merkezleri (RAM).
4
As a result of this development a special educaon department at the Ministry of Turkish
Naonal Educaon was set up (Danioglu, 1981).
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necessary precauons for children with special educaonal needs
to make them produceable human beings for their society” ( Turkish
Constuon, item 42, 1982) In the same text it is stated that “the
government should take necessary precauons for the protecon
of the handicapped and their adaptaon to the social life” (Turkish
Constuon, item 61, 1982). Together with the general statement
in the constuon that each cizen has a right to receive basic educaon, it laid the fundaments for the Special Educaon Legislaon
(2009) which is sll in pracce and regulates the social and educaonal rights for the deaf, the hearing-impaired and others with
special educaonal needs. This legislaon aims to implement regulaons to provide the necessary educaon for children in the age of
4-8 with special needs in order to nd a profession and to become
respected cizens.
However, this legislaon does not cover the hearing-impaired
children between the ages of 0-4, which is a very crical period in
proper acquision of language. Although the legislaon envisages
that families, individuals and associaons should report the children with SEN to the instuons in charge, it was not implemented.
However, the Regulaon for Guidance and Research Centre, which
came into pracce in accordance with the SEN Legislaon, entles
instuons to conduct assessment among children with physical
handicaps, children with emoonally and behavioural di cules
and place them into special educaonal instuons, vocaonal training services and to provide for them support services (The Special
Educaon Legislaon, 2009).
According to the Special Educaon Legislaon special educaonal materials in the educaon and training of SEN students should
be used and funded. This does not include the provision of individual hearing aids for the deaf or hard-of hearing students. Families
can obtain these hearing aids through their social security agencies
(MEB, 2009).
According to the Special Educaon Legislaon (2009), supplemental funding is eligible when the following requirements are met:
a medical diagnosis of a signicant hearing impairment, a recent
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Individualised Educaon Plan (IEP) with measurable objecves, the
proposed appropriate adaptaons and/or modicaons, outlined
strategies and a plan for monitoring the objecves.
School districts are responsible for assessing the most enabling
language(s) and/or technology support(s) to allow a student who is
deaf or hard-of-hearing to fully access the curriculum, and for the
provision of qualied sta for specic communicaon with students
with SEN (Enç, Çalar & Özsoy, 1987, Girgin, 1999, 2003; Paul, 1998).
The educaonal programs for deaf students in primary educaon
should include specic instrucons in the following areas: language
development, auditory management, speech development, speech
reading, sign language if required, deaf culture and communicaon
methods, and academic courses.
In addion to addressing the direct e ects of hearing loss and
language development, each student should have an Individualised
Educaon Program (IEP). It needs to contain the social and vocaonal
needs of the student as a result of the hearing loss (Kluwin, Moores, & Gaustad, 1992; Özyürek 2004). Furthermore, it is important
to noce that most students have the right to be educated in their
local school district in Turkey.
However, the provision of a full range of services within a single
school district is not always appropriate. In such cases, school districts are encouraged to provide regional programs that serve the
needs of students in several districts. In parcular, social and emoonal needs of deaf adolescent students may require more than
support services. Where there are a su cient number of students,
local or regional school programs should be developed with qualied sta and the appropriate services to support these individuals.5
5

For the hearing-impaired students, schools should be responsible for developing clearly dened policies and procedures to ensure connued appropriateness of programs. This includes
a mechanism for monitoring the educaonal program of a student placed in a regional or provincial se ng and assessing the e ecveness of programs for deaf / hard-of-hearing students
(Tüfekçiolu, 1992). The schools should also be responsible for evaluang student progress
specic to the addional service provided by a teacher of the deaf / hard–of-hearing. Such
evaluaon may result in an adjustment of communicaon methodology, recommendaons for
either addional or reduced service, recommendaon for alternate placement (Özyürek, 2006).
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It is expected that students who are deaf or hard-of-hearing
should follow the regular evaluaon and reporng procedures
of the Local Educaon Authority (LEA) as described in the Special
Education Legislation of 2009. Specific comments should be
made about the progress in the areas of language development
and communication skills, as well as other areas identified in the
IEP.
Teachers with responsibilies for supporng students should be
qualied, i.e. having a Bachelor Degree or post-academic cercate.
Where a LEA is unable to employ a qualied teacher of the deaf and
hard-of-hearing, this requirement may be met by providing services
through sharing arrangements with adjacent districts or through a
fee-for-service arrangement with qualied specialist teachers of the
deaf and hard-of-hearing (Sari, 2000).
Although a growing number of deaf individuals have aended
schools for the deaf, some of them graduated from mainstreamed
public-schools. The quality of mainstreamed schools for educang
the hearing-impaired is rather diverse: some are excellent; others
don’t provide an e ecve educaon for the deaf. Below, an overview of these public schools is presented.

Schools for the deaf in contemporary Turkey
The Turkish educaon system includes public state-owned schools and private schools. Some of these public and private schools
are organised as residenal schools. About 95% of the students
aend public schools but the number enrolling in private educaon
is increasing over the last years.
Special schools and schools for the deaf are mostly residenal; more than 5280 deaf students follow educaon programs in
these schools. These Turkish schools for the deaf have served as
the hub of the deaf community. However, due to the decline of
enrolment in favour of mainstreamed placements, some schools
had to be closed.
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Pre-school educaon and the deaf/hearing-Impaired
Pre-school is not compulsory in Turkey. Nevertheless, the 17th
Naonal Educaon Council (2007) considered pre-schooling important for all infants as the rst ve years are crucial for their language
acquision. According to the stascs of the Ministry of Naonal
Educaon covering the period up to 2009-2010, 651 hearing-impaired children are educated in 43 pre-school classes6. Not all the
hearing-impaired students can enrol in pre-schools due to the lack
of facilies (Sar, Çeliköz & Seçer, 2009).
This does not mean that no iniaves are developed to support
the infants with a hearing impairment. The centre IÇEM, founded in
1979 at the Anadolu University developed a progressive auditory/
oral educaonal program for hearing-impaired children with the
aim of being a model for other special schools in Turkey. In due me
the program turned into a fully comprehensive service, encompassing early diagnosis of deafness, hearing aid  ng and maintenance, pre- and post-assessment and programming of cochlear
implants, parent guidance, integraon facilies and a special school
with nursery, primary, secondary schools and general high school
departments leading to university entrance.

Primary educaon and the hearing-impaired/deaf
Public primary schools educate hearing-impaired children
through the compulsory 8-year educaon between the ages of 6/714/157. According to the curriculum, total communicaon approach
is mostly used in these schools. In 2009-2010, around 1113 teachers
were involved in the educaon of 4950 hearing-impaired students
in 51 primary schools for the deaf (Komisyon, 2010).

6

Figures retrieved from the governmental website www.meb.gov.tr.
Primary educaon became 8 years compulsory educaon a er 18th August, 1997 in which the
Turkish Ministry of Naonal Educaon decided to unite the then 5 years primary educaon and
the rst 3 years of secondary educaon.

7
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Secondary educaon and the deaf
Secondary educaon covers general, vocaonal and technical
high schools that provide four years of educaon8. Only general
high schools prepare students for higher educaon. Hearing-impaired students can connue educaon for another four years at
Vocaonal High Schools for the Hearing Impaired/Deaf. There are
currently 17 high schools for the hearing-impaired and deaf with
1722 students and 255 teachers. They can also aend mainstream
high schools but these schools are not expected to deliver support
services.

Higher educaon and the deaf
Turkish universies are mostly state instuons. Universies, which include facules, instuons, vocaonal higher educaon schools,
conservatories, police and military academies and colleges, and research centres, are considered as Higher Educaon Instuons.
Teacher training programs for the hearing-impaired are o ered at three universies: Anadolu University, Karadeniz Teknik University and 19 Mays University. Anadolu University is actually the
pioneer university for the educaon of hearing-impaired children
and teacher training programs for the hearing-impaired. Their rst
undergraduate program for teaching hearing-impaired students at
Anadolu University was opened in 1993. There are approximately
150 deaf students enrolled at this school. Sign language is not mandatory; however, students are free to communicate in sign language.
This two-year degree program was modied to three or four years
to accommodate deaf students. The aim of this school is to educate
the handicapped for vocaonal programs and thus enabling them
to become producve members of the community. Currently, the
school o ers four career choices: Informaon Technology, Computer-aided Design (CAD), Ceramic Arts and Graphic Arts.
8

This used to be 3 years unl 2005.
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Connuing educaon for the hearing-impaired
Connuing educaon as non-formal educaon in Turkey is o ered by a network of training centres. They are supervised by the
Ministry of Naonal Educaon (MEB). Non-formal educaon services aim to help people to nish their incomplete educaon (zsoy,
1985; Bilir, 2007). The hearing-impaired students can also enrol in
the provided programs in accordance with their qualicaons or
the professions they full.
A er this short overview of di erent types of schooling for the
deaf, deaf culture as an essenal marker of and for the deaf will be
addressed.

Deaf culture in Turkey
The concept of culture is dened in so many ways, but in general it encompasses special training, socially transmied legislaons
and paerns of conduct, intellectual development, enlightenment,
knowledge, beliefs, and sophiscaon (Byrne, Barnard, Davidson,
Janik, McGrew, Miklo´si, & Wiessner, 2006). For deaf culture as for
any other culture the specic a tudes and behaviours of a group
or organisaon and the beliefs and social paerns which underpin
these a tudes and behaviours are important. In addion, a denion of ‘deaf culture’ is a social, communal, and creave force of, by,
and for deaf people based on sign language (Byrne et al., 2006).
It encompasses communicaon, social protocol, art, worship and
recreaon in sports, travel, and deaf clubs. It is also an a tude, which can be used as a weapon against non-group members, excluding
them (Görka, 2005).
Each culture determines which behaviours are acceptable and
unacceptable (Hallahan and Kau man, 1997). For example, in Muslim culture, it is not appropriate for a man to touch an unrelated
woman in public; men and women will even avoid direct eye-contact with each other. It is considered ‘forward’ to maintain a steady,
locked gaze into each other’s eyes or even touch them. Deaf people
however would use certain rules of protocol that di er from what is
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considered socially acceptable. In deaf culture, it is acceptable when
the waiter touches a diner’s shoulder to get its aenon. Similarly,
it is acceptable when deaf people have an intensive eye-contact
while they are signing. A deaf person will nofy other deaf people
when going to the bathroom, because they cannot hear each other
yelling through the bathroom door. Hearing people might consider
this tacky. This social protocol is based on deaf people’s need to
maintain good eye-contact and visibility, and to make signing easier
and more comfortable.
Parents teach their children the ways, norms, and values of their
culture. In deaf culture, this may hold true for only a small minority of deaf children, those with deaf parents. Every other culture is
transmied from parents to children (Byrne et al., 2006). If deaf
children have hearing parents, the me spend during their formave years at schools for the deaf, will likely imbibe more in uence.
Deaf culture seems to be unique in the way it has tradionally been
transmied from child to child at the schools for the deaf. Since the
overwhelming majority of deaf children have hearing parents, they
may not learn the language, values, and social customs of Deaf
culture from their parents, but from their deaf peers.
Sign language is an important element of deaf culture, maybe
the most important; it re ects its values (Hughes, McGillivray &
Schmidek, 1997). Like in any other culture Turkish Sign Language is
not only used in day-to-day communicaon but also in storytelling,
signplay, poetry, anecdotes, legends, and myths (Sar, 2005). In
addion, team sports like volleyball and football play an important
role in deaf culture too.
Sports are a way of expressing belonging and kinship in a kinec
way, free from communicaon barriers. Deaf people enjoy parcipang in compeve sports with other deaf people, and this predilecon begins at schools for the deaf, where all the children parcipate and everyone takes turns. Although Olympic sports are an
important part of Turkish culture, many deaf athletes prefer to parcipate in deaf compeons, for example, the special deaf Olympics.
Despite the modest perks involved, the higher expenses, and the
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relave lack of presge, most deaf athletes opt for deaf sports,
because easy communicaon is of paramount importance9.
In conclusion, deaf culture not only has well dened values and
norms, but also a di erent language used in day-to-day communicaon at home and in schools, in social clubs and on the sport pitch.
However we have to take in mind that deaf people in Turkey will be
recognised as members of Turkish culture at the moment we rst
meet them, unl they start signing to each other.
Taking into account how important culture is for the deaf, the
queson is whether mainstreaming of the deaf is an appropriate
policy in providing an e ecve educaon.

Mainstreaming the Deaf?
Most of the researchers (Akçamete, 2005; Akçamete & Gürgür,
2009; Ataman, 2005) believe that deaf children receive a wide
experience in the mainstream schools as well as in all special schools for the deaf’. Since the Special Educaon Legislaon of 1982,
placement opons for deaf students have signicantly increased,
parcularly opportunies to be mainstreamed in classes with hearing peers. New placement opons, coupled with the historically
low academic achievement of deaf students, have fuelled concern
among parents and educators over where and how deaf students
can get the best educaon. Parents need to know more about both
mainstream and self-contained classes so they can make informed
placement decisions (Bernstein & Marn, 1992). When deaf teenagers from residenal schools were asked to re ect upon their
educaonal experience, they expressed an appreciaon for both
9

Deaf students in some mainstreamed se ngs may nd themselves excluded from parcipaon in sports due to the communicaon problems involved (Sucuolu, 2006; Sucuolu and
Kargn, 2006). This kind of exclusion does not exist in the schools for the deaf. Every child, no
maer how clumsy, gets a chance to parcipate. In other words, it depends on the parents’
commitment to a parcular culture (and other factors such as the academic quality of the schools), whether students will be send to a mainstream school or to a public or private school for
the Deaf.
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mainstream and deaf school placements (Görka, 2005). As the students described their current and past experiences, they supported a
mixed-placement paern because it gave them a well-rounded educaon including knowledge of both deaf and hearing environments.
In general, it is believed that by combining mainstream and residenal educaon, deaf will beer understand the hearing world
and deaf culture, and eventually will develop skills enabling them to
communicate in both environments (Sar, 2007). Learning ‘hearing
ways´ and ´deaf ways´ will not only empower them to live together
with the hearing, but they will also develop a deaf pride re ecng
their membership of the deaf community and culture. Although
some students have a very di cult me communicang and feeling
at home in the mainstream schools, they, in general, do not regret it.
Deaf students may be equally crical of peers who went through
an exclusively deaf school educaon or mainstream educaon. Under
the assumpon that the mainstreamed peers do not have deaf parents, they are regarded not only as advanced and having beer
Turkish language skills, but also as less uid in signing, poor social
communicators, reserved and more focused on the hearing world.
Students from residenal deaf schools are looked upon as less welleducated, but uent in Turkish Sign Language, good in communicaon, socially adept and strong members of the deaf community.
The students feel that each peer lacks some important life skills that
can be aained through exposure in a complementary se ng. In a
way, the students with mixed educaonal backgrounds are bicultural and they value their bicultural outlook. They have knowledge
and skills of both cultures to adapt themselves to both (Sar, 2005).
Young children may feel more secure when they remain close to
their parents; and young deaf children, busily learning through play,
may be less a ected by how they are di erent (Goodman, 1995;
Sahin, 2006). At a young age, it is good to be around family, and it
may not hurt to be di erent than peers. During adolescence when
students prefer to stay with friends more o en, this can be changed
as peers can be insulng. At this stage, it could be wise to send the
students to a residenal school.
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In recognising a full educaonal experience at mainstream
and at schools for the deaf, students understand the importance
of ge ng three kinds of educaon: academic, social, and cultural. Parents and educators should get aware of its importance too.
Currently, the Special Educaon Legislaon of 2009 demands that
parents should be informed about school placement opons and
what di erent schools have to o er. Detailed concrete plans can
be made to ensure the student´s needs. However, when the choice
is made for either a mainstream or a school for the deaf, students
should have the possibility to visit the other school. Other possibilies are sending them to deaf summer camp or involving them
in deaf club acvies a er school (Easterbrookes & Baker-Hawkins,
1994). As they go through adolescence, students can and should
take part in decisions about which school to go. Parents and professionals should be sensive to the fact that as children approach
adolescence, their needs for peer socialisaon intensies. By being
with deaf peers and through ge ng involved in deaf culture during
adolescence, deaf students will develop a posive self-concept and
a healthy identy.

Conclusion
When a deaf child is mainstreamed, it means that the deaf student aends classes with hearing students with (usually) the aid
of an interpreter, note taker, and whatever other support services
may be needed. The deaf child usually aends classes that are selfcontained; that is, they are all-deaf classes. In Turkey, the professionals are wishing to integrate all students with or without special
educaonal needs including the deaf rather than educang them
in special schools in segregaon, against mainstreaming or inclusion. However, when they are integrated many problems arise in
the schools due to the lack of adequate educaonal support, knowledge and received resources educang deaf students (Sari, 2004).
In addion, in some cases compulsory Individualised Educaon Programs are not developed and con icts about the use of adequate
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communicaon methods to teach deaf students might arise as well.
This a ects the mainstreaming of the students in negave way and
feeds the debate whether the deaf students should be educated
in mainstream se ngs or whether they should be educated in the
special schools.
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SIGNING DEAFNESS INTO EDUCATION:
Inclusion of the Deaf in Portuguese
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Introducon
Nowadays, words like Deaf culture or Deaf world are frequently used by those that work, study or live with and within the Deaf
community. Not only in the Deaf community, but also in the Deaf
studies literature and within the rather recently set up naonal
and internaonal organisaons the use of Deaf culture is common
sense. Hearing people, however, have many di cules admi ng
that the Deaf have a specic culture, and connue to treat them as
a group mainly characterised by their hearing impairment. These
representaons generally promote common perspecves in which
the Deaf are described negavely, being less ´normal´ (Sacks, 1998;
Skliar, 1998).
Deafness in our view cannot be restricted to a sensory impairment solely; it is far more complex as it also includes the role that
sign language can play in the construcon of a Deaf person’s identy. The acquision of a language, in this case, sign language, is of
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extreme importance to the development of a Deaf identy. However, a common language is not enough; as social beings, the Deaf
need cultural idencaon models as well, which are o ered by the
Deaf cultural community (Lane, 1992; Perlin, 1998).
Deaf education in this context needs to take these insights
seriously, maintaining a good communicaon with the representaves of Deaf organisaons in order to provide a proper schooling.
The debate about what good educaon should be is an ongoing
debate in which more and more the Deaf and disability organisaons are ge ng involved. This goes for Portugal as well as for other
European countries. Inclusion and bilingual educaon result from
this debate. In this chapter, we will describe this process towards
inclusion and bilingual educaon of the Deaf, paying aenon and
tribute to the strong involvement of the Deaf through their representave organisaons. In addion to a historical account of Deaf
educaon in Portugal, we will therefore enlarge the picture with
percepons of the Deaf about their language and culture and their
will to be treated as respected cizens, signing their way into educaon in the last decades.

History of deaf educaon in Portugal
During the kingdom of D. João VI and Infant D. Isabel Maria, the
Swedish professor Per Aron Borg was invited to be director of the
rst school for the deaf in the Casa Pia of Lisbon, in 1823. At that
me, Borg was already famous for founding the Stockholm Instute
for the Deaf, where he proposed the teaching of wring together
with the sign alphabet. He was, therefore, the rst person in Portugal
to suggest the simultaneous teaching of both skills. This method
was used unl 1860, when the school was closed. According to the
wrings of Aron Borg, the Instute adopted sign language in the
educaon of the deaf without menoning the method implemented. Later, around 1870, a new school was founded in Lisbon directed by Father Pedro de Aguilar, whose work was based on the method of wring associated with mimics. In 1872, Aguilar founded an
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Instute in Guimarães and another in Porto where exceponal results were aained, using sign language and wring (Pinho e Melo,
Moreno, Amaral, Duarte Silva, & Delgado Marns, 1984; DGIDC,
2009).
In 1880, a er the Congress of Milan, the use of sign languages
in schools was forbidden as a result of the primacy of ´oralism´ in
the educaon of the deaf. From then on, the oral method had to be
used. In 1893, the School for the Deaf-Mute of Porto was established, replacing the mimic’s method by the oralisc. In 1900 two of
the school’s teachers were sent to the Instute of Deaf-Mute of Paris to learn new approaches within the oral method. A er 1905, the
school in Porto was reorganised under the responsibility of the Casa
Pia of Lisbon, introducing the ´oral intuive method´. In 1913, the
director of Casa Pia, Aurélio da Costa Ferreira, organised a two-year
training program for teachers of the hearing-impaired. This training
program marked the o cial and instuonal recognion of the oral
method in Portugal (Pinho e Melo et al., 1984; DGIDC, 2009).
In 1950, the director of the Casa Pia de Lisboa, Campos Tavares, got acquainted with the new oralisc methods at an Internaonal Congress in Groningen, in the Netherlands. Among others, the
maternal-re exive method developed by Van Uden smulated the
belief that deaf pre-linguisc children could learn to speak the oral
language like their mother tongue (DGIDC, 2009).
More than ten years later, in 1963, Carlos Pinto Ascenção, director of the Instute Jacob Rodrigues Pereira for the deaf1, suggested
using the natural methods of Delgrano, Hill and Bell. This oral method
is closely linked to the maternal-re exive method and is based on
the normal development of the hearing child and its spontaneity. All these methods were based on speech and auditory training

1

This instute was founded in 1915. Almost thirty years later, some schools for the deaf were
incorporated by the Congregaon of the Franciscan Sisterhood, like the Instute of Deaf-Mute
Imaculada Conceição in Lisbon in 1942 and the Instute of Deaf-Mute Araújo Porto of the Santa
Casa da Misericórdia do Porto in 1947. As the rst instute organised educaon for deaf males,
the second organised educaon for deaf females.
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without support of technological aids. However, in the meanme,
Guberina’s verbo-tonal method was developed. It envisaged a good
arculaon and memorisaon of major parts of sentences, using,
for that e ect, Suvag devices (DGIDC, 2009). Auditory re-educaon
training with Suvag devices allows the broadening of the opmal
range of the understanding of speech. This re-educaon demands
the selection and filtering of sound waves to find the optimal
frequency eld, i.e. the one where each child “listens” to speech
eliminang unnecessary frequencies. With this method the comprehension of speech was enhanced (Pinho e Melo et al., 1984).
In the year 1974, another pedagogical renewal in the eld of
deafness was introduced with the implementaon of maternal-reexive methods. On invitaon of the Ministry of Educaon, specialists from the Sint-Michelsgestel Instute in the Netherlands provided an intensive training for the teachers in deaf educaon. This
method became, o cially, the most used in Portugal.
The above-menoned training, together with the cooperaon
agreement between Portugal and Sweden, the development of
technological resources, and the appearance of research about the
school integraon of the deaf students, through support rooms,
special classes in regular schools and inerant support have lead
to the creaon of the Support Services for Children with Auditory
Impairments (NACDA) for the lower school levels and the Support
Services for the Auditory Impaired (NADA) for the high school students (Pinho e Melo et al., 1984).
These developments and the just started debate about the
value of sign language was a smulus for some schools to adopt the
total communicaon method. This rst experience of bilingual teaching with deaf monitors started in A-da-Beja, a small village near
Lisbon. The year 1981 can be marked as the beginning of the professional teaching of sign language as two deaf adults were sent to the
Gallaudet University, in the USA. A er returning to Portugal, these
two deaf, José Beencourt and João Alberto Ferreira began to teach
Portuguese Sign Language to teachers, technicians and future interpreters of sign language, as well as to their deaf peers (DGIDC, 2009).
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For a complete understanding of these developments leading to
the inclusion of the deaf in regular educaon, light needs to be shed
on the coming-of-age of deafness as a cultural community. Below,
we will follow this route, starng with a short exposé on the concepts of community and culture.

The rise of the Deaf cultural community
The word ´rise´ in the tle of this secon suggests that communies are built or constructed. According to Tönnies (1887) a community or ´Gemeinscha ´ is opposed to what he called ´Geselscha ´,
which is an equivalent for society or state. In this dichotomy, community refers to an enty that is smaller than the state uning people in
villages. In other words, people are not only born within a family but
also within a community. Nowadays the word ´community´ has been
used in so many di erent ways that the original meaning has been
lost. Furthermore, the ghtly knit overall structure which tradionally
marked a community has been replaced by what people think unites
them. Due to mobility within and over borders, people are no longer
only part of one tradional community but they idenfy themselves
with di erent kinds of communies, for example a religious community, a scienc community or an ethnic community. In this way, a
community is not opposed anymore to society, as it does not stop at
its border. The same goes for the concept of culture. The word became pracce in scienc works around the mid of the 19th century.
From then onwards, a multude of constructed denions made this
concept the subject of scienc debates about formulaons and contents. Cuche´s conclusions about this debate are very clear: “Whatever the precise meaning we give to the concept, there are always
disagreements about the applicability to this or that reality” (Cuche,
1999, p.23). In other words, the social origin of the concept shows
that behind the semanc quarrels about the most accurate denion
we nd social disagreements. Although the concepts of community
and culture are highly contested, we will use them to clarify the rise
and the importance of the Deaf cultural community.
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Belonging to a cultural and linguisc community
One might say that people construct their reality and develop
their acvies according to their ideas of the real, of what they consider to be good or bad, normal and abnormal (Skliar, 1999; Quadros, 2000). In this sense, Deaf people began to build their own Deaf
cultural community with their own rules and informal goals (Skliar,
1999; Jokinen, 1999). Tradionally, the cultural community concept
involves the noon of social area and a network of individuals who
share a feeling of belonging to a collecve and well-di erenated
unit (Tönnies, 1887). Nowadays, the Deaf are part of a number of
cultural communies spread around the world that, especially in
our contemporary Internet age, conjoin spontaneously (Lane, 1992;
Skliar, 1999).
To be a part of the Deaf cultural community it is necessary that
the individual idenes himself with the deaf world, sharing experiences, parcipang in the acvies of his community, exposing a
clear noon of belonging to the group. But, as in any other group,
there are rules to access it, fundamental to promote and to maintain
cohesion. It is necessary to share goals, through the development of
a set of shared norms and values, structuring their collecve acon
and acquiring conscience of themselves as individual members of
the group. Idencaon with Deaf cultural community makes their
members relate more easily with deaf people than with hearing
people, whatever their condion is and wherever they live (Lane,
1992).
Arrived at this point, we like to address very brie y deafness
as construct. Moez and Woodward, both cited in Tété Gonçalves
(2005) characterise deafness as a historically constructed di erence and a potenal linguisc minority. Their social-anthropological
approach converts deafness into a phenomenon of social di erence that in turn leads to di erent socialisaon processes. This cultural view is the source for the rejecon of the diagnosis of hearing
impairment and the label of auditory disability (Pereira & Melo,
2000); the concept of hearing impairment is obviously under scruny (Nunes, 1998). In addion, Halliday (1987) and Wrigley (1996)
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argue that the rejecon of being labelled hearing-impaired, does
not mean denying being deaf; their inability to learn through auditory processes is replaced by their ability to understand the world
visually.
The Deaf have a clearly di erent communicaon system in comparison to hearing people. They use sign language, a communicaon based on visual-spaal elements, very di erent from the oral
communicaon, based on audion. But communicaon is not only
language; it is everything we do when we interact with others. Watzlawick, Beavin and Jackson (1993) stated that it is impossible not
to communicate; even when we are quiet and avoiding eye contact,
we are communicang our need to be le alone.

Cultural strategies
Deaf culture can be located in adapve, non-integrave strategies in dealing with the hearing world and in convivial norms, much
more rigid and less tolerant. Probably, these strategies and norms
result from the survival insnct of any cultural community that feels
threatened. Take, for instance, Deaf housing; they are characterised by the existence of good lighng to allow people to constantly
see each other. Another example is the placement of the tables in
the classrooms; they are organised in circles so that everybody sees
each other’s face. As Virole (2003) says, deaf culture is a culture of
adaptaon to the di erence and the promoter of social relaons.
Only those that try to interpret the dynamics of a Deaf cultural community by the comprehension of all the variables that involve their
culture, can access the deeper meaning of this fascinang phenomenon of the Deaf adaptaon to a perceived ´hosle´ environment.
We have no doubts, today, that the greatest di erence between
Deaf and hearing people exists, precisely, in the auditory system.
However, no di erence has been found between deaf and hearing
people regarding their cognive abilies. Nevertheless, we can nd
many examples demonstrang that individuals deprived of contact
with their peers and fellows develop serious cognive disabilies,
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hindering their adaptaon, and not reaching a harmonious development that allows them to acquire the necessary skills to live
autonomously as persons (Lane, 1992; Góes, 1999). You can also
say, that through the construcon of deafness as solely a hearing
impairment, the valorisaon of the hearing model was re ected.
During ´oralism´ in Deaf educaon, this hearing model was imposed
on Deaf people and their culture to disguise the di erence between
Deaf and hearing. In this way deafness was made invisible.

Oralism and mainstreaming
Nowadays, the Deaf cultural community is more o en referred
to as a cultural minority (Skliar, 1999). Like every cultural minority
they have to adapt to the dominant cultural codes of the majority in
a society. However, some cultural minories have been given special rights in order to maintain their heritage, language and culture.
In the past, during the ´oralisc´ discourse, mainstreaming
Deaf students was the goal. Some say that this discourse is sll alive (Lane, 1992; Skliar, 1999). ´Oralism and Mainstreaming´ can be
understood as imposing the cultural code of the hearing majority
on the Deaf minority, downgrading the values and norms of the
Deaf. In the discourse about the benets of ´oralism´ this becomes
apparent, as ´equalising´ is used as a pro-mainstreaming argument.
Truthfully, the Deaf will never become normal or equal, because
they are di erent. This so-called clash between hearing and deaf is
o en recreated day by day, to ignore and silence an essenal cultural di erence. As the problem of the deaf is located in an individual
body, medical taxonomy is applied perpetuang interpretaons of
deafness as a loss, a disability or impairment. Despite the fact that
deafness is perceived as something common, deaf culture is seen as
“the nal owering of an exoc species whose identy is desned
to wither and fade into exncon” (Wrigley, 1996, p. 95). Although
deafness and other impairments are not considered diseases threatening mankind, medicine is sll triggered to nd a nal soluon for
these adverse physical condions. In this, the situaon of the Deaf
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is di erent from other cultural minories based on race and gender
(Lane, 1992).
Within this ghng for the right to be di erent, i. e. an a rmave policy in favour of Deaf culture, we can sll detect in schools,
although at a smaller scale, the power of ´oralism´, either in the
minds of those who sll believe, or worse, in everyday pracces. If
polics sll pursues integraon of the Deaf in mainstream educaon
without respecng the di erence in words and acons, the Deaf
would feel excluded while formally included. According to Skliar
(1998) such an educaonal policy is discriminatory, disconnuous,
an anachronism, and leads to a permanent pracce of exclusion.
Such a school is a space where we nd strategies to transform the
Deaf into hearing, a place where Deafness is disguised. From that
perspecve, the Deaf will always be inferior, always disadvantaged,
always trying to adapt to the condions of the hearing.
In this above-menoned polical ght for the rights to be di erent and treated as such, the Deaf organisaons played an important role. Below, we will rst list some of these main associaons.
Thereafter, we will discuss some of their views on Deafness in
Portugal, which will be connected to what is wrien above.

Deaf organisaons: re econs about deafness
in Portugal
In Portugal we can nd two types of Deaf organisaons. First,
various local Deaf associations represented by the Portuguese
Federaon of Deaf Associaons (FPAS)2 that convenes the various
associaons in their common interest of speaking with one single
voice. Among these various associaons, we must underline the
Deaf Associaon on Porto (ASP), the Portuguese Deaf Associaon
(APS), the Deaf Association of Guimarães and of the Ave Valley (ASGVA) and the Deaf Cultural Associaon of Amadora (ACSA).

2

The FPAS was o cially registered in 20/12/1993. See also hp://www.fpas.org.pt .
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Portugal is also one of the countries represented at the European
Union of the Deaf (EUD)3 founded in 1985 and situated in Brussels.
Through this joint venture, they hoped to get a more powerful posion in the polical ght to be di erent.
Apart from these organisaons, also parent organisaons were
set up to have a greater impact on the lives of the deaf populaon.
One of them is the APECDA (Associaon of Parents for the Educaon of Children with Hearing Impairments). The APECDA departments in Lisbon4, founded in 1973, Porto5, founded in 1979 and
Braga6 are private non-prot instuons of welfare and solidarity
(IPSS) founded by a group of parents with the aim of promong
the rehabilitaon and educaon of children and youngsters with
hearing impairments. They depend, essenally, on the fees paid by
the members, donaons and governmental support. Both organisaons are members of the FEPEDA (European Federaon of Parents
for the Educaon of the Hearing Impaired), of which the APECDA
was founding member. The parents of children with cochlear implants have also formed the Portuguese Associaon for the Support
of Cochlear Implants (APAIC) in July 1997, with the goal of represenng and defending the legimate interest of people with hearing
impairments and cochlear implants7.
The concepts of culture and of belonging to the Deaf cultural
community are closely ed to the idea of their own language, of
their own meeng spaces and cultural and recreaonal events.
With the constuonal recognion of Portuguese Sign Language8
3

The EUD represents the interest if the European deaf in the European Union (EU) and cooperates in more global a airs with the World Federaon of the Deaf (WFD). The EUD has fought
among other issues, for the recognion of the sign language (bilingualism in educaon), the power through informaon (Technologies and telecommunicaons) and equality in employment.
See for more informaon hp://eud.eu.
4
See hp:// www.apecda-lisboa.org.
5
See hp:// www.apecda-porto.rcts.pt.
6
See apecda.braga@mail.telepac.pt – Divisão Distrital.
7
See hp://apaic.pt.
8
See Arcle 74 h of the constuon of the Portuguese republic: “Protect and promote the Portuguese sign language as a cultural expression and access instrument to educaon”.
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the research and re econ about themes as culture, community
and identy increased incredibly. In some research, the Deaf cultural community reacts against the qualicaon of hearing-impaired,
stang that the Deaf are `di erent´, using a di erent kind of speech,
namely sign. Therefore, the Deaf possess their own language, i.e.
sign language, which empowers them to parcipate in conversaons.
The Deaf cultural community likes to be regarded as a group of
persons who live in a parcular area, share common goals and work
to aain those goals. This community may include persons that are
not deaf but who acvely support the goals of the community. To
be a part of the Deaf cultural community means: i) to have some
idencaon with the Deaf world, namely with the language; ii) to
develop a set of shared norms and values; iii) to parcipate in the
acvies and events of the community, and iv) to share common
experiences.
Deaf associaons in Portugal show a great e ort to keep alive
the concepts of culture and community. Other than promong a
set of signicant events to stress these ideas, they make an e ort
to organise acvies for and with the general populaon to share
their identy and specic ways of thinking and being. We are talking
about hundreds of seminars, conferences, publicaon, and so many
other iniaves to disseminate the sign language. In this way, the
associaons like to show that coming from a situaon where the
Deaf were marginalised, being excluded from the polical decision
making process for centuries, they are now heading towards the
recognion of a juridical status of ´being di erent´. The Deaf are not
only di erent, but they are going through a di erent socialisaon
process, in which sign language plays a signicant role. As such, they
form a linguisc and cultural minority where deafness is normal and
not pathological (Lane, 1992). Furthermore, it is stressed that the
Deaf cultural community shares a ´Deaf Awareness´ ideology that
is the collecve conscience of Deaf people, inscribing meaning to
Deafness as being proud of their language and culture. In parcular,
the rise of the ´Deaf Awareness` ideology represents the cultural
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and political defence against the pathological labelling of Deaf
people.
As stated above, this cultural vision of deafness in Portugal
made the deaf community reject the diagnosis of diminished hearing and the immediate label of hearing-impaired. The expressions
deaf and deafness are clearly preferred because they don’t suggest,
in linguisc terms, a disability. These only label a group and are their
common denominator. The Deaf community reacts against the qualicaon of impaired, stang that the Deaf are di erent with their
own language (Portuguese Sign Language), as the natural linguisc
system of its community (Amaral & Counho, 2002). Sign Language
is a language of the movement and of the space, of the hands and
the eyes. It’s neither a new language nor an invented system.
Looking back, one might say that Deaf organisaons struggled
to resist marginalisaon of the Deaf in favour of a new perspecve
that seeks to empower the Deaf community9 also in their e ort to
guarantee a place of their own in educaon.

The Deaf in contemporary bilingual educaon
The study ´Towards a grammar of Portuguese Sign Language´
of Amaral, Counho and Delgado Marns10 published in 1994 is regarded as one of the main scienc contribuons to the recognion
of Portuguese Sign Language in the Constuon of the Portuguese
Republic. It marks the beginning of the introducon of the bilingual model in Portugal11. The start of the legalisaon of bilingual educaon
9

Some consider that this new concepon of deafness, represented by the Deaf community,
re ects a naive and romanc point of view (Tété Gonçalves, 2001).
10
Amaral & Counho point to other important developments preceding the publicaon of Towards a Grammar of Portuguese Sign Language. “In Portugal a few steps had already been taken
with the work of Delgado Marns (1985), Prata (1985) and the publicaon of the Gestuário
(1991), without, though, any deep and systemac approach of the communicaon used by the
deaf” (Amaral & Counho 2002, pp. 374).
11
In this respect, it is important to point to the European Parliament resoluon of June 17, 1988
in which sign language was recognised as a language used by the deaf and in addion members
states were asked to implement some strategies to promote its use.
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can be found in governmental report 7520/98 of May 6th, 1998, in
which it was declared that units for the support of deaf students
(UAAS) would be established as an answer to their social, cultural
and linguisc heterogeneity. These units were organised vercally
as a place for Deaf students from pre-school, primary and middle
schools, where the Portuguese Sign Language and the wrien and,
eventually, spoken Portuguese language would be taught. Actually,
this was the rst me public schools were obliged to provide equal
learning facilies for studying two languages. Concentraon of deaf
students in some schools was needed to employ deaf teachers of
Portuguese Sign Language (PSL), interpreters and speech therapists.
These bilingual principles were reinforced in the Educaon Act
3/2008 of January 7th, 2008, in which very concrete condions for
implementaon were laid down. Moreover, the instuonalisaon
of so-called Reference Schools was arranged, which renders powerfully the importance of bilingual educaon through the introducon
of Portuguese Sign language as rst and the oral as second language12. According to this Educaon Act, educaon to deaf children has
to be provided in bilingual environments with professionals procient in PSL. The main objecve is to give the child the opportunity
to immerse in a linguisc environment where the acquision of sign
language as rst language and the communicaon with deaf peers
have the highest priority from the me he or she enters pre-school,
at the age of three.
Taking into account the role of family during the child’s inial
formave stage, the implementaon of early intervenon services
is of the utmost importance in the development of deaf children.
Intervenon has to start at the earliest moment possible a er the
diagnosis of deafness. Deaf adults procient in PSL could full an
important job as role models for the parents of the deaf child. They
can help them understand their role as parents, making their expectaons more realisc and promong their parcipaon in the deaf
community.
12

For more informaon about reference schools in Portugal, see hp://dgidc.min-edu.pt .
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Pre-school educaon has to give the deaf child and the hearing
child equal opportunies for their personal development. Although
they have idencal needs, it is extremely important for the deaf child
to learn their rst and natural language, and in addion the Portuguese wrien language as a second language. The organisaon of
the classroom should privilege the learning and development of PSL
as rst language, parallel with informal reading and wring acvies that allow the child to acquire knowledge about the funcon,
ulity and graphical organisaon of the wring that will constute
the basis for the emerging wring behaviours (Sim-Sim, 2009). They
should benet from specic methodologies facilitang the acquision of the nuclear skills demanded in the curricular programs such
as PSL and the Portuguese language as a second language.

Final remarks
The bilingual approach to deaf educaon implies the existence
of two languages – the sign language of the deaf community and
the language of the hearing community, both wrien and oral – and
that both are used and taught diglossically, which means using di erent goals for the acquision of each of the two languages or using
them di erently according to the context of learning. The bilingual
approach focuses on the prociency of two languages, its linguisc
structures and in addion on cultural knowledge related to both
languages. Making sign language available to all the deaf should
be the linguisc basis on which any educaonal project should be
built; this availability is an essenal right of the deaf. Sign language
is not a way of teaching and even less a way of accepng parcular
non-communicave events (Skliar, 1998; Amaral & Counho, 2002;
Dorziat, 2004); it is a living language, complete, natural, supported
by a community and idened within a culture. It is also an invaluable asset in the lives of deaf children, what cannot be replaced by
technology or whatever system of communicaon (Bouvet, 1982).
Moreover, sign language can’t be considered solely as a tool to learn
other languages, a consolaon prize for the deaf. As a language it
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has a status, but it also deserves a privileged place in the construcon
of idenes and the expression of a culture13.
Nevertheless, bilingual educaon for the deaf is more than just
obtaining prociency in two languages. According to Dubuisson
and Daigle (1999), we have to take in mind that the deaf are not a
homogeneous group, but individuals with di erent needs who will
full di erent roles in society and whose cultural background with
its specicity, logic and history needs to be addressed as well. This
means also that we have to be aware of the ´everyday invenon of
deafness´ (Wrigley, 1996, p.28).
The bilingual iniave, being more than a new instruconal
method, is for sure a beer access route to educaon (Perlin, 1998;
Skliar, 1998; Góes, 1999). Our most signicant concern is the permanent alphabesaon process; our most signicant challenge is to
implement an authenc educaonal model that probably di ers
from any bilingual model used so far. For deaf children it’s not an
advantage but rather a need.
In a united Europe new trends and theories re ect windows of
opportunies for deaf educaon. Although the debate about an
all-inclusive school is swirling around, persuasive in acon, other
routes could provide other -new and promising- ways of thinking in
order to sign deafness into educaon. Utopia, some might say; but
together with Delors (1996) we think that without utopia cynicism
and resignaon would prevail.
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Chapter 6
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Introducon
In his autobiography, Gabriel Garcia Márquez, the Colombian
novelist, crypcally remarks “very early in life I had to interrupt my
educaon to go to school”1. This sentence which refers to his school
days in the rst half of the 20th century, sll maintains its pernence
in the current European panorama of educaon; educaon is more
than just schooling. Moreover, if school’s main funcon is to transmit a very well-dened body of knowledge, principles and values
to younger generaon, a body of knowledge that characterise our
society, it will fall short. Of course, it is not plausible that any society would survive without such a body of knowledge, but when
we consider the kind of society or world we live in and the e ects
of globalisaon causing changes, transformaons, uncertainty, we
need to complement and alternate this body of knowledge of our
ancestors for educaon and schooling in the 21st century.
Below we will idenfy di erent ways for transforming educaon, parcularly higher educaon, in order to transcend this
tradional stage of a preparaon for life into life itself. We will
1

Translated from the Portuguese version of Marquez´ “Living to Tell the Tale”, (Viver para
Contá-la, 2003).
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dwell on the meaning of “life” in 21st century Europe and the discussion about Europe that has been marked by a complexity of
concepts; especially, we will address the construcon of European
citizenship, the knowledge-society and the concept of lifelong
learning. All of them have been put forward in legal documents
underpinning the transformaon of European Higher Educaon.
We will analyse some of these documents comparing them with
theories about teaching and learning, and about students as researchers in higher educaon. In the context of the SMILE project our
focus is on teacher training. Training students to research educaon has in this way a double layer; they will not only beer grasp
the meaning of educaon during their training but they also will
develop the competence of becoming future teacher-researchers,
who might enable their students in primary and secondary educaon to be crically engaged with the world around them. Finally,
we will draw some conclusions about lifelong learning in teacher
training and the importance of qualitave research.

The construcon of the concept of European
cizenship
It is di cult to dene clearly the concept of European cizenship
for many reasons but mainly because it doesn’t exist yet, being somewhere between a “tangible reality and distant ideal” (López, Karsten, Merry, Ohana, & Staker, 2003, p.34). It’s not just a maer of being
able to move from country to country, of being able to work study or
live, in any part of Europe, of being able to exert our civil rights of
representaon at a European level; all of that has already been achieved. However, we sll think more in terms of naonal than European
cizenship. It seems that a lot of work sll has to be done. Maistrelli
(2003) stresses the importance of this work ahead as follows:
… identifying and defining a kind of citizenship which can be defined
as European, would support the process of the construcon of Europe, of
strengthening a European Identy. (p. 16)
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The underlying idea, in this sense, is that we are facing a neverending-work-in-progress. It is a process being developed in a
circle: the construcon of Europe depends on the development
of the European cizenship which depends of the construcon of
Europe. As each cizen has to understand his or her own place
and role within the European community, the work that has to be
done is located at a personal level and not so much at a legal or
societal level.
López et al. (2003) present a four dimensional model of cizenship, considering a polical, social, cultural and, nally, an economic dimension. The polical dimension refers to polical rights
and responsibilies; the social concerns the behaviour, the loyalty
and solidarity among members of the same society and results
in the combat of social isolaon and exclusion, in the safeguarding of human rights, in the bringing together of di erent groups
(minories and ethnic groups, for instance), the equality of sexes
and compensang di erences in social security, welfare, literacy
and health. The cultural dimension points to the awareness of
a common cultural heritage and what can be promoted through
knowledge of our naonal, European and global cultural heritage
and history, intercultural experiences, and the preservaon of the
environment we live in. Finally, the economic dimension refers to
the relaonship between individual and the labour- and consumer-market, implying the right to work and a minimum subsistence level. This last dimension can be achieved by improving the
vocaonal qualicaons of the cizens, integrang minories into
the economic process, and taking up the challenges of globalisaon, using innovave methods and strategies, and many others.
The authors conclude that these four dimensions, which must be
developed equally to assure balance, are aained by socialisaon
processes which take place in schools, families, civic organisaons
and polical pares.
Therefore, schools play a very signicant role in the construcon of Europe and in the development of a European Cizenship,
a process that should start very early in life and must be assumed
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at all school levels, including universies and other higher educaon instuons2.

Europe as a knowledge-society
The concept of the knowledge-society has been an issue which
is not restricted to Europe solely (cf. Kamogawa, 2003; O’Brien,
2002). A knowledge-society or knowledge-based economy, as it
is called more o en, priorises the instrumental use of scienc
knowledge for compeve economic advantage and sees it as the
key factor of new knowledge producon, a tradable commodity
in itself (Expert Group in Science and Governance, 2007), underlining intelligence, innovaon and creavity.
This concept is most prominent in the Lisbon Declaraon,
also known as the Lisbon Agenda. This declaraon, signed by the
heads of states during the European Council in Lisbon, in March
2000, aimed at making the European Union the most compeve economy in the world and achieving full employment by 2010,
is mostly based on three pillars: (a) an economic pillar preparing
the ground for the transion to a compeve, dynamic, knowledge-based economy, emphasising the need to adapt constantly to
changes in the informaon society and to boost research and development; (b) a social pillar designed to modernise the European
social model by investing in human resources and combating
social exclusion, invesng in educaon and training and conducng an acve policy for employment, making it easier to move to
a knowledge economy; and (c) an environmental pillar, drawing
aenon to the fact that economic growth must be decoupled
from the use of natural resources3.

2

Much work has already been done in the last couple of decades. As example, we can point
to the Erasmus network CiCe which was set up in 1998 to discuss concepts around Children’s
Identy and Cizenship in Europe. This network has been evolved into an associaon just
recently. See hp://cice.londonmet.ac.uk/index.cfm.
3
Mostly taken from hp://europa.eu/scadplus/glossary/lisbon_strategy_en.htm.
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These pillars put a great stress on educaonal se ngs, especially in higher educaons instuons, where new ways have to be
found to create knowledge and to educate knowledgeable people
(O’Brien, 2002). Of course, the widespread recognion of the role of
higher educaon as a major driver of economic compeveness in
an increasingly knowledge-driven global economy has made highquality educaon more important than ever before.
This recognion was one of the fundaments for the Bologna
Process, an intergovernmental iniave aimed to create a European Higher Educaon Area by 2010. By mid 2007, the 46 states that
raed the declaraon started a series of reforms to make higher
educaon in Europe more compable and comparable, more compeve and more aracve for Europeans and for students and
academics worldwide (Sanago, Tremblay, Basri & Arnal, 2008).

Lifelong learning: before and a er Bologna
Although the Bologna process began o cially with the signature of the declaraon on the 19th of June 1999, its roots are a lot
older than that. Robertson (2009) describes the historical process
preceding the Bologna declaraon, showing that the common
goal in all the iniaves has always been the educaon of cizens
with a European vision, willingly to engage themselves in an
expanding community with its concept of a “European culture and
values”. In the Bologna Declaraon4 this goal of the shared values
for Europe and their cizens is described as follows.
A Europe of Knowledge is now widely recognised as an irreplaceable factor
for social and human growth and as an indispensable component to consolidate and enrich the European cizenship, capable of giving its cizens
the necessary competencies to face the challenges of the new millennium,

4

See ec.europa.eu/educaon/policies/educ/bologna/bologna.pdf .
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together with an awareness of shared values and belonging to a common
social and cultural space. (p. 7)

The Bologna declaraon entails also the way how to implement this goal, stressing six acon areas or lines, such as:
• Adopon of a system of easily readable and comparable degrees;
• Adopon of a system essenally based on two cycles (with
doctoral level qualicaons now considered as the third cycle);
• Establishment of a system of credits  the European Credit
Transfer System;
• Promoon of mobility by overcoming obstacles to the e ecve exercise of free movement;
• Promoon of European co-operaon in quality assurance with
a view to developing comparable criteria and methodologies;
• Promoon of the European dimension in higher educaon
with regards to curricular development, inter-institutional
co-operaon, mobility schemes and integrated programs of
study, training and research.
Although all of these acon lines have already been implemented, focus has shifted from the first four to the last couple of
objecves, as we can read in more recent declaraons of the European Ministers responsible for higher educaon. For instance, the
communiqué of the conference of European Ministers of Higher
Educaon, that took place in Leuven and Louvain-la-Neuve in April
20095, underlines the achievements already made and establishes
the new priories for the next decade, namely:
• Social dimension: equitable access and compleon, aiming
to provide equal opportunities to quality education to
underrepresented groups, by improving the learning environment, removing all barriers to study and creang appropriate
economic condions for students at all levels.

5

See www.ond.vlaanderen.be/.../leuven_louvain-la-neuve_communique_april_2009.pdf.
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• Lifelong

Learning: this involves obtaining qualicaons, extending knowledge and understanding, gaining new skills and competences or enriching personal growth, eventually obtained
through exible learning paths, including part-me studies, as
well as work-based routes.
• Employability: taking into consideraon that labour markets
increasingly rely on higher skill levels and transversal competences, higher educaon should equip students with the advanced knowledge, skills and competences they need throughout
their professional lives.
• Student-centred learning and the teaching mission of higher
educaon: the ministers reassert the importance of the teaching
mission of higher educaon instuons and the necessity for
ongoing curricular reform geared toward the development of
learning outcomes. They underline the importance of studentcentred learning that require empowering individual learners,
new approaches to teaching and learning, e ecve support
and guidance structures and a curriculum focused more clearly
on the learner in all three cycles.
• Educaon, research and innovaon: recognising the higher
educaon should be based at all levels on the state of the art
research and development fostering innovaon and creavity
in society. As a consequence, they state that the number of
people with research competences should increase.
• Internaonal openness: saying that the aracveness and
openness of European higher educaon will be highlighted by
joint European acons, complemenng compeon with dialogue and cooperaon, including with partnerships with other
regions of the world.
• Mobility: mobility, they consider, shall be the hallmark of the
European Higher Educaon Area, because of its importance for
personal development and employability, fostering respect for
diversity and the capacity to deal with other cultures, encouraging linguisc pluralism, thus underpinning the mullingual
tradion in Europe. It is important to note that they menon
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specically the need to guarantee the condions to increase
mobility of teachers and not only of the students.
• Data collecon: with improved and enhanced data collecon,
it will be possible to monitor the progress made in the aainment of the objectives set out in the social dimension,
employability and mobility agendas.
• Muldimensional transparency tools: the mechanisms that
are now starting to be designed to provide more detailed
informaon about higher educaon instuons across Europe
will help higher educaon systems and instuons to idenfy
and compare their respecve strengths. This will allow quality
assurance and recognion, which will remain the priority.
• Funding: although the public funding remain the main priority
to guarantee equitable access greater aenon should be paid
to seeking new and diversied funding sources and methods.
As we see, it’s no longer a matter of bringing the national
systems together in formal terms  like duration of cycles,
the European Credit Transfer System  but assuring that all over
Europe, Higher Educaon Instuons assure the quality of their
training, based on the development of lifelong learning and of a
European perspecve. It’s also relevant that the new role drawn
for universies changes from the transmission of knowledge to
the educaon of knowledgeable cizens, i.e., cizens that are able
to understand the changes in society and, through research and
training, create new answers to new problems.
More recently, in the Budapest-Vienna declaraon6 (12 March
2010), the ministers responsible for higher educaon in Europe, a er a
brief evaluaon of the results aained with the Bologna Process, state:
We call upon all actors involved to facilitate an inspiring working and
learning environment and to foster student-centred learning as a way

6

See hp://globalhighered.wordpress.com/2010/03/12/budapest-vienna-declaraon/.
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of empowering the learner in all forms of educaon, providing the best
soluon for sustainable and exible learning paths. This also requires the
cooperaon of teachers and researchers in internaonal networks. (n.p.)

The focus is laid, as we see, in the promoon of student-centred
learning as the best soluon for sustainable and exible learning
paths. European cizenship and a of knowledge-based Europe, as
we saw, are two dimensions that require these types of exible
learning paths because each new achievement we make in either
of them, will certainly cause an increased need for development
and adaptaon.

Lifelong learning and student-centred learning
A er this examinaon of the concepts ´construcon of European cizenship´, ´knowledge-based society´ and ´lifelong learning´,
a deeper understanding of the characteriscs of student-centred
learning becomes necessary. In addressing some theories we will
not only get a clearer picture of student-centred learning, but we
will also discuss brie y the concept of knowledge as it more o en
taken for granted and its implicaons for the training of students
as researchers doing qualitave research in educaon.
According to the Framework of Qualicaon for the European
Higher Educaon Area7 a rst cycle qualicaon should be awarded to a student who:
• demonstrated knowledge and understanding in a eld of study that builds upon their general secondary educaon, and
is typically at a level that, whilst supported by advanced textbooks, includes some aspects that will be informed by knowledge of the forefront of their eld of study;
• can apply their knowledge and understanding in a manner
that indicates a professional approach to their work or voca7

Adopted at the Bergen Conference of European Ministers Responsible for Higher Educaon,
19-20th May 2005 (www.ond.vlaanderen.be/.../bologna/.../QF-EHEA-May2005.pdf) .
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on, and have competences typically demonstrated through
devising and sustaining arguments and solving problems within
their eld of study;
• have the ability to gather and interpret relevant data (usually
within their eld of study) to inform judgements that include
re econ on relevant social, scienc and ethical issues;
• can communicate informaon, ideas, problems and soluons
to both specialist and non-specialist audiences;
• have developed those learning skills that are necessary for
them to connue to undertake further study with a high degree
of autonomy.
These qualicaons imply that teaching in higher educaon
shi s from the tradional teaching-as-telling  i.e. lecturing and
instrucng  to a new perspecve based on learning to learn. Hargreaves (2004) reminds us that learning sll is looked at as the
acquision, mainly through processes of memorisaon, of stu
called knowledge or facts, overlooking a fundamental aspect of
any educaonal system, the enhancement of our capacity to learn. To be successful learners in a knowledge-society, where knowledge changes rapidly, students also have to become more adept
at learning generang a universal lifelong skill.
If lifelong learning is a process that is supposed to begin a er graduaon at compulsory, secondary or terary educaon and that is
closely linked to what happened there, Hargreaves (2004) suggests
four dimensions in which school learning a ects lifelong learning:
• Learning how to learn, i.e., not merely learning a specic content but also learning how the process of learning itself works
and can be improved;
• Generic skills, meaning skills that are not specic to a parcular content or context but are transferable and applicable to
many di erent types of content and context;
• Project, i.e., a way of organising learning and teaching in a
way that di ers from the ubiquitous concept of the lesson we
associate with life at school;
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• Mentors,

people assisng and supporng learning other than

teachers;
• Personalisaon or the process of ensuring that educaonal
provision meets the needs and aspiraons of every individual.
Teachers within these disnguished dimensions towards student-centred learning as prerequisite for lifelong learning are key
players. In the following secons we turn our focus to the training
of teachers.

Teachers´ knowledge base
Although we use the word knowledge frequently, its meaning
is not a clear one. Knowledge can be described in terms of historical
tradions, of context, and of schools of thought and philosophy to
name just a few. If we place ourselves as knowledge producers in
the conservave, liberal or crical tradion, its outcome will be
di erent. The same goes if we follow the footsteps of those who
stress the context of knowing in which acvity and thus experience is regarded as valuable. In addion, the schools of thoughts
and their philosophies, whether posivism, behaviourism, construcvism, social construcvism or cognive psychology, focus on
di erent angles to determine knowledge. And there are sll more
di erent perspecves on what knowledge is and can be. According
to Munby, Russel, & Marn (2001) it is “quite clearly (…) impossible to account for all these viewpoints” (p. 878).
Any denion is, therefore, the result of a previous theorecal
posion and will always be both contested and jused. There are,
nevertheless, two problems with most denions of knowledge.
First, they frequently produce a descripon of di erent knowledge
categories that may prove to be useful in the heurisc analysis and
descripon of a given reality but it may also hinder the comprehension
of knowledge as global and interconnected, therefore liming the
discussion to abstract, discrete categories. The second problem
concerns the tendency to reject alternave categorisaons in a
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process what Phillips (1996) and Munby et al. (2001) call ´Balkanisaon of Knowledge´.
These problems of categorisaon are parcularly relevant
when we think about teaching and teacher training. In a review of
di erent categorisaons of teachers’ knowledge (Santos, 2007), I
stressed that any signicant analysis of teaching and learning must
not only take into account what teachers do, their skills, but also
what they know, their knowledge. If we look at a teacher’s performance in a classroom, it is either grounded in his/her knowledge
and beliefs or is not grounded at all. This grounding of knowledge
is highly important in teaching and teacher training.
The way teachers perceive their role has to be based on a
higher order conceptualisaon of schooling and teaching. Cabanas (2002) calls this a cosmovision, while Kincheloe (2004) labels
it a meta-epistemological perspecve. This meta-epistemological
perspecve involves, according to Kincheloe the recognion of
di erent types of knowledges including, but not limited to, empirical, experienal, normave, crical, ontological and re ecvesynthec domains. What the author contends is that in most of
these areas the teachers and student teachers are not confronted
with a transferable knowledge, quite the opposite; they must take
into their own hands the producon of these knowledges, to build
an individual knowledge base. Normave knowledge, for instance,
with its focus on what educaon should be in relaon to moral
and ethical issues will not be produced by the student arbitrarily but in relaon to parcular social visions, power relaons and
cultural and historical contexts. The construcon of all other knowledges has to be individualised as well; it involves developing a
way of thinking about the professional role with regard to a body
of knowledges, principles, purposes and experiences. Kincheloe
expects that if teachers and student teachers devise an individual
knowledge base, they will perform their jobs in more informed,
praccal, ethical, democrac, polically just, self-aware and purposeful ways (Kincheloe, 2004).
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Students as researchers
Kincheloe´s meta-epistemological perspecve on teaching,
promotes research as knowledge producon; without research
student teachers and teachers are not able to construct their individual knowledge base. If Márquez´ teachers were engaged in life,
knowledgeable in the way described above, he would probably be
inspired by school. The image of a school where students go to be
fed with informaon would not have been sprouted from his memory. But how can we train student teachers to research and to
get engaged in life? How to prepare them for the analysis of their
future professional realies, the collecon and organisaon of
data, the producon of new perspecves and the responsibility to
communicate and explain their ndings? How can they be trained
to analyse the quality of their knowledge as iniator of new research through which they achieve higher levels of understanding?
How can they develop the ability to question their knowledge
and to consider learning as a process, a lifetime performance?
In teacher training we are just started to address these questions.
Research in teacher training, especially at undergraduate level is
unl now not considered important. At graduate level this is di erent, although we have to take into account that changes has been
taken place in the knowledge producon at universies. Sanago
et al. (2008) quote Gibbons who remarks that,
The main change, as far as universies are concerned, is that knowledge
producon and disseminaon  research and teaching  are no longer selfcontained, quasi monopolisc acvies, carried out in relave instuonal
isolaon. Today universies are only one amongst many other actors involved in the producon of knowledge, and this is bound to govern, to some
extent, the future relationships that universities will seek to establish.
(p. 41)

Based on these perspecves, Sanago et al. (2008) state that
although universies have been adept at producing knowledge,
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they must become competent at reconguring knowledge8 produced elsewhere, re-using it in some other combinaon, with other
forms of knowledge in order to solve a problem or to meet a need.
Taking this into account, the noon of Students as Researchers
gives us two alternaves: either making them a part of the research team, with their professors and other researchers, although within a subordinate role; or making use of their research as a teaching/
learning strategy. If the rst one is relavely common, especially in
post-graduaon level, the laer is the one that should draw our
aenon here. In clarifying the noon of Students as Researchers
we will follow the perspecve of Bloome and Egan-Robertson
(1998). The kind of research we consider here is not the one with
clear previous boundaries that takes students to libraries to seek
for the recommended books, or to perform experimental procedures to see what their professors want them to see. We consider
here the kind of research that generates new knowledge and the
producon of new texts through which the new knowledge is shared.
Research involves a search and an understanding that is systemac, based
on a history of thought about principles of inquiry and how they are related
to various types of knowledge. And, in the sense of looking for alternave
explanaons and counter-evidence, inquiry is only research when it is rigorous and self-skepcal. (Bloome & Egan-Robertson, 1998, p. xii)

This takes us, then, to the realms of qualitave research as a
format for doing research as students in training.

8

This requires, according to Sanago et al. (2008) a change in the key characteriscs of knowledge producon. First and contrary to the emphasis on the individual researcher, teams
will become more important. Second, the control and authority of the research will switch
from the academy to the interacon between researchers and researched or users. Third, the
research itself will be less discipline-based and more problem- and issue-based and therefore
highly muldisciplinary. Fourth, the creaon of the knowledge base will be organised in networks instead of local se ngs. Fi h, quality assurance is not only a maer of peer review
but includes more and more the judgements of the researched and the users.
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Qualitave research for teacher training
Qualitave research is generally considered an approach to
research that uses methodologies designed to provide a rich,
contextualised picture of an educaonal or social phenomenon
(Denzin & Lincoln, 2000) assuming mulple formats: ethnography, phenomenology, grounded theory and case studies being the
most frequent.
Independently of the di erences among approaches, they all
share a certain number of features: (a) the goal is to elicit understanding and meaning; (b) the researcher is the primary instrument
of data collecon and analysis; (c) data collecon includes eld
work; (d) the analysis is typically done using an inducve orientaon;
(e) the ndings are richly descripve, providing a full contextual picture of the phenomenon under study (Mertens & McLaughlin,
2004). Other important aspects are menoned by Hancock (1998),
for instance: data are used to develop concepts and theories that
help us to understand the social world and, qualitave data are
collected through direct encounters with individuals.
This means that the researcher will develop a theory about the
context he parcipated in, therefore becoming also a subject of
the research.
The researcher is a learner, connually and consciously making decisions
that a ect the quesons pursued and the direcon of the study; the research
is a process of conceptualising, designing, conducng, and wring up what
is learned; and research is recursive, iterave, messy, tedious, challenging,
full of ambiguity, and excing. (Rossman & Rallis, 2003, p. 3)

In educaon, let it be in teacher training as a pedagogical method, or in actual teaching pracce (within the perspecve of lifelong learning) we are talking about small-scale inquiries that put
the teacher at the centre of the knowledge producon in the professional contexts of the classroom, school, college or university department and where re exivity plays a central part (Burke & Kirton,
2006). With this increased ability they will be able to queson the
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assumpons they bring to work; crically interrogate their takenfor-granted assumpons; examine the ways they are socially situated
and embedded in complex social relaon and discourses; develop a
deeper understanding of pedagogical pracces and relaons in the
local contexts in which they are located. This kind of research involves, frequently, parcipatory or collaborave approaches to research,
including key parcipants in the process of meaning-making.
The knowledge produced will be, of course, individual, contextualised and not able to be generalised as in the tradional posivisc tradion. It captures the involved people’s perspecves and
gives the researcher an understanding of discourses that shape
social life in schools and society. Therefore, it is not purposed for
generalisaon but rather to produce evidence based on the exploraon of specic contexts and parcular individuals (Brantlinger,
Jimenez, Klingner, Pugach, & Richardson, 2005). Qualitave research is, clearly, a process of personal growth, based on the ability of
the individual to gather data and to re ecvely organise them into
personal knowledge, the kind of knowledge that can constute the
basis for acon.

Conclusion
The challenge we are facing, in Europe and in many other parts
of the world, is a very daring one. We are being asked to leave our
comfort area and to promote a new society, far from the industrial
civilisaon we have been living in the last centuries to a new globalised one, based on knowledge. This movement has not to be undertaken only in schools, although they will certainly play a central role
in this process, but it must be a generalised movement in society.
The basis for a lifelong learning  that should begin in school 
is the ability to look for informaon, to collect data about the new
situaons and organisaons in which people are involved, to interpret these data and to produce new answers. They should also be
able to present them to others, discuss them and jusfy them based
on their research process.
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Qualitave research is a very important tool because it is clearly
desned to help the researcher acquire more informaon about a
specic situaon. Nowhere is it more important than in schools and
classrooms, where this situated knowledge is more than necessary. Therefore, higher educaon instuons and parcularly teacher
training instuons should start educang their students in these
methods; it is the best way, in our opinion, to create the condions
for implemenng qualitave research in schools and classrooms
and to give them the opportunity to take more control of their lifelong learning process.
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Introducon

The project SMILE  Sign, Meaning & Idencaon: (deaf) Learners in Europe  was a Comenius Mullateral Project that intended
to improve the inial and in-service training of teachers and other
personnel working in the school education sector through the
exchange of experiences regarding the quality of teaching and learning in the classroom. The project was centred in the educaon of
deaf students and the construcon of a cultural identy as a part of
European cizenship, building on the idea that to understand our
role as European cizens we must discuss the relaonships between
hearing and deaf cultures and the role of naonal sign languages.
We assume that empowering learners and teachers to understand
the visible signs, aached meanings and personal idencaon
processes of the deaf towards what Europe is or should be, is very
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important in the training of sign language teachers, interpreters
and special needs educators.
The project’s partnership involved three teacher-training instuons from Portugal, Spain and Turkey and also three schools
from the same countries. The parcipang students from each
university parcipated in a research implemented in the schools 
both at home and abroad. The teacher trainers assisted the students
with their expertise, preparing and guiding them through the
research project while the school teachers guided them during
their eld work. The goal was to idenfy the main features of deaf
culture in relaon to hearing culture (both naonal and European),
based on the percepons of deaf and hearing pupils and students,
paying a special aenon to the role of sign language within these
cultural idencaon processes.
This chapter will describe the project, including the raonale,
goals and objecves and its implementaon during the project´s
lifeme of two years. The work produced by the students will be
used to illustrate the achievements of the project.

The SMILE proposal
The SMILE project intended to address two emerging needs.
The rst one re ected the challenges within a Europe of equal
opportunies for all, in which inclusion of all people, how di erent they might be, is a maer of human rights. The second need
stresses new educaonal challenges for Europe conceived as a
knowledge-based society.
The debate of Europe connues to determine, especially a er
the formulated “Lisbon Strategy”, the agenda’s of governments,
parliaments and polical pares, but also of teacher training instutes and schools. Europe has become a condion of life, in which
we all have to play a role as European cizens. This goes also for
the deaf Europeans who, according to the di erent representave organisaons (European Union for the Deaf, World Federaon
of the Deaf and the naonal associaons) have the same equal
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rights. Europe in this respect is also the discussion about the relaonship between hearing and deaf culture, bicultural identy and
the role of national sign languages. Bringing deaf and hearing
pupils in schools together with student teachers and sign language trainee interpreters smulates and empowers all to understand
the visible signs, aached meanings and personal idencaon
processes which constute their percepon of what Europe is or
should be. This helps them to cope with the growing diversity and
to communicate across diversity in Europe.
In this mulcultural or diverse Europe, the discussion about
Lifelong Learning and teacher’s competences show that good
teaching needs good teachers who are able to research the educaonal contexts in which they work and in which increasingly pupils
become involved as independent and crical learners. The project
worked on soluons for the inclusion of research methodologies
and intercultural pracces at home and abroad within the curricula of teacher training with the goal of knowing what it means
to research educaonal contexts and especially schools in which
deaf pupils are included.

Aims and objecves of the project
The project was based on a training program aimed to idenfy
the main features of deaf culture in relaon to hearing culture
(naonal and European) based on percepons of deaf and hearing
pupils and students, and also the role of sign language within
cultural idencaon processes.
To implement this training, we developed a framework for a
study program for students researching deaf culture in schools at
home including an intercultural dialogue about the research abroad
in schools and universies. In addion, a manual for researching
deaf culture inside schools and digital workspaces for the communies of research students, i.e. communies of learning and pracce
(CLP´s) were developed as well.
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Partnership and Parcipants
The partnership includes six partners from Portugal, Spain and
Turkey: three higher educaon instuons in the area of educaon, such as teacher training in special needs educaon and training in the eld of sign languages; and three schools with diverse
characteriscs but having in common the educaon of deaf students.

Portugal
The School of Education at the Porto Polytechnic 1 and the
Nasoni Middle School are the two Portuguese instuons involved
in the SMILE project. The School of Educaon develops training
acvies for teachers and educaon technicians in the areas of
educaon through inial, connuous, in- service, specialised and
post-graduate courses, research and projects. The school is divided
in several departments, among them Arts and Human Kinecs,
Educaon Sciences, Human and Social Sciences, Natural Sciences
and Mathemacs, Special Educaon, Supervision, Educave Technologies. In total 1400 students are following training within these
departments, mentored and tutored by around 100 teachers and
other sta . The special educaon department o ers a three-year
sign language interpreter program for approximately 150 students.
The Nasoni Middle School provides educaon in the 2nd and
rd
3 cycle of basic educaon, also called lower secondary educaon
for children in the age of 9/10 ll 15. Approximately 500 children
are enrolled in this school, mentored by 73 teachers and 18 sign
language interpreters and counsellors.

1

The original names of all the parcipang instuons are listed at the copyright page.
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Spain
The two Spanish instuons are the School of Educaon at
the University of Cordoba and the Colón School. The University
of Cordoba is a mid-sized university with 21,000 students, more
than 1200 teaching faculty and 700 employees. The elds of study
o ered at the University of Cordoba range from the Humanies,
Legal and Social Sciences to the Health Sciences and Science and
Technology. The department of educaon entails specialists in the
eld of special needs educaon and the educaon of the hearing
impaired. They train students to become counsellors and SEN teachers in primary and secondary schools.
In the Colón school 416 students are educated of which 122 in
the pre-primary department and 294 in the primary department.
The number of teachers and sta working at the Coln School is
31. The school has been a reference point in Córdoba (in the South
of Spain) for many years in terms of educang deaf children. Over
the last years, up to 23 deaf students have aended the school.
Furthermore, the school is an open community school, which not
only means that acvies are organised such as extra courses of
English, ICT and sport, but it also o ers facilies which enable
parents to leave their children at school throughout the whole
working day.

Turkey
The Selçuk University and the Konevi School have been taken
part in the project as well. The Selçuk University has many facules and colleges with approximately 85,000 students. From these,
12,000 students are studying in the Faculty of Educaon and 225
at the department of special educaonal needs. These students
receive a training which includes how to support children with
SEN (and thus also deaf and hearing impaired children) to get the
best educaon possible.
The Konevi School is both a residenal and a daily school for
the hearing impaired students. It consists of 161 students and 26
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teaching sta and 10 clerical sta ; 4 deaf sign language interpreters are working at the school. The total communicaon method
is used which includes both oral and sign language. The school
has preschool, primary and secondary classrooms for the students
between the age of 5 and 18, some of them with mild hearing impairments and others profoundly deaf.

Parcipang Students
In total 45 students (see table 1.) took part in the SMILE project.
The Portuguese students were studying in the 2nd year of Bachelor
of Portuguese Sign Language Translaon and Interpretaon, except
one student from the second year group that studied in the 3rd year
of the Bachelor of Basic Educaon. The Spanish students were studying in the 2nd and 3rd year of the Special Educaon Bachelor and
the Psychopedagogy Bachelor program. Most of them had some
knowledge of Spanish Sign Language. The Turkish students were a
rather mixed group; not only did they study in di erent year groups
(2-5) but their subjects of study were di erent as well, including,
Special Educaon, English Language, Mathemacs and Sciences.
Parcipang students per year/country
Year
Portugal
Spain
Individual CLP Individual CLP
1st
8
2
8
2
nd
2
7
2
6
2

Turkey
Individual CLP
8
2
8
2

Table 1: Parcipang Students per year/ country

The geographical and cultural origin of the partners was a very
important factor in this project because one of its aims was to
help the students widen their perspectives about Europe and
about deafness, deaf culture and the role of naonal sign languages. Therefore, the students had the opportunity to visit schools,
other than the o cial partners.
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The training program
The training program was implemented according to a sandwich model (see table 2.). The parcipang students were assigned
to set up, implement and evaluate a small qualitave research in
the schools parcipang in the project. Through this they would
get a deeper understanding of the basis of doing qualitave research with all its pialls and opportunies. The students also had to
communicate and to discuss, in wring as well as orally, their ndings in (internaonal) communies of learning and pracce and with
other interested pares. In this way, they would be challenged to
grasp the meaning of being a researcher and being researched.
The program was developed in three moments: (1) preparaon
of research at home; (2) an intercultural dialogue about research
planning at home and abroad; and (3) implementaon and evaluaon of research at home within a European perspecve.
Sandwich Model for Doing Student Research in Europe
(1) Preparaon
at home

(2) Intercultural dialogue (3) Implementaon and
at home and abroad
evaluaon at home within
a European perspecve

Preparing research on
deaf vs. hearing culture
at local schools and
preparing research
queson for stay
abroad.

Comparing research plans
with foreign and local
students and visits to
foreign research elds.

Sharing experiences with
fellow home students,
reviewing research plan,
nding answers to adapted
quesons and nalising
reports and papers.

Table 2: Sandwich Model for Doing Student Research in Europe

The rst stage of the program intended to assist the student in
the preparaon of a research plan about the subject of the project.
This would be the basis for the work to be developed abroad. In the
second stage, students went for two weeks either to Portugal, Spain
or Turkey, where they exchanged the ideas and views with the foreign
fellow students. This means that each student was both host for
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the incoming students and guest when going abroad. Finally, in the
last stage, they had to nalise their research at home taking into
account new perspecves gained during their stay abroad.

Methods and instruments
The study program included a diversity of teaching and learning
methods and instruments.
• Introducon meengs headed by the tutor of each educaon
department explaining the background and objecves of the
study program within the SMILE project.
• Workshop about doing research in which students had the
opportunity to brainstorm about qualitave research and deaf
culture.
• Working in groups, i.e. the Communies of Learning and Pracce (CLP´s).
• Web-based learning on the website of the project. The students
had access to a closed area, containing workspaces for every
group, a library and message boards. The library content included the manual, compulsory reading and addional literature,
country-specific information and formats for to be written
documents like re ecve journals, reports etc. The workspace
was divided in two main folders, one for each group and one
for each student; individual and group work could be uploaded
to these folders. One message board was meant for discussing
issues with the other naonal group of students and another
for discussing issues with foreign students working in the SMILE project. The tutors had access to the folders of the naonal
groups and to the message boards.
• Self-study for reading the provided informaon at the website,
making notes, and wring individual re ecve journals.
• Visits to the eld (i.e. schools) for doing research.
• Research in groups using di erent methods like observaons,
individual or group interviews, or handing out quesonnaires.
It included as well an analysis of documents to research the
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percepons of deaf and hearing students on deaf culture and
Europe.
• Tutorials in the eld (school) and at the faculty discussing the
progress of the research and the individual learning process.

Student products
Students had to produce a set of outcomes, individual and group
products.
Individual products
As menoned before, it was expected that students re ect on
their own learning process, including what they have learned from
the readings and the tutorials, but also from their experiences at
home and abroad. These re econs including expectaons, new
ideas, problems encountered, learning outcomes, conclusions and
evaluave remarks were part of the three Reecve Journals they
had to write at the end of stages.
Group products
Each Community of Learning and Pracce (CLP) had to present
ve outcomes during the duraon of the program: a research plan, an
interim report, a nal report, a paper or arcle presenng the research
ndings and a presentaon at their own educaon department.
These were the products that allowed us to understand the
impact this project had on the parcipants; what they have learned,
which problems they had and how they solved them, in what way
they communicated their research ndings, and what they consider
important for being an educator in se ngs where deaf students are
present. In the next secon, an overview of this outcome will be
presented.
Impact of the project
As debated before (cf. also Chapter 6), higher educaon in Europe
is facing mulple challenges to turn Europe into a knowledge-society
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where European cizenship is becoming a reality for all its cizens.
One of these challenges, addressed in the mulple declaraons
produced during the meengs of the ministers responsible for higher
educaon, is the promoon of lifelong learning in Europe. With
regard to lifelong learning, we consider the following elements
fundamental: the ability of the students to understand the impact
of research on learning; their comprehension of the importance of
intercultural dialogue; and their willingness to use and legimate
research for the construcon of European cizenship for all. These
three aspects will guide our analysis of the students’ products with
the goal, as presented before, of illustrang the achievements of
the students.

Research as learning
The materials produced by the students re ect a clear instrumental perspecve on the SMILE project, as a way of improving
their future professional role. Plenty of remarks are made by students in the three di erent countries with respect to what they hope
to learn and to get from this project in order to be beer equipped
as future teacher and professional in dealing with deaf children.
I will be a pre-school teacher. In the future, if I have deaf students,
I will teach them a lot of things. That is why I joined this project (TS1, RJ)2.
I decided to take part on this programme because it’s an important opportunity to my professional future and I think I’ll get experiences that otherwise I
wouldn’t be able to (PS2, RJ).
I wanted to know how to work with deaf pupils, which will be of great importance for my future (SS2, RJ).
In the future I want to work with the deaf students, so that I can provide
them an educaon with beer quality, and that will enrich me as a professional in that area (PS1, RJ).
2

For a claricaon of used abbreviaons see the end of this chapter.
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In addion, it is important to note that many students are not
only able to idenfy their lack of knowledge, but also know how to
complement it through self-conducted study and research in this
area. For instance:
If I take informaon from (...) books and (…) Internet and at the same me I
pracce, I can improve myself. So this programme is very important to me…
(TS1, RJ).
When I decided to parcipate in the project I established as a goal to increase
my knowledge in the area of deafness, and to understand how it “works” in
other countries (PS1, RJ).

Students´ knowledge about the di erent ways of perceiving the
world and thus the di erent types of knowledge the researched may
have is re ected in some statements in the research plans about the
importance of having direct contact.
We would like to know if deaf people feel discriminated by other people. We
think it’s extremely important to observe them in their natural environment
and interacng with other students (PS1, RP).
We think the best way to get answers to our quesons is the direct observaon in schools, because this will give us rst hand informaon and allow us a
more objecve opinion about the reality of these children (SS2, RP).

Learning through research is also discovering the power of raising
quesons, although they may not lead to an answer. Raising quesons re ects a deeper learning which will steer follow-up acvies
in due me. The following remarks made by students in their nal
papers are rather enlightening.
If, at rst, our look rests on the increase in the number of enrolments and
places today, handicapped students are already inside the schools and other
quesons arise: How do students learn? How to teach them? How to prepare the di erent school professionals? What are the special educaon resources
needed, and how to arculate the relaonship? What are the special educaon
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resources needed, and how to arculate the relaonship between regular
class teachers and those of specialized educaonal services? (TS2, PA).
While doing this research, we had as a goal to reach a deeper meaning of the
fundamental concepts: deaf culture and identy, asking whether there is a
deaf culture and the reasons to use this concept (PS2, PA).

As a brief conclusion we might say that the students, in general, understood that doing research is a very important part of their
future professions and that in doing so, it very important that they
are aware of their limitaons and of what it takes to nd applicable
knowledge to improve educaon. In this sense, they recognise that
comparing di erent research contexts provides a ne opportunity
to value its merits.

Intercultural dialogue
The SMILE project demanded that the students were able to
work with others: colleagues from the same university, partners
from other universies, tutors and teachers from di erent countries,
deaf and hearing pupils in schools at home and abroad. This project
also demanded them to present to the others their own quesons
and conclusions.
This project thus requires from them prociency in foreign
languages (English was the working language of the project and,
therefore, a requirement for parcipaon) and, if possible, sign
languages. This was a problem for some, although they all seemed
to overcome it somehow.
Another obstacle to reach my goals was the language, because many people,
including the pupils, don’t understand and don’t speak English, what makes
it di cult to communicate. (PS1, RJ).
I learned sign language enough to communicate with deaf students. But it
isn’t enough; I must learn sign language enrely to communicate with deaf
pupils well. (TS1, RJ).
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Another dimension important to account is working together in
a group and what it requires from the students: coordinaon, division of tasks, ability to solve problems and to overcome the lack of
me or the distance.
Working in a group has some disadvantages, especially because it’s di cult
to gather all the members, but it also has great benets: sharing ideas and
percepons improves out knowledge and the result of that contribuon/discussion will enrich any kind of work or plan (PS1, RJ).
As a conclusion, we may say that we worked in a cooperave way, specially
pu ng in common our ideas, because each of us had an opinion and was
able to complete it with the ideas of the others, even if they didn’t match in
all the aspects (SS2, IR).
Working in a team is di cult and requires some responsibilies. Team teaching
can be unpredictable to tell who can work together comfortably. On the other
hand, it has some advantages. By working in a team we had the advantage of
using problem-solving and program implementaon. So, to collaborate with
others is a great way to develop learning and teaching (TS2, RJ).

As we see, educaonal research is not an independent acvity,
but it is always done within a certain context in which cooperaon
with the researched (pupils) and fellow researchers (colleagues) is
an important factor. Furthermore, how to implement the outcome
in schools and classrooms is an important aspect of doing research
in a mulcultural context, as we will see next.

The European dimension
The third aspect that demands our aenon is the ability to
work within a mulcultural context, which is a fundamental asset
when conducng research from a European perspecve.
I got aware of the similaries and di erences (…) about deaf culture, educaon
and educang styles. I thought about the advantages and disadvantages about
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the di erence and I shared my opinions with my teachers and my friends
from the university (TS2, RJ).
This exchange produced very grafying experiences that now allow me to
look di erently to educaon. We only grow by looking at the di erence (PS2,
RJ).
It has been an enriching experience in every way, has made me improve as
a person and as a teacher. It has allowed me to meet many people from a
di erent culture (…) assessing di erent ways of being … (SS2, RJ).

One aspect that appears frequently in the products presented
by the students is the necessity to compare everything to their own
reality. It is important to noce that researching others within a certain
context forces the researcher to think about his or her responsibility
not only with respect to the researcher but also towards the society
(parents and other stakeholders). Below you will nd statements
which show how the students interpret this responsibility.
I would like to improve the educational system for deaf children in Turkey.
I wish everybody could be aware of the deaf culture (TS1, RJ).
In the end of this project I hope to have an enhanced vision about deaf culture, and to transmit that way of thinking to all the people that are interested
in the subject, to learn and idenfy the main features (PS1, RJ).
The greatest beneciary from this study will be the deaf child because we will
try to verify which the best method is to educate them and which means and
resources should be available to their learning (PS1, RP).
I learnt that with an adequate organizaon and coordinaon of the professionals working in the school, we can make a great work with the deaf pupils that
are able to parcipate in all classes like the rest of their colleagues (SS1, RJ).

This aspect of social responsibility towards society and Europe, together with an open a tude towards di erences inside and
outside their own country are important for becoming part of the
community of educators in Europe; in addion to this, collaborave
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competences developed in an intercultural dialogue as well as the
willingness to contextualise and to queson knowledge, or in other
words to see it as learning, constute a road towards lifelong learning.

Final remarks
Through these research experiences described in journals, plans,
reports and papers, students not only got a deeper understanding
of the concept of deaf culture and the posion of deaf people in
the European community, but also they learned some competences researching mulcultural contexts, discussing and negoang
opinions and beliefs through cooperaon in naonal and internaonal communies of learning and pracce and envisaging future
educaonal, but also personal challenges for bringing educaon in
whatever country within Europe to a higher plaorm.

Abbreviaons:
PS1 or PS2= Portuguese student(s) in the 1st or 2nd year of the project.
SS1 or SS2= Spanish student(s) in the 1st or 2nd year of the project.
TS1 or TS2= Turkish student(s) in the 1st or 2nd year of the project.
RJ = Re ecve Journal.
RP= Research Plan.
IR= Interim Report.
FR= Final Report.
PA= Paper.
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Introducon
The SMILE project was implemented to nd answers to two emerging needs in Europe. The rst need re ects the challenges within a
Europe of equal opportunies for all, in which inclusion of all people how di erent they might be is a maer of equal human rights.
This debate will, especially a er the formulated ´Lisbon Strategy´, not
only determine the agenda’s of governments, parliaments and polical pares, but also of teacher training instutes and schools. As
Europe has become a condion of life, in which we all have to play
a role as European cizens, also the deaf Europeans have according to the di erent representave organisaons the same equal
rights. Europe in this respect is also the discussion about the relaonship between hearing and deaf, audist pracces, and the status of naonal sign languages, educaon rights, inclusion and cultural diversity. In part one of this book this need was addressed at
length. Educators, whether sign language interpreters, special needs
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counsellors or others have to understand this other side of Europe
to democrase educaon. The second need in Europe stresses new
educaonal challenges for a Europe as a knowledge-based society. In
our mulcultural and diverse Europe, the discussion about Lifelong
Learning and teachers´ competences show that good teaching needs
good teachers who are able to research the educaonal contexts in
which they work and in which increasingly pupils become involved as
independent and crical learners. In part two this issue is addressed
showing the importance of students as researchers and how within
the SMILE project students organised and implemented research on
deafness, language and culture.
In this nal chapter, we will focus on the development of standards
for doing students research. Standards, also called competences are
lling the agenda of teacher training programs and even primary and
secondary schools. In the SMILE project the partners discussed teacher
quality and the necessary competences for doing research on deafness, language and deaf culture in educaon. They were convinced
that endless discussions about di erent naonal standards and competences and what has to be included, could only harm the project. To
avoid such ample discussions, we agreed to take the key competences
menoned in the European Commission’s study (2005) as a starng
point for the development of educaonal research competences for
teachers. This development towards competency based educaon is
according to some a blessing giving the schools a greater in uence,
while others have doubts interpreng these developments as an indirect way of inslling power and control through a self-management
system for which accountability procedures have to be followed.
In what follows, we will rstly give a short overview of some
players in the debate about quality of educaon, where a er we will
discuss the above-menoned study of the European Commission
regarding the common principles and key competences for teacher
quality. Based on this document and with reference to the former
chapters about student teachers as researchers we will sketch a
framework for three competences or standards and their respecve requirements.
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Improving the quality of educaon
In the last decade, quality in educaon has become a priority on
the polical agenda in the European countries; social cohesion, inclusion, cizenship, and loss of economic potenal are the key words of
the polical agenda re ecng disrupons in the social fabric of contemporary sociees. Not only states, but also internaonal organisaons like the OECD, the Organisaon for Economic Cooperaon and
Development, commissioned research in order to smulate a debate
on quality in educaon and how to meet the challenges in and outside Europe due to globalisaon and the growing cultural diversity.
The OECD iniated in 2000 the Programme for Internaonal Students
Assessment (PISA), which will run ll 2015. Every three years 15 year
old students in more than 60 countries will be surveyed. The main
quesons are if 15-year old students are prepared for the future
challenges, are able to analyse, reason and communicate e ecvely
and have the capacity to connue learning through life and if they
acquired enough knowledge for full parcipaon in their countries.
The survey research focuses on reading, mathemacs and science
knowledge and skills1. In addion to this OECD research, the report
published in 2007 by the European Commission menons 8 competences of what every European cizen should be able to do: communicaon
in the mother tongue, communicaon in foreign languages, mathemacal competence and basic competence in science and technology, digital
competence, learning to learn, social and civic competences, sense of
iniave and entrepreneurship, and cultural awareness and expression2.
1

See www.oecd.org for more informaon. The number of countries parcipang changed
over the years; in 2000 43 states parcipated, in 2003 41 and the number raised in 2006 and
2009 to respecvely 57 and 65. The growing number re ects the importance of taking part in
this outcome-based assessment.
2
FIt is interesng to noce, that in the descripon of the competence ´communicaon in
the mother tongue´ no reference is made to sign languages. “Communicaon in the mother
tongue is the ability to express and interpret concepts, thoughts, feelings, facts and opinions
in both oral and wri en form (listening, speaking, reading and wring), and to interact linguiscally in an appropriate and creave way in a full range of societal and cultural contexts; in
educaon and training, work, home and leisure” (European Commision, Key Competences for
Lifelong Learning, Brussels, 2007, p.4.).
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The OECD as well as the European Commission not only focused on
assessment of students and required competences, but also in other
reports on the training and educaon of teachers. In 2005, the OECD
published the report ´Teacher Maer´ on aracng, developing and
retaining e ecve teachers in which they menon that it is an overarching priority that states develop a prole of what teachers should
know for the purpose of connuous professional development and
the assessment of teachers. In the same year, the European Commission published the Common European Principles for Teacher Competences and Qualicaon. We will explicitly address this document in
the next secon, because it was used in the SMILE project as source
for the development of the standards for student research, the subject of this chapter.

A common European framework of teacher
quality
Around the end of the 20th century a new debate on quality in
educaon was iniated in several countries focusing on the queson
whether the teachers are capable of dealing with the contemporary
changes in society. In several countries this debate led to a formulaon of competences for the training of teachers. The European Commission also took part in this debate by publishing a short study on
common principles for teacher competences (European Commission,
2005), in which they described the crucial role of teachers with
respect to the challenges of the 21st century as follows:
Teachers play a crucial role in supporng the learning experience of young people and adult learners. They are key players in how educaon systems evolve
and in the implementaon of the reforms which can make the European Union
the highest performing knowledge-driven economy in the world by 2010. They
recognise that high quality educaon provides learners with personal fullment, beer social skills and more diverse employment opportunies. Their
profession, which is inspired by values of inclusiveness and the need to nurture
the potenal of all learners, has a strong in uence on society and plays a vital
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role in advancing human potenal and shaping future generaons. Therefore,
to achieve its ambious objecve, the European Union needs to view the role
of teachers and their lifelong learning and career development as key priories. (p. 1-2)

Three aspects in this juscaon of the teacher’s crucial role are
important to stress, such as the objecve to be the ´highest performing knowledge-driven economy´, ´personal fullment, social skills
and diverse employment opportunies for learners´, and the focus
on ´values of inclusiveness through nurturing the potenal of all
learners´. The rst aspect is the general objecve for which, in the
second aspect, learners have to be educated who not only will get
personal benets and a social a tude, but also will nd employment in a society with a wide and diverse array of available jobs. This
second aspect contains elements of a liberal and a vocaonal educaon; in the last secon we will come back on this issue. The third
aspect re ects the tool to achieve all this: the role of the teacher.
What is it what teachers should do to accomplish that students become autonomous lifelong learners and European Cizens. For this
they need to have high-level knowledge, to be engaged with subject
knowledge, curriculum content, pedagogy, innovaon, research,
and the social and cultural dimensions of educaon and recognising
cultural diversity through rst-hand experience, preferably abroad.
Teacher educaon needs to be supported by school partnerships
and naonal and regional policies have to support the teachers in
receiving the highest educaon possible and in addion to smulate the connuous development. Therefore the European Commission proposes the following principles: i) the teacher profession has
to be graduate training, ii) with partnerships of schools, industry,
and work-based training providers, iii) with learning facilies abroad and iv) placed within the context of lifelong learning. Following
these principles, the commission propagates that teachers are able
to work in three di erent overlapping areas, which are described as
key competences with more concrete requirements. Below these
three key competences and respecve requirements are listed.
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1) Work with knowledge, technology and informaon
• They need to be able to work with a variety of types of knowledge.
• Their educaon should equip them to access, analyse, validate,
re ect on and transmit knowledge, making e ecve use of technology where this is appropriate.
• Their pedagogic skills should allow them to build and manage learning environments and retain the intellectual freedom to
make choices over the delivery of educaon. These skills also
allow for innovaon and creavity.
• Their condence in the use of ICT should allow them to integrate it e ecvely into learning and teaching.
• They should be able to guide and support learners in the networks
in which informaon can be found and built.
• They should have a high level of knowledge and understanding
of their subject maer and view learning as a lifelong journey.
• Their praccal and theorecal skills should also allow them to
learn from their own experiences and match a wide range of
teaching and learning strategies to the needs of learners.
2) Work with fellow human beings
• They work in a profession which should be based on the values
of social inclusion and nurturing the potenal of every learner.
• They need to have knowledge of human growth and development and demonstrate self-condence when engaging with others.
• They need to be able to work with learners as individuals and
support them to develop into fully parcipang and acve
members of society.
• They should also prepare and develop collaborave acvies
which increase the collecve intelligence of learners and co-operate and collaborate with colleagues to enhance their own learning and teaching.
3) Work with and in society
• They contribute to preparing learners for their role as EU cizens
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and help to ensure that learners understand the importance of
lifelong learning.
• They should be able to promote mobility and co-operaon in
Europe, and encourage intercultural respect and understanding.
• They also need to know the contribuon that educaon makes
to developing cohesive sociees.
• They should have an understanding of the balance between
respecng and being aware of the diversity of learners’ cultures
and idenfying common values.
• They also need to understand the factors that create social
cohesion and exclusion in society and be aware of the ethical
dimensions of the knowledge society.
• They should be able to work e ecvely with the local community, partners and stakeholders in educaon – parents, teacher
educaon instuons, and representave groups.
• They should be aware that good educaon provides learners
with more and diverse employment opportunies.
• Their experience and experse should also enable them to
contribute to systems of quality assurance.
Although the European Commission withholds itself to describe
concrete indicators for assessing each individual teacher and poinng
to connuous development of each teacher they stress the importance of a high-level of facilitang within the teacher training instuons.
The development of professional competences should be viewed over the
connuum of professional life. Not all teachers leaving their inial teacher
educaon should be expected to possess all of the necessary competences.
However, the challenge for educaon leaders is to ensure that such competences are present at a collecve, instuonal level. (2005: p.4)

In what follows, we will describe the key competences or standards
for doing student research; we will reformulate the three competences
in terms of what educators i.e. teachers, special needs teachers and
sign language interpreters should be able to do.
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Educators as researchers: competences and
requirements
Based on the outcome of the research done within the SMILE
project, it was decided to formulate, with reference to the Common
Principles document, three key competences as well. However, we
choose to use the word ´educator´ instead of teacher as some of
the trained students within the SMILE project will become special
needs teachers, counsellors or sign language interpreters. The idened three competences are:
• Educators as producers of knowledge.
• Educators as communicators of knowledge.
• Educators as knowledge contributors for an acve European
cizenship.
The rst competence re ects the importance of knowing your
own limitations and the ability to find applicable knowledge in
order to improve educaon. Comparave research is highly valued
to accomplish this competence. The second competence points to
the context of research of which pupils (and their parents) and colleagues are part with whom collaboraon have to be set up in order to
implement the research outcome. But being social responsible educators means not only cooperaon within the school with students,
colleagues and other professionals, but also taking a stance towards
parents, other stakeholders and society in general explaining the
choices made and how it will contribute to developments highly
valued in Europe. This legimacy of the three competences together with the outcome of the student research within the SMILE
project is translated into the following requirements necessary for
students and educators to improve their quality in doing research.
1) Educators as producers of knowledge
• They should have high levels of knowledge and understanding
of the subject maer.
• They should have high levels of knowledge and understanding
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about pedagogical aspects of the educaon of children (including assessment of children, curriculum di erenaon, classroom organisaon and management).
• They should be able to use all this types of knowledge in the
producon of a research plan and to be able to use collect,
analyse, and qualitavely interpret data.
• They should be able to use ICT and to integrate them e ecvely in the research process (audiovisual resources, informacs).
• They should be able to produce sciencally evidence-based
knowledge.
2) Educators as communicators of knowledge
• They should be able to work together in a mulcultural school
context.
• They should be able to parcipate in the life of the school community.
• They should be able to interact and to share informaon with
pupils (and their parents) and colleagues.
• They should be procient in language skills (involving speaking,
listening, reading, wring both in their nave language and in
other languages).
3) Educators as knowledge contributors for an acve European
cizenship
• They should recognise the importance of the knowledge produced for schools, parents, stakeholders and society and values
and norms re ecng knowledge.
• They should integrate the principles and values of social inclusion, European cizenship, recognising the specicity of each
culture.
• They should be able to e ecvely communicate their evidencebased knowledge to the school community, parents, stakeholders and society in general in order to promote acve European
cizenship.
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Conclusion
These 12, rather general requirements, divided over three key
competences su ce to provide a preliminary framework for discussing students´ progress through which more (specic) requirements
and addional behavioural indicators can be added. The queson
if and how this and other framework of standards have to be developed into a specic concrete ones falls outside the scope of the
SMILE project.
However, a er the European Commission’s Common Principles
publicaon in 2005, another important policy paper was published
two years later, ‘Improving the Quality of Teacher Educaon’. In this
second publicaon the Commission proposes a detailed framework
for improving the quality of educaon and hammered on the development of indicators for assessment. Both documents led to responses from stakeholders such as the Associaon for Teacher Educaon
in Europe (ATEE, 2006; Snoek & Dietze, 2007) insisng that within
the development of indicators, teachers should be heard and acvely be involved as key players in educaon. Other stakeholders and
consora of teacher training colleges in Europe who worked together in projects3 about the quality of teachers and educaon raised
their voices as well.
Being aware of the criques on imposing rigid standards as forms
of self-assessment and control on educaon and teacher quality,
we like to break ground for standards as a learning tool through
which student teachers but also teachers can be involved in a crical
polical and pedagogical dialogue about the purpose of educaon
in a society where democracy and jusce are challenged day by day.

3

Within EU-subsidised Comenius and Erasmus projects like ‘Argonauts of Europe’ (20022005), ‘Race and Ethnicity Based Educaon: Local Soluons’ (REBELS, 2004-2007), ‘Idenfying Teacher Quality’ (ITQ, 2006-2009) and ´Comparison and Assessment: Quality in Primary
Educaon in Europe´ (COMPASS, 2009-2011) quality standards for teachers in Europe have
been an important subject. See also Swachten (2007, 2008).
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AFTERWORD
EDUCATIONAL POLITICS AS THEATRE:
Whose Quality? Whose Standards?
Lejo Swachten
Respect Network Foundaon

… if everything is already performave, staged, commodied, and dramaturgical, then the dividing lines between person and character, between
performer and actor, between stage and se ng, between script and text,
and between performance and performavity disappear.
Norman Denzin, 2003, p. 25-26.

Reading this quote of Denzin means that this a erword and the
whole book is a performance as well; it is a text but at the same
me a script. Especially in our media age, elecons of the best teacher and the ranking of schools turn out to be a media event and
thus a performance; good and bad teachers as well as schools play,
to use dramaturgical terms, the roles of heroes and villains.
In this media-driven world with its audiences and performers
even a school reform can be turned into a play, a polical spectacle. It’s a performance to transmit to the audience a message that
cannot be misunderstood: ‘it is of the highest priority to change the
school system otherwise we will not be able to educate cizens for
an economy at risk, to keep up with other naons and to safeguard
the quality of life so far’1. Through such public performances market
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principles in the public sphere and thus in schools have been introduced re-labelling students into consumers and teachers into providers of educaon (Anderson, 2005). It was soon followed by a coherent system of standards or competences in order to keep track of
the quality of teachers at school level, complementary administrave accountability procedures and naonal tests. It not only intrudes
the autonomy of teachers but also provokes ranking of schools and
thus the creaon of compeve schools2.
Of course, we can cast some serious doubts if this development,
visible in America and in Europe, is not harming the freedom of educaon, meaning the right to a liberal educaon, whether liberatory
or not. We might queson if the focus on vocaonal training in order to help the economies at risk not only transforms students and
teachers into consumers and providers but also, at the same me,
turns them into disposable objects for the greater sake of naonal
or internaonal economies. It is understandable with regard to these
developments, that Anderson proposes a polical awareness of the
making of a polical spectacle amongst teachers.
Therefore, it is imperave that educators become literate about how polical
spectacles are constructed and sustained. In the case of school reform, this
involves an understanding of how the current accountability spectacle leads

1

In quong Cochran-Smith, Snoek & Dietze (2007) stress, those metaphoric tles of policy
reports, for example ´It is 5 minutes to 12´, serve a clear purpose: “These metaphors
are intended to conjure hopeless situaons that can be remedied only by pursuing radically
di erent direcons” (p. 24). In this respect we can also refer to the language used in research
to convince policy makers. Donmoyer (2005) speaks off plotlines of research; one of the
plotlines of the 20th century refers to standardisaon of educaon and the process-product
paradigm which provoked a focus on competency-based educaon with a heavy reliance on
teacher’s behaviour to produce the expected outcome i.e. student’s behaviour. Contrary to
these types of plotlines, Donmoyer menons construcvist theories and research in which
the idiosyncrasies of learners, teachers and schools are considered more important.
2
Snoek & Dietze (2007) points to the fact that educaon is about parcipaon in the classroom.
Ranking schools doesn´t say anything about the educaon process, A student who failed can
have been educated by teachers who are considered quality teachers. In addion, a successful student can be educated by an uninspired teacher.
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to performance cultures that deskill, depolicize, and distract both educaonal professionals and the cizens they serve. (2005, p.201)

The main queson is if this accountability spectacle leading to performance cultures that deskill and depolicise, is as rigid as Anderson
thinks or that it contains democrac elements to use the standards
as a dialogue, leaving space to ll in specic requirements for each
school and thus behavioural indicators for assessment. The queson
is whose standards we are talking about: the standards prescribed by
naonal or local authories for assessing quality or a framework of
key standards with some requirements as a base for dialogue between
teachers and those responsible for control and assessment.
Although I agree with Anderson that standards can lead to
deskilling and depolicising teachers when assessment is based
upon the output i.e. the outcome of tests made by pupils instead of
teachers´ e orts to cope daily with the challenges in the classrooms
and schools, I detect also opportunities in the developments
leading towards self-management of schools.
The whole discussion about quality of teachers can be brought
back to one important issue: who decides which indicators will be
used and what are the consequences when teachers fail the assessment? The Common Principles document of the European Commission in 2005 includes no indicators to assess the proposed requirements for achieving the three key competences. Snoek and Dietze
(2007) point to the fact, that although the European Commission
has no mandate in educaonal maers of the EU member states,
the documents Common Principles as well as Improving the Quality
of Teacher Educaon contain clear advices to develop indicators.
In the last report under the heading of the Commission’s contribuon, it is proposed to ´develop indicators that beer re ect the
issues involved in improving educaon and training for teachers
and their recruitment…’(p.15). Snoek & Dietze warn us that when
these indicators will be developed and used as a benchmark, they
will in uence naonal policies as member states doesn’t want to be
ranked having a minor quality of educaon.
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Before the publicaon of both documents and the described
advices some individual member states started already to develop
standards and requirements; the above-menoned publicaons
smulated others to follow the example. The competences and
requirements per member state are di erent3 but in general they
have all in common that no concrete indicators are described so
far. However, this could change if we have to believe the warning of
Snoek and Dietze. This scenario smulated the Associaon of Teacher
Educaon in Europe (ATEE) to publish a policy paper (2006) with
recommendaons on the development of indicators. Although this
paper states clearly, that a frame of reference for internaonal
cooperaon is needed it recommends involving the teachers as the
owners of quality. In addion, it menons that ´quality indicators
are not goals in themselves, but should be part of a system to smulate teacher quality that is consistent with the indicators and that
smulates ownership by teachers´ (p.3).4
The future will show us if these recommendaons will be taken
into account. For the me being Snoek & Dietze point to the importance of establishing self-regulated naonal professional legal bodies
with a common knowledge base as representaves of professional
teachers in the naonal and European debates about teacher
quality5. For them it is a precondion, because an absence of such
bodies would leave the baleeld to government o cials, regional
and local authories and other stakeholders.

3

In the Comenius project ´Idenfying Teacher Quality´ (ITQ) in which 21 teacher training
instutes from 12 EU countries parcipated, the standards of the di erent countries were
translated into texts for re ecve use in teacher training. See for more informaon www.
teacherqualitytoolbox.eu
4
For a complete list of criteria and legimacy see ATEE, The Quality of Teachers, Brussels, 2006
and in addion Snoek & Dietze (2007).
5
To give two examples: in the Netherlands, teacher educators are organised through the
´Velon´ associaon, for which registraon is free (see: www.velon.nl). It is thus not an o cial
body. A legal body for teachers in primary and secondary educaon is missing too. In the UK,
however, the ´General Teaching Council´ is such a legal body for qualied teachers for which
registraon is compulsory (see: www.gtc.org.uk).
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But what should teacher educators do in inial and in-service teacher training in the meanme? Should we wait and leave
everything to associaons and legal bodies represenng the educaonal professionals?
Anderson´s call above for engaging educators in understanding
the accountability spectacle gives a clear polical objecve with
an assignment for teacher educaon. A crical examinaon of the
construcon and sustainability of accountability spectacles would
reveal other related issues as well, such as the growing unbalanced
relaonship between the individual and society, the hidden purpose
of educaon and especially the extreme focus on vocaonal instead
of liberal educaon. It would queson the contemporary choreography of educaon and teacher educaon in our community theatre, the economy-driven society.
Nobody doubts that cizenship and democrac educaon
through idenfying values and norms for living together is an important purpose of schooling as also nobody doubts that a vocaonal
training is equally important contribung to one’s own and the
community’s well-being. The queson is whether the rst purpose
is implemented as an instrument to support the second purpose.
You might ask yourself why we more than o en refer to teacher
educaon as training, as it is only a skill what has to be learned. In
this respect it is somemes very benecial to take noce of indigenous knowledge sll held in indigenous populaons all over the
world. In his ´Non-Western Educaonal Tradions´, Timothy Reagan
collected a lot of examples from indigenous populaons in Africa,
Mesoamerica, and North America and from Hindu, Buddha, Islamic,
Chinese educaonal thought and pracce. Here the parents and the
elderly are the educators as well as the teacher educators. In his
evaluaon of these pracces, he states,
… although all of the tradions examined … pay aenon to the vocaonal
needs of the individual, this focus is di erent from that found in contemporary (…) society in a signicant way. In modern capitalist sociees (…)
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educaonal instuons are o en expected to serve the needs of the economy (or, more accurately, of employers), rather than the needs of individual
workers. To be sure, one could suggest that these two sets of needs ought
to be, at least in the ideal, very similar, but they are by no means the same.
In the cases examined in this book, the emphasis placed on vocaonal preparaon is largely an empowering one, with the greater emphasis normally
placed on the needs and aptudes of the individual rather than on the needs
of the employer. (p. 249-250)

Thus, vocaonal educaon is more than training; it relates to
what is considered empowering with respect to the needs of the
individual. Reagan remarks that in all the indigenous populaons
the primary goal of educaon is to become a good person (p.250).
If the goal of educaon should be becoming a good person, than
teachers engaged in this educaon process have to be good persons as well. Reagan menons just one characterisc, ´honesty´,
but it could easily be expanded with humility, lovingness, courage,
tolerance, decisiveness, condence, paence and a joy of living, the
indispensable qualies for a progressive teacher according to Freire
(1998) en Darder (2003). These qualities should be focused on
values improving the relaonship with students.
Unlike the tradional pedagogical emphasis on specic teaching methodologies, parcular classroom curricula, an the use of standardized texts and
materials, Freire´s indispensable qualies focus on those human values that
expand a teacher’s crical and emoonal capacity to enter into e ecve
learning-teaching relaonships with students. (Darder, p. 507)

If these qualies are indispensable (and I like to add a few others
such as caring, passion, inspiraonal) why then they are not listed
as such in the teacher requirements? When asked students, parents
and lay people which teacher qualies they consider important,
they point to a few of these qualies menoned above. Could it be
that the formal competences or standards with their requirements
are made by government o cials and other stakeholders and not
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by teachers? Does this not re ect the importance of reclaiming the
ownership of quality?6 And more important, do we have to reclaim
ownership through representave legal bodies or do we need to
start in our teacher educaon to train and educate our students to
become good teachers and good persons.
Honestly, I do think that this will be one of the main challenges
for the 21st century; claiming ownership means not only engaging
yourself as teacher educators, student teachers and teachers in the
debate on quality but also discussing in the classrooms7 the purpose of educaon, the power issues behind it and the ways to reclaim
our professional birth right. Rigid frameworks with detailed assessment indicators, what Anderson had in mind when wring his call,
could provoke blind acvism (Darder, p.509). We need to discover
the space for negoaon and propose alternaves; we need general frameworks without indicators leaving room for schools and teachers to provide other descripons of requirements and addional
indicators, which re ect the educaonal context. We could start in
teacher educaon arming students to tackle the reied legal documents on what they think quality is and what can be done to convince policymakers. In such a crical, pedagogical dialogue teachers
will not only be challenged to explain what good educaon is and
what has to be changed based on own research but they have to get
into the polical arena promong a quality policy.
Doing research is one of the requirements according to Kincheloe
(2003, 2004, 2005) in order to develop a crical complex epistemology in which all the important knowledges (empirical, experienal,
ontological, normave, crical/polical knowledge and re ecvesynthec knowledge) are holiscally entangled. Through doing
research student teachers and teachers will become empowered to

6
In the ERASMUS project Comparison and Assessment: Quality in Primary Education in
Europe (COMPASS), 80 students met in 2009 and 2010 in Porto to discuss quality, to interview
fellow students, teachers and lay people.
7
In the COMPASS project, students developed frameworks of quality with respecve requirements and indicators, which can be downloaded from www.respect-network.org/compass.
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discuss pracces and policies taken for granted, like the naonal
or European competences, requirements and indicators. They will
also understand the reasoning behind it and the leading processproduct paradigm (Donmoyer, 2005), in which schools and teachers
are responsible not only for the process, but also the product, if
failing is directly related to the behaviour of teachers. As noted before, good classroom pracces don’t guarantee success. The focus on
outcome and product might even be cricised based on the proposed lifelong learning principles of policymakers; maybe they are just
the old-fashioned extended-learning principles. If the process is so
important why not propose a process-process paradigm. Through
these discussions student teachers and teachers will become policymakers as well.
In our media-driven society, teachers and student teachers can
not be sased acng as audience, they have to engaged themselves
as performers, as the real heroes. In doing so, they have to reconquer what is theirs, ownership of quality and standards.
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Europe has become a condition of life, in which we all have a role to play
as citizens. This goes also for the deaf learners and teachers. Europe, in
this respect, is also the ground for discussion, concerning the relationship
between hearing and deaf culture and the role of national sign languages.
Empowering learners and teachers to understand visible signs, attached
meanings and personal identiﬁcation processes of the deaf towards what
Europe is or should be, is of crucial importance in the training of sign
language teachers, interpreters and special needs educators.
The book aims to identify the main features of deafness, language and
culture and the quality standards for student research in schools in Europe.
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